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"I think Nature’s imagination is so much greater than man’s,

she’s never gonna let us relax!"-Richard Phillip Feynman





Abstract

The color expression in Nature deserves the attention of scientists searching eco-friendly

solutions to substitute pollutant synthetic dyes used in industrial processes. Being natu-

ral pigments, anthocyanins represent an affordable alternative; unfortunately, the colored

structures in anthocyanins are only stable in very acidic conditions, forming colorless prod-

ucts as the pH increases, precluding a more widespread utilization of these compounds as

dyes. This has motivated significant research efforts focusing on the development of new

strategies toward color stabilization in anthocyanins and their application in formulations

with different pHs in the coloring industry. On the other hand, the colorless structures

are light-sensitive being responsible for the photochromic properties in some anthocyanins

and synthetic derivatives. The study of photochromic transformations between uncolored

and colored forms is important in the development of photochromic devices in the materials

industry. In this thesis, a deep physical-chemical analysis of some natural mechanisms for

color stabilization such as self-association, aggregation, and co-pigmentation was performed

in anthocyanins and synthetic derivatives, in order to understand how Nature rules the

expression of color. Some other methods based on supramolecular assemblies as host-guest

interactions and micelle inclusions were also studied for the stabilization of both, colored

and uncolored species, searching for the stabilization of color and improvement and appli-

cation of the photochromic properties. Some results in natural anthocyanins indicate that

the inter and intramolecular interactions during their self-association and aggregation pro-

cesses, as well as the number of acylated units, result crucial in the stabilization of color and

their water solubility. The co-pigmentation effect of the caffeine over the color stabilization

was evaluated in a systematic way, employing a developed new method to explain the higher

affinity of the co-pigment for the chromophores. The inclusion of anthocyanins and their

synthetic derivatives into host receptors as molecular clips, calix[n]arenes, and micellar

environments proved a high stabilization of the color along the pH scale. On the other

hand, the photochromic properties of some synthetic flavylium systems were explored; the

quantum yield of photoisomerization between uncolored and colored species was increased

by the complexation with cyclodextrin as a host. The pH and light-sensitive properties of

anthocyanins derivatives were exploited in the construction of a molecular timer controlled

by changes in the pH and a system able to control the dissociation of boronate esters by

photoisomerization.

Keywords: Anthocyanins, Host-guest, Self-association, Copigmentation, Photochromism.
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Resumo

A expressão da cor na Natureza merece a atenção dos cientistas em busca de soluções verdes

para a substituição de corantes sintéticos poluentes usados em processos industriais. Por

serem pigmentos naturais, as antocianinas representam uma alternativa acessível; infeliz-

mente, as estruturas coloridas nas antocianinas são estáveis apenas em condições muito

ácidas, formando produtos incolores com o aumento do pH, impossibilitando uma utiliza-

ção mais ampla desses compostos como corantes. Isso tem motivado esforços de pesquisa

significativos com foco no desenvolvimento de novas estratégias para a estabilização da

cor em antocianinas e sua aplicação em formulações com diferentes pHs na indústria de

corantes. Por outro lado, as estruturas incolores são sensíveis à luz, sendo responsáveis

pelas propriedades fotocrómicas de algumas antocianinas e derivados sintéticos. O estudo

das transformações entre formas incolores e coloridas é importante no desenvolvimento

de dispositivos fotocrómicos na indústria dos materiais. Nesta tese, foi realizada uma aná-

lise físico-química profunda de alguns mecanismos naturais de estabilização de cor tais

como a autoassociação, agregação e co-pigmentação em antocianinas e derivados sintéticos,

a fim de compreender como a Natureza rege a expressão da cor. Alguns outraos métodos

baseados em montagens supramoleculares como interações hospedeiro-hóspede e inclusões

micelares também foram estudadas para a estabilização de espécies coradas e incolores,

procurando a estabilização da cor e o aperfeiçoamento e aplicação das propriedades foto-

crómicas. Alguns resultados em antocianinas naturais indicam que as interações inter e

intramoleculares durante seus processos de autoassociação e agregação, bem como o número

de unidades aciladas, são cruciais na estabilização da cor e sua solubilidade em água. O

efeito da co-pigmentação da cafeína sobre a estabilização da cor foi avaliado de forma sis-

temática, empregando-se um novo método desenvolvido para explicar a maior afinidade do

co-pigmento pelos cromóforos. A inclusão de antocianinas e seus derivados sintéticos em

receptores supramoleculares como clipes moleculares, calix[n]arenos e ambientes micelares

provou uma alta estabilização da cor ao longo da escala de pH. Por outro lado, as proprie-

dades fotocrómicas de alguns sistemas baseados en flavílios sintéticos foram exploradas; o

rendimento quântico da fotoisomerização entre espécies não coloridas e coloridas foi aumen-

tado pela complexação com ciclodextrina como hospedeiro. As propriedades de sistemas de

derivados de antocianinas sensíveis ao pH e à luz foram exploradas na construção de um

cronômetro molecular controlado por mudanças no pH ede um sistema capaz de controlar a 

disociação  de  ésteres  de  boronato  por  fotoisomerização.

Palavras-chave: Antocianinas, Hospedeiro-hóspede, Auto-associação, Copigmentação, Fo-

tocromismo.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

The practice of a specific technique makes humans became masters; consequently, masters

contribute to making perfection. To reach perfection is necessary to use time, the most

valuable thing that someone can spend. With billions of years of evolution that support it,

Mother Nature is the clearest example of perfection. It is not strange that Nature’s genius

serves for inspiration in science and technology, and the practice of copying mechanisms to

produce functional materials and make synthetic chemical compounds based on them is one

of the most followed protocols to research in different areas. Nature-inspired design served

for these proposes is known as biomimicry.

1.1 Biomimicry and its relationship with sustainability

The term biomimicry, derived from the Greek "bio" which means life and "mimesis" that

means simulation or imitation.[1, 2] The term appeared for the first time published in

1982,[3] a work that describes organometallic complexes which mimic the active site func-

tion of two enzymes. Biomimicry is a branch of science that aims to identify and study the

basics of the mechanisms, materials, and structures found in nature and then convert them

in the knowledge that can be applied in problem-solving.[2] Janine Benyus popularized the

term of biomimicry in her book published in 1997 [1], later she founded The Biomimicry

Institute that promotes the transfer of ideas, designs, and strategies from biology to sustain-

able human systems design.

On the other hand, the Oxford English Dictionary defines sustainability as "capable of

being upheld; maintainable"the term derives from the French verb "soutenir", which means

"to hold up"or "support". The concept of sustainability had been modified and adapted

by different societies, including aspects related to sustainable energy, society, economy,

agriculture, and biological resource use.[4, 5, 6] In general, sustainability is based on the

fact that resources are finite, and it is essential to maximize their use during the production
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processes. Here, the application of biological systems that serve as models plays an essential

role in proposing various strategies to increase the benefits of the resources and reduce

production costs.[2]

1.2 Copying Nature as an opportunity in the science of color

Colorants extracted from plants, animals, and minerals were used since prehistoric times.

The animal instinct of humans to mark our territory comes from more than 30,000 years ago.

Later, the Egyptians and Chinese dominated some dyeing techniques using dyes principally

extracted from plants and insects and some mineral pigments; other cultures in America

and other continents also developed different techniques with other kinds of colorants.[7]

The Greeks and Romans used different colorants obtained from natural sources. Later, they

were spread, modified, and diversified in Europe during medieval times and worldwide with

the industrial revolution and modern age.[8] In 1856 the first synthetic organic dye was

incidentally discovered; the mauveine or Perkin’s mauve has pioneered the development of

other synthetic dyes as azo and di-azo compounds. During the chemical industry expansion

in the 19th century, the natural pigments chemical structure also served as inspiration

for the synthesis of useful substances in terms of product quality and cost-effectiveness.[9]

Many natural pigments, obtained typically by extraction and purification, were replaced by

their synthetic versions through the history.[8, 10]

During ancient times, the cost of colored articles, in therm of chemistry and applications,

was high, and only the wealthiest people could afford them, now they are accessible by al-

most all. In early times, the effects of colorant extraction, production, and waste generation

over the environment, health, and toxicity were unknown.[7, 11] Nowadays, color occupies

an essential role in our lives, from the clothes we wear, the documents we read, food we eat

and in general, everything we see. Hence, the rapid industrialization and the high demand

for colorants for different proposes is affecting the dyeing industry.

Among the dying industries, textile is one of the most polluting activities. Synthetic

dyestuffs used to dye fabrics give color to the water. Some of them are toxic; this reduces

the water permeability to light and oxygen that may cause the extinction of living beings

and restrict the reuse of the water.[7] Today, natural colorants are hardly used in the textile

sector.[12] Furthermore, the food industry uses synthetic and natural colorants to influence

the food appearance to attract consumers. Synthetic compounds are widely used due to their

effectiveness, but they can cause toxic or carcinogenic effects in humans. On the other hand,

natural colorants are usually non-toxic and posses some beneficial health effects as anti-

carcinogenic, antioxidant, bactericidal, anti-viral, and anti-mutagenic activities. Cosmetic

products also have many colorants on their formulations, they have rarely been associ-

ated with health hazards, but long-term effects have not been evaluated. However, some
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of them cause allergic reactions and exhibit possible carcinogenic or mutagenic effects.[7, 11]

Consequently and given the above findings, environmental and health legislation have

a stricter control, but necessary, over the colorant usage. In 1881, the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture began research on the colorants used in food. Later, the Federal Drug

and Administration (FDA) was founded and is now responsible for protecting public health

in the US. In Europe, the European Parliament appointed the European Commission, and

now every country around the world has its own institution to regulate these affairs. These

institutions regularly publish a series of specifications and recommendations in the use of

natural and synthetic colorants and their prohibitions in different industries.[11, 13]

Natural dyes are not entirely safe, but they are less toxic than their synthetic coun-

terparts. Many of them are biodegradable and cost-effective, have pharmacological effects

and possible health benefits, and come from renewable sources.[14] Unfortunately, there

is a series of disadvantages to the use of natural pigments in the coloring industry. Some

examples include their extraction, which is time-consuming, they tend to fade faster than

synthetic dyes (lower stability) and are not entirely compatible with synthetic fibers for their

use in the textile industry.[5]

Whatever view is taken on this, the interest of using dyes and pigments derived from

natural sources is increasing during the last years. The study of the natural compounds

applying biomimetic techniques led to obtaining discoveries about the science of color, this,

in turn, contributes to obtain industrial innovations.[7] An example of Nature’s inspiration

is, in fact, the synthesis of dyes and pigments previously mentioned, as well as the study of

natural photosynthetic mechanisms to obtain energy from the sun. All the photosynthetic

organisms, the best solar cells on earth, are considered sustainable because there is no waste

in these natural systems. The environment is not affected when the organism born or dies.

Investing in the study and partial or total application of their mechanism features to obtain

renewable energy technologies leads to achieving a truly sustainable energy source.[15]

1.3 Anthocyanins as natural dyes

Anthocyanins are the most important pigments of the vascular plants; they are produced as

secondary metabolites to attract animals to promote pollination and seed dispersal. They

also play an important role in plant protection against ultraviolet (UV) light damage and

photo-oxidative stress.[16] Natural anthocyanins have served as bio-inspiration for the de-

sign of synthetic flavylium-based compounds. In turn, the study of the thermodynamic and

kinetic behaviors of the pH-dependent network of chemical reactions in such compounds has

substantially contributed to a better understating of the complicated system behavior as the

anthocyanins one.[17] Understanding the anthocyanins behavior is essential to evaluate

the role of these natural compounds in health-related benefits, their use as colorants, and

3
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Scheme 1.1: Typical representation of an anthocyanin and its fragments.

their applications in different areas that will go deeply forward in this chapter.

Anthocyanins belong to the family of flavonoids, the largest group of pigments in the

Plant Kingdom. These phenolic compounds are responsible for blue, orange, violet, purple,

pink, and red colors in many flowers, leaves, roots, seeds, stems, and fruits. They are hetero-

sides, composed of an anthocyanidin (aglycone), derived from the 2-phenylbenzopyrylium

(flavylium), and one or various sugar moieties that confers water solubility and can be or

not acylated with aromatic or aliphatic organic acids (Scheme 1.1).[18] Most anthocyanins

are glycosylated at position C3 (see Figure 1.1), but they can be found bearing sugars in

positions C5,C7,C3’,C5’ or C4’.[18] Meanwhile, the acylation is one of the most common

modifications in plant secondary metabolites as the anthocyanins. The hydroxycinnamoyl

groups are commonly the main aromatic substituents, and the aliphatic acyl substituents,

including malonyl, acetyl, succinyl, and malyl, among others, can be generally linked to

the glucosyl moieties. The acylated compounds are more stable than their non-acylated

parent compounds.[19] By this time, the structure of more than 700 anthocyanins have been

identified in extracts obtained from Nature, and around 65% of them are acylated.[20]

Figure 1.1: The 2-phenylbenzopyrylium structure and the most common anthocyanidins
found in Nature.
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Chemically, the flavylium backbone or 2-phenylbenzopyrylium is composed by an aro-

matic ring (A) bonded to an oxygen heterocycle (C), which is also bonded to a third aromatic

ring (B), some H are commonly substituted by methoxy or hydroxyl functional groups (Fig-

ure 1.1) to form the anthocyanidins, that acts as the chromophore.[21] In Figure 1.1, the

substitution pattern of the most important anthocyanidins is presented.

The flavylium cation usually represents anthocyanins and related compounds because

they are generally isolated as flavylium chloride salts,[22] which is the dominant form

in acidic aqueous solutions. However, this structure is only one of the species involved

in the pH-dependent flavylium multi-state (see Section 1.4). A positive charge is always

represented over the oxygen in the heterocycle, but it is delocalized through all the pyrylium

structure, being C2 and C4 the most electron-deficient atoms.[23]

1.3.1 Stability of anthocyanins

Anthocyanins are the flavonoids with high sensibility to thermal and pH degradation, their

aglycones are only stable under highly acidic conditions and are degraded in less than an

hour at physiological conditions (37°C and pH=7.4).[24] The increasing -OH concentration

may boost the degradation reactions in anthocyanins, while the hydroxyl group in position

C3 in anthocyanidins makes them unstable. Both anthocyanidins and anthocyanins are

not stable above neutral pH and the pathways for their degradation include hydrolytic and

autoxidative processes with cleavage of the C2-C1’, C2-C3 and C3-C4 bonds (Figure 1.2).[24,

25] These reactions are irreversible and represent a drain from the flavylium multi-state

system detailed below in Section 1.4.

Figure 1.2: Pathways of the anthocyanins degradation by cleavage of the C2-C1’, C2-C3 and
C3-C4 bonds.

On the other hand, the polyphenolic structure of anthocyanidins adds a hydrophobic

characteristic on them, and makes them soluble in organic solvents, such as ethanol and
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methanol. The sugar moiety provides higher solubility to the anthocyanins when they

are dissolved in aqueous media; thus, the aglycones are found in fresh plant tissues in

a lower proportion. The level of glycosylation is also important in terms of stability; an

extra sugar in position 5 improves the stabilization of 3-O-glycosides.[26] Sugars can be

substituted or acylated by aliphatic, hydroxybenzoic, or hydroxycinnamic acids. Polyacylated

anthocyanins that contain more than one glycosyl and/or acyl groups have been identified

in different plant tissues.[27]. The acylated derivatives are typically more stable than

non-acylated because they offered resistance to the hydration reaction[18] (see Section 1.4)

and higher resistance to light and heat. The substituents in the B ring also influence

the stability of anthocyanins, the more hydroxyl groups, the more unstable. Otherwise,

the methoxyl groups can bring certain stability. Accordingly, Pelargonidin would be the

most stable anthocyanidin (Figure 1.1). Other compounds as pyranoanthocyanins and 3-

deoxyanthocyanins are more stable than the anthocyanins; because the former have a

substitution in position 4 and are less susceptible to hydration[28], while the absence of

substituent in position 3 in deoxyanthocyanins not only make them resistant to hydration

at high pH, making their quinoidal bases more stable than the hemiketal form, but also

they are stable to temperature degradation.[29, 30, 31] The isolated anthocyanins stability

can be also affected negatively by the presence of enzymes, heat-humidity, oxygen, and light

exposure leading to their degradation.[32, 33]

1.3.2 Color expression

The π-conjugated structures in flavylium-based compounds are responsible for the absorp-

tion of green and yellow wavelengths (expressing red to blue colors), while the chalcones

can sometimes absorb blue wavelengths providing yellow colors.[34] The UV/Vis absorption

spectra are commonly attributed to electronic transition between the π-type molecular or-

bitals and have been defined by different quantum chemical methods.[35] Almost all the

anthocyanins present an absorption band in the visible region of the electromagnetic spec-

trum, around 500-535nm, and a second band in the UV region around 265-275nm. When

an aromatic organic acid acylates an anthocyanin, the absorption in the UV-B range is

increased.[36] After a proton lost in the flavylium cation, the anthocyanins’ conjugate base

maximizes its electron delocalization over the three rings, and typically, a red-shift is ob-

served in the wavelength absorption, and the color turns from red to purple-blue. The

number and type of substituent in the flavylium backbone, as well as the site of substitution,

are responsible for the variation in color in this family.[9, 34] The color of these compounds

can also be modulated by controlling the pH of the solution, metal complexation, and in-

termolecular interactions, which may induce co-pigmentation detailed below in sections 1.5

and 1.6.
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1.3.3 Anthocyanins sources

During the last decades, an increasing number of reports in the literature regarding the

sources and the development of novel techniques to separate and purify anthocyanins, their

application, color tracking and pigment changes, quantitative analysis, and the effect of

the plant stress over the anthocyanin production have been published. The source and

applications of some natural anthocyanins and their synthetic parent compounds will be

summarized in this and the next subsection.

As previously pointed out, anthocyanins are spread in the Plantae Kingdom. The most

common sources in human feeding are fruits and vegetables. Principally from fruits of the

family Rosaceae (Blueberries, blackberries, strawberries, cherries, etc.), but they are also

abundant in some cereals, leafy vegetables, and roots such in purple potatoes, eggplant,

red onion and cabbage, beans, purple corn, among others.[37] Processed foods have been

much less studied for their anthocyanin content because usually, the extraction of these

compounds leads to their degradation after their storage. Wine is maybe the processed

product with more research about anthocyanin content; during the aging, the anthocyanin

levels decrease, but other derivatives as stable pyranoanthocyanins use to appear.[28]

Anthocyanins are polar molecules, and typically they are obtained by solvent extraction

using acidified aqueous mixtures of methanol, ethanol, or acetone. This method can not

separate other polar molecules like sugars or organic acids; then, a separation technique

must be applied to purify the pigments. The most used techniques to separate them are the

solid phase extraction, countercurrent, medium pressure, and high-performance liquid chro-

matography (CCC, MPLC, and HPLC, respectively). After isolation, the mass spectrometry

(MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of 1H and 13C are the most used techniques

for the identification of anthocyanins.[21]

1.3.4 Applications of anthocyanins and related compounds

Besides their use as natural colorants, many other uses and applications of anthocyanins

and their flavylium derivatives have been discovered, mostly in food processing, pharma-

ceutical industry, cosmetic manufacturing, solar cell development, biosensors, molecular

switches, and drug delivery assemblies.

The European Union and the United States approve the use of anthocyanins as natural

food additives to impart color. Usually, they are used as raw extracts or concentrated juices

obtained from different edible sources.[18] Their use is limited to foodstuffs with sufficiently

acidic pH, not extremely heated or without sulfites (except for the wine, commonly used as

food preservatives); in those conditions, they are unstable. Because of this, they are used

in dairy products, jams, candies, soft drinks, etc. Due to their health promotion properties,

anthocyanins have been included in many foods products not only because of their colors
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but also for the formulation of functional food products.[38, 39] The previous statement

is attributed because anthocyanins have been identified to exhibit a strong antioxidant

activity. They can transfer electrons to reactive oxygen species (ROS), protecting those

biomolecules able to oxidize as DNA, proteins, and polyunsaturated fatty acids.[24] This

property is related to the prevention of neuronal and cardiovascular illnesses, cancer, inflam-

mation, and diabetes, among other diseases.[40, 41] As an active pharmaceutical additive,

some anthocyanins have been associated with antimicrobial effects and good visual health

goodnesses.[42, 43] These are some of the reasons why natural anthocyanins are considered

important in the pharmaceutical sector.

Some cosmetic topical formulations rich in anthocyanins have shown reliable protection

in human skin against the aging damage produced by UV light, such as oxidative damage

in the epidermis, dermis and, adnexal organs of the skin.[44, 45, 46] This photo-protective

effect is related to the anthocyanins UV light absorption, mainly in acylated and polya-

cylated ones. Conversely, another effect observed in cosmetics with anthocyanins is the

inhibition of hyperpigmentation by inhibition of the tyrosinase activity in melanocytes.[47]

The tyrosinase inhibitors are commonly used for whitening skin in cosmetic formulations;

unfortunately, the common inhibitors are related to cancer and neurodegenerative diseases

as Parkinson’s[48], then the use of natural inhibitors as anthocyanins can be suitable for

their substitution.

Natural anthocyanins with a catechol group in the B ring can be used as light harvesters

in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC), based on the principle that they can link to the tita-

nium dioxide in their quinoidal base form, then light excitation of the chromophore lads

to the electron injection to the TiO2 conduction band producing electric current.[49, 50]

Anthocyanins nano-encapsulation has demonstrated enhanced optical properties as chro-

mophores or fluorescent active biomolecules used as green constituents for electro-chromic

applications and photonic devices.[51, 52, 53] Anthocyanins have served as bioinspiration

for the application of synthetic flavylium compounds, and in counterpart, the study of some

synthetic flavylium model compounds have contributed to a better understanding of the

anthocyanins properties. Since natural anthocyanins tend to degrade and/or hydrate to

form other species along the time (see sections 1.3.1 and 1.4), some bioinspired stable syn-

thetic flavylium compounds have been tested in DSSC with high performances.[54] The

synthetic flavylium-based compounds have served as light, and pH-dependent molecular

switches, chemosensors for water/humidity, and photo triggered drug delivery assemblies,

among other applications.[22, 55, 56, 57]

Research on anthocyanins and in general flavylium-based compounds has evolved during

the last two decades. New natural compounds have been discovered and characterized, their

mechanism of color has been clarified, the interaction with other molecules been studied,

and new applications been discovered.[22] All this has only been possible because of a better

8
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Scheme 1.2: The Oenin flavylium multi-state by means of pH changes. The deprotonated
species are highly unstable for this anthocyanin.

understanding of the behavior of complex flavylium multi-state in different situations.

1.4 The flavylium multi-state

Flavylium derivatives have the peculiarity of change their color when they are dissolved

in water at different pH values. They are involved in a reversibly interconnected series of

chemical reactions producing five different species and their deprotonated forms, described

in detail below. Scheme 1.2 shows the possible species formed in the anthocyanin Oenin

through pH changes and serves as an example for the other flavylium-based systems. Five

different species and their deprotonated forms interconnected by four chemical reactions can

be observed defining the flavylium multi-state.[58] It is important to note that the commonly

colored species are the flavylium cation AH+, the quinoidal base A and their deprotonated

forms, the last ones red-shifted compared with the former.[22] The AH+ is the only stable

species at very acidic solutions (generally pH<1), but when the pH is higher than 1, the

production of the other species in the multi-state is triggered.

1.4.1 A brief history of flavylium-based compounds research

To understand the peculiar behavior of the flavylium multi-state was necessary the invest-

ment of decades of work and research by many scientists, including the Nobel Prize winners

9
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Richard Willstätter (1915) and Robert Robinson (1947).[58]

It was Büllow[59] who, in 1901, published the first synthetic flavylium compound set-

tling the basis of the study of this family. However, the interest in the change of color in

these compounds was early expressed; in 1664, Robert Boyle placed his curiosity on the

color changes in flower extracts treated with acids or alkalis.[60, 61]

Ludwing Clamor Marquart coined the term Anthocyanin in 1835, coming from the Greek

Anthos that means flower and kyanos, meaning blue.[22] In 1913, Willstätter started the

journey studying natural anthocyanins, with initial studies focused on understanding their

role in flower coloration.[62] Later he studied these compounds in water solutions at differ-

ent pH values, clarifying the color change.[63] Willstätter introduced the therm anthocyani-

din to describe those anthocyanins without a sugar attached.[22] In 1924 Willstätter and

his students published the first synthesized anthocyanidins, the pelargonidin, and the cyani-

din.[64] Willstätter studied the variation of the anthocyanin colors at different pH values

and their conformational arrangement and interaction with other plant constituents (other

phenolic compounds, metal ions, hydrocolloids, etc.) forming supramolecular complexes.[65]

In 1925, Robinson[66] synthesized the anthocyanidins by condensing an aromatic O-

hydroxyaldehyde and an acetophenone, including a final demethylation step, this mecha-

nism is still used for the synthesis of flavylium salts with a series of modifications. The prod-

uct demonstrated the same properties as the compound obtained from natural sources.[9]

Later in 1927, the inclusion of an attached sugar residue leads Robinson to synthesize the

firsts anthocyanin-like compounds. Robinson also made contributions to the understanding

of the co-pigmentation process.[67]

In the 60’s decade, when the works published by Sondheimer[68] opened the doors for

a more systematic study for the anthocyanins, Sondheimer calculated the pelargonidin 3-

monoglucoside acidity constant. Timberlake and Bridle firstly observed the effect of the

light on the flavylium system an noticed that the true equilibrium is only achieved in to-

tal darkness, because light affects isomerization of chalcones, [69] however, they worked

with natural anthocyanins where the trans-chalcone (Ct) molar fraction is low. Later

this effect was clarified with synthetic flavylium compounds (7,4’-dihydroxyflavylium and

5,7,4’-trimethoxyflavylium) by Jurd, who explained the photoisomerization of Ct to the cis-

chalcone (Cc) followed by the formation of AH+ through the hemiketal (B).[70] In the 80’s,

McClelland and his colleagues clarify the behavior of the flavylium-based compounds in

aqueous solutions at different pH values.[71, 72] Brouillard, Dubois, and Delaporte eluci-

dated the equilibria among the anthocyanin structures (explained below in detail) in 1977.

An important discovering was the fact that the quinoidal base does not hydrate in mod-

erately acidic medium.[73, 74] Later, Brouillard and co-workers studied the isomerization

10
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process in anthocyanins chalcones.[75] The complete flavylium multi-state system eluci-

dation was carried out by Santos and co-workers using one- and two-dimensional NMR

spectroscopy.[76]

1.4.2 The flavylium multi-state chemical reactions

Any alteration to higher pH values in a solution sufficiently acid to ensure the presence of

the AH+ as the single species makes that two different reactions take place (Scheme 1.2). (1)

deprotonation of the most acidic H+ in the hydroxyl groups to produce the colored quinoidal

base A and (2) water attack on the C2 or C4 to give the colorless hemiketal B (carbinol

pseudo-base) through a hydration reaction, the 4-hydroxy adduct is thermodynamically

less favored, so C2 hydration mainly takes place. Kinetically, the proton transfer that con-

verts AH+ into A is the fastest reaction, occurring on the sub-microseconds timescale,[77]

while the water attack over the AH+ is a slower process, within times between minutes and

seconds. The hydration rate is a strictly pH-dependent reaction, increasing at higher H+

concentrations. Only the flavylium cation is hydrated by the water in moderately acidic

pH values and not the quinoidal base.[74] Consequently, the higher the pH, the fewer AH+

available to hydrate and the slower the hydration rate, however at high -OH concentrations,

the A can react with the hydroxyl and hydrate and then the hydration rate can be propor-

tional to the hydroxide concentration.

The B form can eventually suffer a ring-opening leading to the cis-chalcone Cc formation

mean a tautomerization process, step (3) in Scheme 1.2. This process is commonly faster

than hydration (except at very acidic conditions) and occurs in the sub-seconds scale. Finally,

in the last step (4), an isomerization reaction conducts to the trans-chalcone Ct formation

form Cc, a process that can take a few seconds, minutes, hours, or even days.[22, 23]

The set of reactions reported in Scheme 1.2 can be written as:

Proton transfer

AH++H2O
Ka−−*)−−A+H3O+ (1.1)

Hydration

AH++2H2O
Kh−−*)−−B+H3O+ (1.2)

Tautomerization

B
K t−−*)−−Cc (1.3)

Isomerization

Cc
K i−−*)−−Ct (1.4)

The flavylium multi-state can be simplified if it is considered as a single acid-base reaction,

11
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involving just the AH+ and its conjugate base CB, which is the sum of the other species[74,

75], thus:

AH++2H2O−−*)−−CB+H3O+ (1.5)

with [CB]= [A]+ [B]+ [Cc]+ [Ct]

The equilibrium constant K ′
a for Eq.1.5 is defined then as:

K ′
a = Ka +Kh +KhK t +KhK tK i (1.6)

For flavylium-based compounds in which isomerization is the slowest process, a pseudo-

equilibrium can be set, this equilibrium is between the AH+, B and Cc. With a small

modification of equations 1.5 and 1.6 can be represented as:

AH++2H2O−−*)−−CB̂+H3O+ (1.7)

with [CB ]̂= [A]+ [B]+ [Cc]

And the equilibrium constant K â for Eq.1.7 is defined then as:

K â = Ka +Kh +KhK t (1.8)

As all the reactions exposed in Scheme 1.2 are reversible, acidification of the media reverts

the equilibria to the AH+ form or the most stable species at the final pH value. At higher

pH values, all the species suffer a second or even a third deprotonation (see eq.1.9 and 1.10),

leading to the formation of other species with different colors, generally absorbing at higher

wavelengths than their protonated forms.

CB+H2O−−*)−−CB−+H3O+ (1.9)

CB−+H2O−−*)−−CB−2 +H3O+ (1.10)

with [CB-]= [A-]+ [B-]+ [Cc-]+ [Ct-] and [CB-2]= [A-2]+ [B-2]+ [Cc-2]+ [Ct-2]

And the equilibrium constant K ′′
a for Eq.1.9 and K ′′′

a for Eq.1.10 defined then as:

K ′′
a = KA/A−Ka +KB/B−Kh +KCc/Cc−KhK t +KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

K ′
a

(1.11)

K ′′′
a = KA−/A−2 KA/A−Ka +KB−/B−2 KB/B−Kh +KCc−/Cc−2 KCc/Cc−KhK t +KCt−/Ct−2 KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

K ′
aK ′′

a
(1.12)

with KX /X− and KX−/X−2 representing the first and second deprotonation reactions for each

species, see more details about the mathematical deduction of these expressions in Appendix

A.
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The equilibrium (K) and kinetic (k) constants control the amount of the flavylium multi-

state species at the equilibrium and pseudo-equilibrium and their rate of formation re-

spectively. Both constants depend on the flavylium chemical nature, intermolecular and

intramolecular interactions, solvent mixtures, environment conditions, etc. Typically, in

anthocyanins, the species B, Cc, and Ct are more stable than A, and once it is formed as

a kinetic product is totally or partially converted into the other species after the equilib-

rium.[22]

1.4.3 Photochemistry in the flavylium multi-state system

Some flavylium multi-state species are sensitive to photochemical transformations when

exposed to a continuous or pulsed light stimulus. In general, anthocyanins are poorly flu-

orescent compounds, with typical fluorescent quantum yields lower than 4×10−3.[78] The

interesting effect is that the flavylium cation is a strong acid when it is in the excited

state, even at very acidic pH values, this transfer the proton to the solvent in a picoseconds

scale, later its quinoidal base in the excited state is deactivated thermically (non-radiative

processes) and by fluorescence (radiative process), being A responsible for the emission spec-

tra[79].

Figure 1.3: General representation for the photochemical process in flavylium-based com-
pounds. Photochromism is only observable if the cis-trans isomerization barrier is high.

Furthermore, the photochromism phenomenon occurs in many flavylium derivative

multi-states, including some deoxyanthocyanins. The cis and trans chalcones in the flavylium

multi-state system have a particular feature; they can be photo-isomerized in mildly acidic

media exhibiting photochromism. The general cis-trans photochromism is presented in

Figure 1.3, once the cis-chalcone has been formed through the photoisomerization process

(black arrows), as it is not thermodynamically stable, it can take two different routes: a)

going thermally backwards to the recovery of Ct (perceptible only in compounds with low

cis-trans isomerization barrier) and/or b) forward to the formation of the other species in the

pseudo-equilibrium (red arrow); B, and A or AH+ depending of the pH of the solution and

the Ka. Eventually, the solution will achieve the equilibrium thermically to the most stable

species (blue arrow). As will be discussed in section 1.4.4, the rate constants are dependent

13
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on the pH; thus, the photochromism in flavylium-based compounds can be controlled by the

H+ concentrations in the solution.

1.4.4 Study of the flavylium multi-state system

To understand the behavior of a specific flavylium-based compound, when it is dissolved in

water, there is a convenient way to study the kinetic and thermodynamic constants, control-

ling the flavylium multi-state species, this method is the performance of pH jumps. A direct

pH jump is defined as the addition of base to an equilibrated aqueous solution increasing

its pH value. Generally, in the flavylium multi-state, it starts at pH=1 or any pH where the

AH+ be the only species. In the same way, a reverse pH jump can be performed; this is the

addition of acid to equilibrated solutions decreasing their pH value. Usually the final pH is

1 or any pH where the AH+ be the most stable species.[32] After the pH jump, the system

starts to evolve toward the formation of other species, following Le Chatelier’s principle,

where the kinetics can be tracked by common UV-Vis and stopped-flow spectrophotometry

and/or by NMR spectroscopy depending on the kinetics lifetime.

As seen previously, the kinetics after a direct pH jump, follow a reversible first-order

set of reactions, and is possible to deduce their complete mathematical resolution.[80, 81]

The first step is the proton transfer, and due to the fast conversion between AH+ and A,

they are commonly considered as a single species AH+/A when the kinetics are followed,

the same thing when any other anionic species and its protonated form are involved. For

this reason, all the proton transfer reactions can not be followed during a pH jump not even

by stopped-flow spectrophotometry, to follow this kind of fast reactions is necessary to use

special techniques, such as temperature jumps or nanosecond flash photolysis.[74, 77] The

first kinetic step is expressed as shown in Eq.1.13.

k1 = ka +k−a[H+] (1.13)

In compounds with high cis-trans isomerization barrier as the anthocyanins (Figure 1.4),

the UV-vis spectra can be recorded immediately after a direct pH jump as shown in Figure

1.5a. The kinetics, commonly represented at a wavelength with higher variation in the

spectra along the time until the equilibrium, can be adjusted by a bi-exponential curve, see

insets in Figure 1.5a.

The first exponential represents the hydration followed immediately by the tautomerization

which is faster, so the rate-determining step is the hydration (at very acidic pH values the

hydration becomes faster than the tautomerization, change of regime).[58] At the end of

this step, the species AH+, A, B, and Cc can be present, and the pseudo-equilibrium can be

defined since the isomerization is the slowest process in the anthocyanins. The hydration

14
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Figure 1.4: Structure of a) Oenin and b) 7-hydroxy-4’triethylenglycol flavylium (7OH4’TEG)
as examples of flavylium-based compounds with and without high cis-trans isomerization
barrier.
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Figure 1.5: Representation of a typical direct pH jump, data obtained for Oenin. a) Kinetics
followed after a pH jump from pH 1 to 5.2 by common spectrophotometry adjusted by a
bi-exponential curve (insets), b) pH dependence of k2 Eq.1.14, k3 Eq.1.15 and k5 Eq.1.17
using Ka = 1.58×10−4, kh = 0.12s−1 , K t = 3.4×10−3, k−h = 35M−1s−1 , ki = 1.2×10−5s−1

and k−i = 1.3×10−8s−1. [82]
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can be represented by Eq.1.14.

k2 = χAH+kh +χBk−h[H+]= [H+]
[H+]+Ka

kh +
1

1+K t
k−h[H+] (1.14)

Where the molar fraction of AH+, χAH+ (obtained from the equilibrium with A), is multiplied

by the direct hydration constant, kh, and the molar fraction of B, χB (obtained from the

equilibrium of B with Cc), by the reverse rate constant k−h.

The isomerization is represented by a second exponential in Eq.1.15, where the mole

fraction of Cc, XCc is multiplied by the direct rate constant ki, the reverse constant k−i is

just added.

k3 = χCcki +k−i = KhK t

[H+]+Ka + (1+K t)Kh
ki +k−i (1.15)

Isomerization/Hydration

Abs

A
b

s

Figure 1.6: Representation of a typical direct pH jump, data obtained for 7OH4’TEG. a)
Kinetics followed after a pH jump from pH 1 to 5.5 by common spectrophotometry ad-
justed by a mono-exponential curve, b) pH dependence of k4 Eq.1.16, using Ka = 6.3×10−5,
KhK tki = 3.6×10−7Ms−1, K tki/k−h = 2×10−5M and k−i = 2.7×10−4s−1. Reproduced from
the work of Basílio et. al.[58]

Other flavylium-based compounds without a high cis-trans isomerization barrier (Figure

1.4) can be also followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy after the pH jumps (Figure 1.6a), but in this

case, the kinetics are described by a unique exponential curve. Thus, the hydration is slower

than the tautomerization, but also than the isomerization, being the rate-determining step.

This unique observed step, after the proton transfer reaction, leads to the equilibrium and
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the pseudo-equilibrium is not observed, the Eq.1.16 is representative of this event.

k4 =
[H+]

[H+]+Ka
KhK tki +k−i[H+]

[H+]+ K tki
k−h

(1.16)

Abs

A
b

s

Figure 1.7: A typical reverse pH jump kinetics (from pH 5.2 to 0.93) of a equilibrated Oenin
solution followed by stopped flow spectrophotometry. The molar fraction of A, B and Cc
have been calculated from the pre-exponential factors in the fitted curve.

Sometimes, the reverse pH jumps can help to calculate the thermodynamic and kinetics

constants in compounds with high cis-trans isomerization barrier.[82] When an equilibrated

solution goes back to a pH where the AH+ is thermodynamically stable, the kinetics can be

followed by stopped flow spectrophotometry (Figure 1.7). The curve followed in the flavylium

maximum wavelength absorption can be adjusted by a mono, bi or tri-exponential curve,

depending of the species present in the equilibrium/pseudo-equilibrium. The first absorption

registered is due the A that is transformed into AH+ during the mixing time of the stopped

flow. The fist exponential in the curve (hydration rate) corresponds to the conversion of

B into AH+ (k5 in Eq.1.17), the next step is controlled by the tautomerization rate (k6

in Eq.1.18) by conversion of Cc into more flavylium through B, and finally, the last step

typically observed by normal spectrophotometry is the conversion of Ct into AH+ through

B and Cc (not shown in Figure 1.7 because anthocyanins have a small amount of Ct in the

equilibrium).This is possible due the change of regime. The equilibrium constant K t can be

also calculated indirectly from the ratio of the pre-exponential factors K t = [Cc]/[B].

k5 = [H+]
[H+]+Ka

kh +k−h[H+] (1.17)

k6 = k−t +kH
−t[H

+]+kOH
−t [OH−] (1.18)
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For illustrative purposes, an example of the kinetic process after a direct pH jump of the

anthocyanin Oenin and the synthetic 7-hydroxy-4’-triethylenglycol flavylium (7OH4’TEG

in Figure 1.4) is represented in Figures 1.5 and 1.6 respectively. In Figure 1.5b the repre-

sentation of the pH-dependent Eqs. 1.14, 1.15 and 1.17 is observed. In contrast, in Figure

1.6b, only the representation of the Equation 1.16 for compounds without a cis-trans isomer-

ization barrier is shown, the black points represent the experimentally observed constants

result of the exponential fittings, the big colored points are the representation of the direct

(red) and reverse (green) pH jumps in Figures 1.5a, 1.4a, and 1.7

Abs Abs AbsA
b
s

A
b
s

A
b
s

Figure 1.8: Absorption spectra of Oenin after a direct pH jump to different pH values:
a) taken immediately after the jump, pKa = 3.8, b) the same in the pseudo-equilibrium,
pK â = 2.4 and c) in the equilibrium, pK ′

a = 2.38.

The acid-base constant Ka can be calculated by collecting immediately the absorption spec-

tra after a pH jump to different pH values, before AH+ or A hydrate. Furthermore, the K â

and K ′
a are calculated, collecting the absorption spectra when the system has reached the

pseudo-equilibrium, and the equilibrium, respectively, Figure 1.8 shows an example in the

calculation of the three constants for the Oenin. Unlike other flavylium-based compounds,

common anthocyanins have less than a 5% of Ct in the equilibrium, making it difficult to

distinguish from the spectra in the pseudo-equilibrium.[32]

Once the flavylium multi-state thermodynamic constants had been calculated, the sys-

tem can be represented employing the pH-dependent molar fraction of each species.[83] The

set of equations compiled in Eq. 1.19 can be applied to calculate the molar fractions; after

the proton transfer (the immediate spectra registered after the direct pH jump; EC=Ka), in

the pseudo-equilibrium (for those compounds without high cis-trans isomerization barrier

(EC=K â) and in the equilibrium (EC=K ′
a). Figure 1.9 shows the molar fraction distribution

in a pH range between and 7 for the Oenin.
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χAH+ = [H+]
[H+]+EC

;χA = Ka

[H+]+EC
;χB = Kh

[H+]+EC
;χCc =

KhK t

[H+]+EC
;χCt =

KhK tK i

[H+]+K ′
a

(1.19)

Figure 1.9: Molar fraction distribution of the five species in the flavylium multi-state for
Oenin a) immediately after the pH jump b) at the pseudo-equilibrium and c) at the equilib-
rium.

The use of an energy level diagram as the one shown in Scheme 1.3 is also a valuable

tool to study the flavylium multi-state. Here the relative free Gibbs energies of all the

species are represented using the AH+ as reference. The free Gibbs energy can be easily

calculated from the expression ∆G0 = −RT lnKeq, where ∆G0 is the Gibbs free energy, R

is the ideal gas constant (8.314J mol-1K-1), T is the temperature expressed in Kelvin scale,

and Keq is the equilibrium constant.[58, 83, 84]. When the pH increase, the energy of AH+

also increase, this means a destabilization and formation of other species in the equilibrium.

According to Scheme 1.3, the Oenin AH+ is the most stable species at pHs lower than

2.47 (pKh). After a direct pH jump to pH=pKa, half of AH+ and A are formed, however B is

more stable at this pH and the system goes forward to form B and Cc; Ct is only stable at

pH above 3.8. In most common anthocyanins the most stable species at the equilibrium is

the hemiketal, and the cis and trans chalcones are less stable, being the last almost imper-

ceptible. In 3-substituted flavylium compounds AH+ and Ct usually are in equilibrium as

the unique species. On the other hand the equilibrium between the flavylium cation and B
is common in C4 and C5-substituted compounds.[22]

The photochemistry of the flavylium-based compounds is interesting, as was pointed

out in section 1.4.3. The quantum yields of the photoisomerization reaction (Φ) can be

calculated registering an absorption spectra of solutions, after being irradiated with light

along a certain time, Eq.1.20.
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Scheme 1.3: Free Gibbs energy level diagram of the multi-state of Oenin.

Φ=
Vsol

∆Aλobs
b∆ελobs

∆tI0(1−10−Aλirr )
(1.20)

where Vsol is the volume of the solution expressed in L, b is the optical path, λobs and

λirr are the observation and irradiation wavelengths respectively, ∆t is the time and I0 is

the intensity of the incident light (measured by actinometry).[85] Note that this equation

assumes that the photoproduct does not absorb light in the irradiation wavelength and the

reactant does not absorb in the measured wavelength.

Figure 1.10 shows an example for the variation of the UV-Vis spectra of an equilibrated

solution 1.5×10−5M of the compound 7-hydroxy-4’triethylenglycol flavylium in water at

pH=3.1 upon irradiation at 375 nm. As can be observed the representative absorption band

of Ct at 370 nm disappears, while the AH+ absorption band (453 nm) appears along the

time of exposure to the light stimulus, the calculated quantum yield is Φ= 0.05.

The quantum yield of formation of AH+ is pH-dependent; in slightly acidic solutions,

where the hydration is the rate-determining step, B and Cc can be considered as a unique

species, B:Cc reacts to form AH+ by one side (Eq.1.21) and back to Ct by the other (Eq.1.22),

the contribution of k−i is very small as well as kh[H+]/([H+]+Ka) due the fact that the

hydration is the rate-determining step, therefore both can be neglected.[17] For those com-

pounds with high cis-trans isomerization barrier the contribution of the backward process

can be also neglected.

k f w = k−h[H+]
1+K t

(1.21)
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0 s

990 s
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Figure 1.10: Spectral variations of the compound 7-hydroxy-4’triethylenglycol flavylium,
1.5×10−5 M in water at pH=3.1, irradiation at 375 nm, Φ= 0.05. Reproduced from the work
of Gago et.al.[86]

kbw = K t

1+K t
ki (1.22)

Then, the pH-dependent quantum yield of reaction can be expressed as:

Φ=Φ0
k f w

k f w +kbw
=Φ0

[H+]

[H+]+ K tki
k−h

(1.23)

where Φ0 represents the quantum yield of photoisomerization of Ct to Cc and further con-

version into AH+ at pH=1.

By the other hand, when the tautomerization is the rate-determining step in acid pH

(change of regime), the quantum yield is represented by:

Φ=Φ0
k−t +kH[H+]+kOH[OH−]

k−t +kH[H+]+kOH[OH−]+ki
(1.24)

Pina and Maestri[87] introduced the flash photolysis as a powerful technique to obtain

information about the photochemical process when a flashlight hits on an equilibrated

solution with enough Ct. The maximum wavelength of the flavylium or the chalcones can

be tracked by common spectroscopy, and the events shown in Figure 1.11 take place. For

practical purposes only one wavelength is followed at the time, and its absorbance is set

to zero before the flash. An immediate bleaching can be observed in the tracking of the

chalcone wavelength after the light pulse, this because the Ct is photoisomerized into Cc
which absorption coefficient is lower.[17, 88] An increasing mono-exponential process can

also be observed immediately due to the formation of more Cc (in those compounds with
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Figure 1.11: Typical representation of a flash photolysis traces after a light flash over an
equilibrated solution with enough Ct. Kinetic followed in the maximum wavelength of the
trans-chalcone (up) and the flavylium cation (down).

a low cis-trans isomerization barrier the thermal recovery of Ct can be observed). At the

bottom of Figure 1.11 the wavelength of the formation of AH+ is shown, these processes are

pH-dependent and follow first-order kinetics. The rate constants can be calculated by means

of the exponential changes in both the chalcones and the flavylium maximum absorption

wavelength. In the pH interval where the rate-determining step is the hydration, the Eq.1.14

can be applied to fit the rate constants obtained from the flash photolysis experiments. At

lower pH, once we overpass the isomerization mean the use of light, the hydration is faster

than the tautomerization (change of regime), being the last the rate-determining step and

Eq.1.25 must be used to describe the phenomena.

k7 = k−t +kH[H+]+kOH[OH−] (1.25)

In compounds without cis-trans isomerization barrier, the photochemical studies represent

an indispensable tool to accurate calculation of all the equilibrium and rate constants.

1.5 Stabilization of the flavylium multi-state species by
natural co-pigmentation effect

As mentioned before, it is well-known that the stability of A in simple anthocyanins is low,

and its formation is transient in many cases, leading to the formation of the uncolored

species of the multi-state. However, the presence of the colored forms is commonly extended

to higher pH values in plant tissues; this is an indication of a series of protection mecha-

nisms employed by Nature over A and AH+ species. Being the former responsible for many
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blue shades and the flavylium cation of red hues in plants.

The stability and diversity of the colors that we see in Nature, such as in flowers or

fruits, depends on several factors when to anthocyanins concern. In addition to the number,

type, and position of the substituents in the flavylium backbone and other intramolecular

interactions, the anthocyanins colored forms are stabilized through complex mechanisms

in biological systems related to intermolecular interactions. By this way Nature couple the

chromophores in anthocyanins with other molecules stabilizing them. In this manner, the

control of their transformation in other species is mediated by the intermolecular interac-

tions in the vacuolar environment inside plant cells. Since the concept of supramolecular

chemistry was introduced by Lenh in 1995[89] these complex natural mechanisms have

been studied in a systematic way.

The interaction of anthocyanins with colorless molecules to produce a color intensifica-

tion and different shades of color is known as co-pigmentation. The interaction molecule

known as co-pigment can be a metal, ion or another organic compound, such flavonoids,

polysaccharides, amino acids, organic acids or another anthocyanin.[90] In general, an or-

ganic molecule shall comply with the following characteristics to be considered a co-pigment;

must be a π-conjugated system able to favor the π-π stacking interactions (see below), or be

a hydrogen bond developer. For this reason, some investigations have centered their focus

on the study and stabilization of the anthocyanins’ colored species by this method.[27, 91,

92, 93, 94, 95]

Figure 1.12: Co-pigmentation effect by interactions between an anthocyanin and a) a col-
orless organic pigment, b) its acylated moiety (intramolecular interaction), c) another an-
thocyanin (self-association), d) the acyl moiety of another molecule, e) a colorless organic
pigment and a metal and f) a metal.
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Co-pigmentation can be classified according to the kind of co-pigment with which the

chromophore interacts (Figure 1.12); if there is another molecule forming a π-π stacking

with the anthocyanin, an intermolecular co-pigmentation takes place (Figure 1.12a and

d), if the co-pigment is part of the structure or another anthocyanin, an intramolecular

co-pigmentation or self-association is formed (Figure 1.12b and c), the co-pigment can also

be a metal, forming a simple metal-anthocyanin interaction or a triad with the anthocyanin

and another organic molecule (Figure 1.12f and e).

The intermolecular interactions between the flavylium multi-state species with other

organic co-pigments, of the same or other species, have been attributed to hydrophobic effect,

mostly driven by dispersion interactions that lead to the displacement of water out of the

solvation shells.[24, 96, 97] Typically, the co-pigmentation involves charge-transfer complex

formation and/or π-stacking interactions between the planar polarizable nuclei of the col-

ored forms of the flavylium multi-state and the co-pigment, this is because the co-pigments

regularly are rich in π-electrons and associate with the poor deficient AH+.[21, 24] The

π-stacking interactions can be exemplified by the binding of the anthocyanins with other

phenol (Figure 1.12b) and the self-association (Figure 1.12c). This arrangement protects the

chromophore from nucleophilic attacks, inhibiting the formation of the uncolored species or

degradation products.[18]

Regularly, the co-pigments are uncolored compounds. Once they form the association

with the flavylium-based pigments, a bathochromic shift is observed in the absorption spec-

tra. Therefore changes in color intensity are just a reflection of differences in molar absorp-

tion coefficients in free and paired molecules.[24] The stabilization of the flavylium cation

is also observed in the equilibrium; and then, the red color remains at pH values when the

molar fractions of the complex are compared with the pigment by itself, this is traduced

to a hyperchromic effect. The combination of both, hyperchromic and bathochromic effects

makes co-pigmentation one of the most important natural mechanisms used by Nature to

vary and stabilize colors.[21] The affinity of the co-pigment is measured by its thermody-

namic binding constant, being higher for planar flavonoids and lower for hydroxybenzoic

acids in anthocyanins.[24]

A different process of co-pigmentation occurs at intra-molecular level, in acylated antho-

cyanins; for example, the acyl units can serve as a co-pigment, while sugars act as bridges,

allowing the molecule to fold. This co-pigmentation effect is produced when the π-orbitals of

the aromatic acyl group interact with the flavylium backbone.[18, 93, 98] The possibility to

form π-stacking interactions with other molecules is also increased with acylation.[24] The

gentiodelphin (Gentiana makinoi), heavenly blue anthocyanin (HBA in Iponema tricolor

cv. heavenly blue) and ternatin (Cliteria ternatea) for example, bear polyacylated branched

chains, which adopt conformations where the acyl groups stack on both sides of the chro-

mophore, protecting it from water attack.[35] These kinds of structures will be studied
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deeply in Chapter 2.

1.5.1 Self-association

Self-association is common in anthocyanins because flavylium compounds tend to aggregate,

hence the concentration of the flavylium-based compounds is an important feature to take

into account when the equilibrium of the multi-state is studied. The self-association was

first proposed by Asen[90] describing the stabilization of the colored species and was adopted

as another way used by Nature to stabilize the colored species of the flavylium multi-state

in slightly acidic to neutral media in flowers, for example, this is because self-association

decreases the efficiency in hydration reaction, this means that the pKh and pK ′
a increase

with the concentration.[82, 99]

Solutions with concentrations up to 1mM of some common anthocyanins have shown

stabilization of AH+, but the effect over the UV-Vis absorption spectra causes a band broad-

ening and a decrease on the maximum molar absorptivity. Besides this, the aggregates

can stack in a left-handed or right-handed screw axis; as demonstrated for 3,5-diglucosides

and 3-monoglucosides.[100] Solutions with anthocyanins aggregates exhibit negative Cot-

ton effect signals in circular dichroism, and increasing concentrations leads to chemical

shifts in 1H NMR spectra.[100, 101] These methods represent a feasible way to identify the

self-association effect. The association constants in self-association processes are higher

in the interaction between neutral quinoidal bases because of the lack of the electrostatic

repulsion between molecules, something that occurs in the flavylium cation and quinoidal

base deprotonated forms.[24]

Figure 1.13: Representation of the three element (triad) interaction in the metalloantho-
cyanin found in Commelina communis. Adaptation of the structure obtained by Yoshida et.
al.[91]
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1.5.2 Metal complexation.

Another mechanism that influences the color of the anthocyanins is their complexation

with metals. Metal chelation occurs mainly with flavylium-based compounds with a ortho-

dihydroxy system (catechol or pyrogallol groups) as cyanidin, delphinidin and petunidin,

which can form complexes with di or tri-valent metals Mn+ (Cu+2, Mg+2, Fe+3, Al+3, Cr+3,

Ga+3).[102] Flavylium with a single OH substituent or with one or two methoxyl groups,

as malvidin, peonidin, and petunidin, can also form chelation but is less favorable.[103]

This mechanism involves the complexation of the metal with the anionic quinoidal base

form, this happens because the metal chelation is a competitive process for the hydration

reaction, consequently, the A and its deprotonated forms are stabilized. Likewise other

co-pigmentation effects, this complex causes a bathochromic shift, due to the additional

proton loss of C3’-OH, turning absorption bands of some anthocyanins closer to the infrared

zone.[19]

A high-level complex can also be formed between an anthocyanin, a co-pigment, and a

metal. These triads enhance the co-pigmentation effect as demonstrated in some reported

works about blue flowers color expression.[27, 94] In the beginning, the participation of

metal ions in co-pigmentation was ignored, because of the founding of stable nonmetallic

pigment-copigment assemblies in Nature, that express the blue hues as the polyacylated

anthocyanins aforementioned, despite of this, Shibata and co-workers reported the metal

complex theory for the blue color in 1919.[104] In 1992, the structure of commelinin was

identified by X-ray crystallography, as responsible for the intense blue colors in Commelina

communis.[93] The existence of a helical aggregate with malonylawobanin (the acylated

pigment) and flavocommelin (the flavone glycosylated co-pigment) are stacked in a chiral

left-handed arrangement as shown in Figure 1.13; this anthocyanin represents only an

example of the supramolecular structures found in Nature where the color is stabilized. The

use of anthocyanins-metal complexes in the food industry takes more participation during

the last years, this interaction can serve as an alternative to stabilize blue colors using

metals included in the essential minerals in the diet. Conversely, the works on natural

supramolecular assembling have served as inspiration for anthocyanins-metal complexa-

tions in naturally dye-sensitized TiO2-based solar cells or their use in textile industry.[103]

1.5.3 Ion-pair co-pigmentation

The stabilization of color by ions is one of the strategies used by Nature, high concentrations

of salts have been tested to stabilize the flavylium cation along the pH scale in some exper-

iments trying to mimic the environment in plant tissues. Co-pigmentation with anions as

Cl-, Br- and ClO4
- have been tested to stabilize the flavylium cation of Malvidin and the

synthetic 4’,7-dihydroxyflavylium, increasing considerably the pK ′
a in more than 0.5 units

in the scale of pH. [105]
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Figure 1.14: a) Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) molecular structure and b) its association to
form external anionic micelles.

1.6 Stabilization of the flavylium multi-state species by
non-natural mechanisms

Other mechanisms for the stabilization of the flavylium multi-state species have been pro-

posed and are mainly based on supramolecular interactions with compounds not found in

the Nature, or at least not complexed with the anthocyanins, especially with the host-guest

complexation with macrocycles as calix[n]arnes, cyclodextrins, crown ethers, molecular clips

and curcubit[n]urils. These compounds can shield the chromophore from the contact with

water and, therefore, protect it from its attack (hydration reactions).

1.6.1 Micelles

Some micellar solutions have been used as a host system for natural and synthetic organic

compounds. Four different micelles can be produced depending on the surfactant nature;

they can produce anionic, cationic, uncharged and zwitterionic micelles. The external charge

in micelles plays an essential role in the interaction of them with the organic molecules,

as well as their size and the presence of co-surfactants or salts in the solution.[106] The

anionic micelles are used to stabilize the colored species in the flavylium multi-state system

selectively. In the other hand, the cationic and neutral surfactant micelles are known to

stabilize the uncolored species.[107, 108]

The SDS (Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate in Figure 1.14) negatively charged micelles provide

chemical stability in anthocyanins and other flavylium based compounds, where the hydra-

tion and deprotonation of the AH+ is slightly slowed [106, 109], the isomerization constant

was not affected by the presence of the micelles in the aqueous media. This behavior can

explain the localization of the the positive charge of the flavylium cation on the negative

charged micelle surface.[110]
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In the anthocyanins stabilized by SDS micelles a red-shift is observed in the absorbance

spectra. The stability of the flavylium cation is increased along the pH scale, raising the

K ′
a. At higher pH values the total amount of Ct and A are increased at the equilibrium at

expenses of B.[108]

1.6.2 Cyclodextrins.

Cyclodextrins, formed naturally by enzymatic modification of starch, are cyclic oligosac-

charides composed by six (α-cyclodextrin), seven (β-cyclodextrin), eight (γ-cyclodextrin) or

more glucopyranose units linked by α-(1,4) bonds (Figure 1.15). These macrocycles have

been used as pharmaceutical excipients due their ability to complex with drugs by means

of host-guest interactions. Once the complex has been formed, some chemical and physical

properties of the drugs change, including the increase of solubility, stability and bioavail-

ability, in addition to the improvement of some organoleptic properties.[111] Some synthetic

modifications on the structure of cyclodextrins had changed their properties and their use

in different research areas.

Figure 1.15: Representation of the a cyclodextrin in its a) simplified, b) seven units bi-
dimensional and c) tri-dimensional form.

The modified β-cyclodextrin with seven sulfobutylether residues, also known as Captisol®,

has an hydrophobic cavity which enables it to the complexation with compounds of the same

nature. Conversely, the exterior is hydrophilic, thanks to the sulfonate groups, making

it ideal for the use in aqueous media. The cavity size offers selectivity for specific guest

molecules, always depending on their association constants.[112] This macrocycle is widely

used in pharmaceutic formulations because it increases the solubility of many water insolu-

ble drugs[111], it is also applied in the complexation with natural polyphenols[113, 114, 115,

116, 117, 118]. The complexation with some anthocyanidins has been explored, improving

the storage stability of the pigments, which are sensitive to oxidation.[119] Some studies

of the complexation of β-cyclodextrins with anthocyanins have been also performed. The

protective effect of some natural anthocyanins against oxidation, thermal degradation and

digestive damage was demonstrated.[120, 121]
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β-Cyclodextrins have an anti co-pigmentation effect on anthocyanins, due they are have

more affinity for uncolored forms[122]. In order to clarify the effect of this cyclodextrin

on the multi-state species in flavylium-based compounds, the complexation with the syn-

thetic compound 3’,4’,7-trihydroxyflavylium was investigated, the Ct form is favourable

for complexation, while the AH+ interaction was negligible, a slight increment in the pho-

toisomerization process was also observed. The Ct photoisomerization to Cc, and further

transformation into AH+, also induce the guest exit from the host cavity, due the low associ-

ation constant with the flavylium cation.[123].

1.6.3 Cucurbit[n]urils.

Other macrocyclic hosts that can be used to complex the falvylium multi-state species are

the cucurbit[n]urils (CBn), these compounds represent a family of cyclic hosts composed

by n glycoluril units (n=5-10), linked by methylene bridges, see Figure 1.16.[124, 125] This

family has showed higher binding constants on their host-guest complexes than the ones

obtained for cyclodextrins complexes.[125] The interactions between CBn molecules with

their guests is in general driven by ion-dipole interactions or by hydrophobic effect. The

two carbonyl-fringed portals have a negative charge density, which is suitable for metal ions

and/or cationic organic compounds interaction. The cavity in the other hand, is hydrophobic

and can host neutral molecules. The rigid structure in curcubit[n]urils make them attractive

not only as synthetic receptor but also as a building blocks in supramolecular systems.[125,

126]

Figure 1.16: Representation of the a) glycoluril basic unit in Curcubitn]urils, b) bi-
dimensional structure of CB5 and c) its tri-dimensional form.

The charge distribution in the flavylium multi-state species allows for the possibility

to use them as guest molecules, especially for the flavylium cation form in anthocyanins

derivatives.[127, 128, 129] CB7 is one of the most used compounds of this family, because its

large enough cavity size of 279 Å and high water solubility, when it is compared with other

members of the family. CB7 displays affinity for hydrophobic flavylium-based compounds,

and it is higher for those bearing amino substituents.[128] This macrocycle is able to improve
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the color in solutions stabilizing and extending the pH domain of the AH+ form and also

protecting it from hydration enhancing the stability of A in many flavylium derivatives, also

the stability of the anthocyanidins is enhanced in presence of CB7, the protection against

the hydration is the main reason, since there is evidence that their degradation take place

via chalcone formation.[129]

1.6.4 Calix[n]arenes.

The Calix[n]arenes (Cn) are oligomeric macrocycles linking a series of phenolic units through

methylene bridges, they are obtained from the condensation reaction between para-t-butyl

phenol and formaldehyde. They adopt the form of a vase, hence the name, having a wide

and a narrow rim that can be chemically modified to functionalize them.[130] Figure 1.17

provides a generalized chemical structure of calix[n]arene, the size depend of the number

of base units (n=4,5,6,7,8-20). Among their characteristics, they are resistant to high tem-

peratures without degradation, but their water-solubility is limited being soluble in some

organic solvents.[131]

Figure 1.17: Representation of the a) basic unit in calix[n]arenes, b) bi-dimensional struc-
ture of the calix[4]arene and c) its tri-dimensional form.

The modified Cn with sulfonated moieties have been used as hosts receptors in many

biological applications to encapsulate compounds as toxins, biomolecules DNA, amino acids

and some neurotrasnmiters as acetylcholine.[132, 133, 134, 135] These macrocycles have a

π-electron rich aromatic cavity able to host ions and the sulfonate groups provides enough

water solubility and the capacity for link selectively some cationic guests.[131]

The host-guest association constants of the sulfonated calix[4]arene (Figure 1.17b and

c with R=SO3) with various flavylium-based compounds are in the submillimolar range for

the AH+ form, while the Ct form is weakly binded. This discovering is important in the

application in light triggered release of some biologically relevant guest as amino acids from

inside the calix[4]arene cavity by means of photoisomerization of the Ct to AH+, which

occupies the cavity instead the amino acid.[136]
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1.6.5 Molecular clips.

Taking advantage from the knowledge acquired trough the years about hydrophobic inter-

molecular π-π stacking interactions, the design and synthesis of tweezers and molecular

clips for inclusion of electron-poor guest has increasingly attracted attention.[137, 138, 139]

The structure of a typical molecular clip is presented in Figure 1.18a, where two electron-rich

sidewalls are linked by a spacer.

Figure 1.18: Representation of the a) a typical molecular clip, b) bi-dimensional structure
of a sulfonated molecular clip and c) its tri-dimensional form.

Naphtalene sidewalls molecular clips with a central benzene spacer have been tested

to capture electron-poor guests with high association constants, because they provide an

extremely electron-rich cavity.[140, 141, 142] To increase the water solubility of these molec-

ular clips, some esterifications with phosphonate or sulphonated groups had been made.

[140] These guest molecules interact with the host by means of π-π, CH-π, and π-cation

interactions inside the concave cavity, as well as by solvophobic effects.[138, 143]

The co-pigmentation of molecular clips with the flavylium multi-state species has been

barely studied, some sulfonated and phosphonated naphtalen-based clips shows complexa-

tion with some flavylium derivatives in its AH+ and A forms in methanol and water (with

poor solubility).[143] The complexation with Ct species was also measured for the sulfonated

clips, which show a higher complex solubility. In general, the proton dissociation inside the

cavity occurs at higher pH values and the pKa is increased, also the flavylium domain along

the pH scale is enhanced (higher pK ′
a) as indicative of the flavylium cation stabilization.

Hydration and isomerization processes are also affected with the presence of the sulfonated

clips, being both retarded. The use of these and other molecular clips in flavylium-based

compounds is challenging, first because of their solubility not only of themselves but also of

the complexes.
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1.7 Objectives

The stabilization of the flavylium multi-state species and their distribution along the pH

scale can be affected by inter and intramolecular interactions found in nature in compounds

as anthocyanins and also in their derivative compounds. A deep study of the physical and

chemical properties of these pigments were studied in this thesis following the next general

objectives:

• Study of the stabilization of the colored species in natural Anthocyanins by self-

association and intramolecular interactions.

• Color stabilization of the flavylium compounds by intermolecular interactions.

• Application of the flavylium multistate properties as pH and photoresponsive systems.
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CHAPTER 2
Natural color stabilization in

anthocyanins by self-association
and intermolecular interactions

Anthocyanins are commonly found naturally in the vacuoles of many plant cells. As a sec-

ondary metabolite, they have been associated with different physiological roles in plant

tissues. Their biosynthesis is greatly influenced by external stimuli that usually stress the

plant. These include intense exposition to light, UV-B radiation, extreme temperatures,

drought, ozone, nitrogen and phosphorus deficiencies, infections, wounding, herbivory, her-

bicides, and other pollutants.[144] Considering that the pH inside the plant cell vacuoles

could be as low as 2.0 in citrus fruits,[145] and as high as 7.7 in some flowers,[92] the typical

red color provided by the flavylium cation may be achieved at mildly acidic pH values by

simple co-pigmentation or self-association. As reviewed in Chapter 1, these two effects can

be attained by intra and intermolecular interactions.

On the other side, the expression of the stable pink, violet, and blue colors, characteris-

tic of the quinoidal base species, is controlled in Nature, in addition to the co-pigmentation

and self-association, by the development of more complex systems that have been widely

described by some researchers.[91] Among the strategies used to stabilize the quinoidal base

(A) species and their deprotonated forms, the metalloanthocyanins[91, 93] and intermolec-

ular sandwich-type stacking of polyacylated anthocyanins are highlighted.[91] Regarding

the last strategy, there is structural evidence accumulated over the last decades, indicat-

ing that the acylated sugars play an essential role in the anthocyanins stabilization.[146,

147, 148, 149] However, this stabilization is not possible if the acyl group is linked directly

to the flavylium backbone; to this end, an acylated sugar that serves as a bridge is necessary.
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The acylated and polyacylated anthocyanins with hydroxycinnamic acids have been

identified as more stable than their nonacylated parent compounds. The folded confor-

mations adopted by some acylated anthocyanins, where the acyl unit connects with the

chromophore through van der Waals interactions (confirmed by long-range NMR NOE cor-

relations), causes sandwich-type intramolecular associations.[150] It is also common to

observe intermolecular self-association due to the aggregation of two or more molecules by

chiral stacking of the chromophores,[151] see Figure 2.1.

Intermolecular Self-association

chiral stacking

Intramolecular association

Sandwich type

Figure 2.1: Representation of the inter and intramolecular interactions in polyacylated
anthocyanins.

The anthocyanins are surrounded by different kind of molecules when they are in their

natural environment. Once they are extracted and isolated is not unusual to observe dif-

ferent behaviors on their properties because the intermolecular interactions with other

different type molecules affect them, these effects will be described in detail in Chapter

3. The study of their physical-chemical properties is difficult when they are interacting

with other different molecules as in their natural environment; therefore, the isolation

and study of these natural pigments is essential in understanding which factors related

to their chemical structure affect their properties. The historical description of the self-

association phenomenon, as well as its comparison with self-aggregation, was summa-

rized by Yoshida[150, 152] as well as by Trouillas[35]. In general, the stability of colored

species upon co-pigmentation has been associated with the protective effect for the water

nucleophilic attack in position C2 of the flavylium ion.[153] Therefore, the intra and inter-

molecular interactions in anthocyanins with mono and polyacylated sugars are studied in

this Chapter, evaluating their effectiveness in the stability of all the species in the flavylium

multi-state at different pH values.
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trisdeacyl HBA3
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Scheme 2.1: Heavenly Blue Anthocyanin HBA1 and the respective deacylated derivatives,
bisdeacyl HBA2 and trisdeacyl HBA3.

2.1 The natural color stabilization in polyacylated
anthocyanins

.

Generally, poly-acylation makes anthocyanin coloration highly stable with blue-shifted

hues at higher pH values[19], thus playing a key role in the stabilization of quinoidal base

forms in many flowers such as gentian (Gentiana triflora), cineraria (Senecio cruentus), and

butterfly pea (Clitoria ternatea).[98] Both the blue-shifting and the stabilization effect de-

pends on the position and the number of acylated units. Aromatic acylated units in position

C3’ and C7 provide the most stable blue colors in anthocyanins.[98]

As other polyacylated anthocyanins the Heavenly Blue Anthocyanin (HBA1) extracted

from the morning glory flower (Ipomoea tricolor cv), Scheme 2.1, has attracted the attention

of the scientific community because their peculiar properties; particularly, the fact that this

is the only anthocyanin found in buds and the petals of the open flowers, conferring both

reddish and blue colors respectively.[92] This phenomenon is possible thanks to the control

over the vacuolar pH, achieving an alkalinization from pH 6.6 to 7.7, allowing the change of

color when the flower opens.[154] The HBA1 is a Peonidin derivative with a branched-chain

containing three glucolylcaffeic acid moieties at C3; two of them with a glucose unit in the m-

position of the caffeic acid and one on the p-position. The structure of HBA1 was previously

reported[27] and is very consistent with the theory of intramolecular stacking, as shown

in Figure 2.1. However, there is no kinetic and thermodynamic information regarding the

pH-dependant multi-state of chemical species to describe this anthocyanin’s behavior.

Before the publication of the work presented in this section, the scientific paper reported
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A (1)
A (2)

A (3)
A (4)

B (1)

B (2)

B (3)

B (4)

AH+ (1) AH+ (2) AH+ (3) AH+ (4)

Pigment 4

Pigment 1

Pigment 3

Pigment 2

pH=0

Scheme 2.2: a) Polyacylated anthocyanins reported by Dangles, and b) representation of an
energy level diagram of the AH+, A, and B species calculated from the equilibrium constants
reported by Dangles.[155]

in 1993 by Dangles and colleagues[155] was maybe the most complete study regarding

kinetic and thermodynamic of poly-acylated anthocyanins. A Pelargonidin derivative ex-

tracted from the flower Pharbitis Ipomoea nil and three deacylated derivatives were in-

vestigated, see Scheme 2.2. When comparing the chemical structures of HBA1 and the

polyacylated anthocyanin in Scheme 2.2, the most relevant difference is the presence of

a larger three acylated moiety, which can form a more efficient stacking. This theory lies

in the fact that as observed in Scheme 2.2b, the more acylated units, the more unstable

the B species are, while the A species also result slightly stabilized. The protective effect

of the acylated units against the flavylium cation’s hydration has been attributed to the

intermolecular stacking. In order to evaluate the impact of the HBA1 large acylated moiety

on the stability of the colored species over the pH scale, the kinetic and thermodynamic

properties not only of the HBA1 but also of two deacylated derivatives, HBA2 and HBA3

(Scheme 2.1), were calculated and presented.

2.1.1 The reaction network

Like many other flavylium-based compounds, when an aqueous solution of HBA1, HBA2, or

HBA3 is prepared in HCl 0.1 M, the sole stable species is the flavylium cation (AH+). After

rising the pH of the solution the set of reactions described previously in Chapter 1 takes

place leading to the formation of the A, B, Cc, Ct, species as well as their deprotonated forms,

similarly as previously described for the Oenin in Scheme 1.2. In this case, an increase in

the colored species’ stabilization, mainly the A and its ionized species, is expected as the

number of acylated units increase in number.
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2.1.2 Equilibrium and rate constants

The theory of the kinetic and thermodynamic of the anthocyanins and, in general, other

flavylium-based compounds was addressed in Chapter 1. For the acylated anthocyanins and

other synthetic flavylium-based compounds, which usually produce stable species at higher

pH values, it is necessary to extend the mathematical treatment to the basic medium.[156]

Before describing the kinetics of the HBA flavylium multi-state is important to emphasize

that all the chemical reactions described henceforth are reversible pseudo-first-order reac-

tions. These reactions follow the typical behavior of the anthocyanins with a high cis-trans

isomerization barrier. The fastest reaction is the deprotonation to form the quinoidal base or

any of the other deprotonated forms. Deprotonation reactions are not observable by conven-

tional methods, but the formation of the subsequent species can be followed by stopped-flow

and conventional UV-Vis spectroscopy after a pH jump (see 1.4.4).

As a polyacid, it is easy to predict the number of deprotonated species observable in

an anthocyanin. After a pH jump to high pH values, the first deprotonation in HBA1 is

expected in position C7,[22] leading to the formation of A and the subsequent formation of

the other species in CB. The A, as well as the other three species in CB can deprotonate in

position C4’ to produce the first negatively charged species. There is one more possibility of

deprotonation in any of the acyl residues. These hydroxyls have an identical environment

in the sugar structure, and a stochastic behavior is expected, leading to a unique inflection

point in the absorption spectra, mainly detected around 350-370nm. When the study of the

flavylium multi-state is extended to the basic region is possible to observe all these transfor-

mations. The complete mathematical expression for thee acid-base equilibria is presented

in Appendix A.

The pH dependant absorption spectra of HBA1, HBA2, and HBA3 obtained immedi-

ately after a pH jump (10 ms) to different pH values is shown in Figure 2.2. The spectra of

HBA1 and HBA2 are compatible with a three acid-base equilibria involving flavylium cation,

quinoidal base, deprotonated quinoidal base, and di-deprotonated quinoidal base, this last

as a result of the deprotonation of the acyl residues. Inspection of the HBA1 and HBA2

spectra in Figure 2.2 indicate that the absorption spectra of A- and A2- are very similar

in the visible region (purple and blue lines), but with an important variation in the UV

region around 350 nm, demonstrating a deprotonation in the acyl residues (Figures 2.2a

and b). The lack of acyl residues in HBA3 makes no possible a third deprotonation for the

A species, and the CB2- at this time scale does not exist, extending the domain of the A-

species (Figure 2.2c). With the pKa values calculated, it is clear that the HB3 flavylium

cation is the most stable when it is compared only with its quinoidal base immediately after

the deprotonation, this because of the high pKa1 value (4.2), it is surprising to note that

the fist deprotonation in HBA2 is lower than in HBA1 and HBA3. This means that the

mono-acylated anthocyanin stabilizes more the quinoidal base over the flavylium cation.
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Regarding the quinoidal bases blue-shift, the HBA1 has a higher shift, with up to 17 nm

when compared with the A- species in HBA3, this could indicate a higher interaction in the

intermolecular stacking.

pKa1=3.8
pKa2=7.4
pKa3=9.0

pKa1=2.4
pKa2=7.1
pKa3=9.2

pKa1=4.2
pKa2=7.2

Abs Abs Abs

A
b

s

A
b

s

A
b

s

Figure 2.2: a) Absorption spectra of HBA1, 3.5×10−4M taken 10 ms after a direct pH jump
from pH=1 to higher pH values, followed by stopped flow, red line=AH+, pink line=A, violet
line=A- and blue line=A2-, b) the same for HBA2, and c) the same for HBA3.
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Figure 2.3: a) Spectral variations of a solution of HBA1, 3.5×10−4M upon a direct pH jump
from pH=1.0 to pH=6.4 kinetics fitted with a bi exponential, rate constants of 2.1×10−4s−1

and 2.4×10−6s−1. b) The same to pH=9.4, fitting achieved with a mono exponential, rate
constant of 2.5×10−4s−6.

Once the quinoidal base species has been formed, the system evolves to produce the

pseudo-equilibrium species during an exponential process that corresponds to the second

and third steps of the kinetics. The variation on the spectra observed in HBA1 solutions and

its derivatives after a direct pH jump indicates a behavior qualitatively similar to the one in

common anthocyanins.[58] Two examples of this event are shown in Figure 2.3 with direct

pH jumps from pH=1 to pH=6.4 and 9.4 in HBA1 solutions. The spectrum of the quinoidal
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base in Figure 2.3a clearly disappears trough a bi-exponential kinetic process. The first

exponential leads to the pseudo-equilibrium, a process composed of the hydration followed

by the tautomerization and controlled by the former. The second exponential is a slower

decay corresponding to the isomerization of Cc for the Ct formation. The kinetics in Figure

2.3b has a unique slow decay also controlled by the hydration but unusual in non-acylated

anthocyanins; the second decay is not observed. In HBA2 and HBA3 solutions above pH=7,

some degradation was observed before reaching the pseudo-equilibrium, also the case in

HBA1 before reaching the equilibrium. The partial recovery of AH+ after a reverse pH jump

to pH=1 confirmed the compound degradation.

Figure 2.4: a) Representation of the second kinetic toward the equilibrium as a function of
pH in HBA1 solutions; fitting was achieved with eq.1.15 for pKa1 = 3.76, kh = 0.01s−1, and
k−h/(1+K t)= 185M−1s−1. b) Same for the third step; fitting achieved with eq1.16
for the mole fractions in the pseudo-equilibrium and ki = 2×10−6s−1 and k−i = 5×10−7s−1.

Representation of the rate of the second step of the pH-dependent kinetics is reported in

Figure 2.4a. In HBA1, the flavylium cation hydration tends to zero; this seems to indicate

that not only the A but also the A- are difficult to hydrate. This is a feature not observed in

other flavylium-based compounds, where the quinoidal base species suffer the attack of the
-OH in the basic medium, and the representation of the hydration rate constant at different

pH values exhibits a U-shape.[157] The experimental data can be fitted exclusively with

eq.1.15 for pKa1 = 3.76, kh = 0.01s−1, and k−h/(1+K t)= 185M−1s−1, because the [OH-] has

no effect on the hydration rate. The isomerization rate is represented in Figure 2.4b. At

higher pH values, the system is not completely stable for the long time scale involved in this

step, and only the isomerization of Cc and Cc- was considered, the kinetic process is fitted

by eq.2.1.

k7 = χCcki +k−i +χCc−ki−+k−i− (2.1)

where χCc and χCc− are the mole fraction of Cc and Cc- at the pseudo-equilibrium, ki and
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k−i the direct isomerization rates constants from Cc and Cc- respectively, while ki− and

k−i− are the equivalent for the reverse reaction. The accuracy to obtain the reverse iso-

merization rate constant of the mono deprotonated species (k−i−) is low because of some

decomposition at higher pH values and substantial time involved to reach the equilibrium.

Although HBA compounds are not entirely stable at moderately basic pH values com-

pared with neutral and acidic medium, the blue color of the deprotonated quinoidal base

remains during several days in the HBA1. Even though the behavior of HBA1 and its

derivatives is very similar to non-acylated anthocyanins, it is worth to note the much higher

mole fractions of colored species at the pseudo-equilibrium and the equilibrium. Not only

the amount of quinoidal bases is different, but also the lifetime required to reach the equili-

brated states, which is much higher for the HBA1, not the same for HBA2 and HBA3, which

have a shorter lifetime.

The pH-dependent spectra of the three compounds at the pseudo-equilibrium are shown

in Figure 2.5. The fitting of the experimental data obtained at a specific wavelength along

the pH scale let to calculate the pK∧
a values for each compound, as observed in the inset of

Figure 2.5. For HBA3, only the pK∧
a , the fist deprotonation product, was calculated, and no

significant amount of quinoidal bases was observed at the pseudo-equilibrium. In the case

of HBA2, some A species remain at the pseudo-equilibrium, but with a high degradation

degree at pH values up to pH 7, for this reason, the spectra of solutions in alkaline medium

were not included.

pK^a=3.6
pK^^a=7.3
pK^^^a=8.8

pK^a=2.9 pK^a=1.8

Abs Abs
Abs
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b

s

A
b

s

A
b
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Figure 2.5: a) Absorption spectra of HBA1, 3.5×10−4M at the pseudo-equilibrium upon a
direct pH jump from pH=1.0 to higher pH values, red line=AH+, pink line=A, violet line=A-

and blue line=A2-, b) the same for HBA2, and c) the same for HBA3.

On the other hand, for the HBA1, a considerable amount of the quinoidal bases are

present at the pseudo-equilibrium. Therefore the kinetics of the HBA1 solutions were fol-

lowed until the equilibrium. The HBA1 absorption spectra at the equilibrium is shown in
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Figure 2.6: a) Absorption spectra of HBA1, 3.5×10−4M at the equilibrium upon a direct
pH jump from pH=1.0 to higher pH values, red line=AH+, pink line=A, violet line=A- and
blue line=A2-. b) Mole fraction distribution of HBA1 at the equilibrium of all the multi-state
species including mono deprotonated species.
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Figure 2.7: a) Reverse pH jump of a HBA1 solution 2.64×10−5M at the pseudo-equilibrium
from pH=6 to 1.9, followed by stopped-flow. b) Reverse pH jump of a HBA1 solution
1.76×10−5M at the pseudo-equilibrium from pH=5.35 to 1. c) Representation of the rate
constants for the reverse pH jumps carried out from the pseudo-equilibrium, followed by
stopped-flow.

Figure 2.6a, and the molar fractions of all the species in the flavylium multi-state also in the

equilibrium are shown in Figure 2.6b. The most notable difference, between the absorption

spectra observed in Figure 2.6a and those obtained at the equilibrium in common antho-

cyanins, is the significant increase of the absorption bands relative to the purple quinoidal

base (A) and the blue ionized quinoidal base (A-). In common anthocyanins, the equilibrium

takes a few hours or days to be achieved; in the case of the HBA1 is worth noting that

the equilibrium takes several days, particularly at high pH values. However, for pH values

higher than 8, the solutions are not completely stable, and some decomposition was observed

after several days proved by the partial conversion into AH+ after a reverse pH jump to
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pH=1. The equilibrium of HBA2 and HBA3 is not presented because of the decomposition

make its calculation inaccurate.

The reverse pH jumps of solutions at the pseudo-equilibrium or equilibrium are usually

employed to calculate the contributions of the AH+, the neutral, mono, and di-deprotonated

species in CB, CB- and CB2- respectively. Also these experiences contribute to calculate

the thermodynamic and kinetic constants. Figure 2.7a shows a typical reverse pH jump of

a HBA1 solution from the pseudo-equilibrium at pH=6 back to pH=1.9 followed by stopped-

flow, the contributions of the A, B, and Cc species are ruled by the fast formation of AH+ in

a three exponential pH-dependant kinetic process (the first exponential is to fast to be seen

by stopped-flow). Figure 2.7b shows a reverse pH jump from the equilibrium at pH=5.35

back to pH=1, the formation of the flavylium cation through A, B, and Cc is achieved 25

seconds after the jump, while the Ct contribution takes more than 15 days to reach the

equilibrium. It is interesting to note the high amount of Ct in the equilibrium, and the long

time it takes to reach the full equilibrium, something unusual in common anthocyanins.

The pH-dependant first and second steps observed after a reverse pH jump from the pseudo-

equilibrium are presented in Figure 2.7c, the faster process represents the hydration and the

second and slower is the tautomerization, the experimental data was fitted by eq.1.17 and

eq.1.18 respectively for kh = 0.01s−1 and k−h = 377s−1; k−t = 0.086s−1 and kH
−t = 7M−1s−1.

Table 2.1: Equilibrium and rate constants between AH+ and CB in the HBA series.

Compound pK ′
a pK â pKa1 Kh/M K t K i

HBA1 3.47 3.64 3.76 2.65×10−5 1.05 3.98
HBA2a 2.92 4.23 8.3×10−4 0.35
HBA3b 1.92 4.19 8.14×10−3 0.37

kh/s−1 k−h/M−1s−1 kt/s−1 a k−t/s−1 ki/s−1 k−i/s−1

HBA1 0.01 377 0.09 0.086 2×10−6 5×10−7

HBA2 0.12 145 0.08 0.23
HBA3 0.35 43 0.12 0.33
a The value of k−t and by consequence kt could be lower because of the acidic catalysis.
b The pK ′

a values of were not determined because of decomposition.

In Table 2.1, the rate and equilibrium constants in the HBA series are shown. In the

case of HBA2 and HBA3, the isomerization is slower than in common anthocyanins (in

monoglucosides, it takes a few hours).[22] and some decomposition takes place preventing a

precise study of the system.

In Scheme 2.3, the energy level diagram of the AH+, CB, and CB- species of HBA1 is

presented. Note the difference on stability on both A, and A- when compared with their

respective B species. The quinoidal base is even more stable in CB- than in CB (∆G values
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Scheme 2.3: Energy level diagram of the compound HBA1 in moderately acidic (CB black)
and moderately alkaline conditions (CB- blue).

in red). In the case of the pigments reported by Dangles in Scheme 2.2[155], the more

acylated units, the more unstable the hemiketal form (relative to the AH+); the compound

with two acylated units has the higher destabilization of B. The longer acylated sugar, the

better protection against the hydration, these sugars can approach better to the electron-

deficient C2, and C4 positions in the flavylium backbone. In the HBA series the hemiketal

form is also more destabilized when the number of acylated units is increased; although in

HBA1 there is an inversion in the level energy of the A species when compared with B, this

makes the quinoidal base more stable than the hemiketal, see Scheme 2.4. Moreover, this

effect is also observed in the deprotonated species, which permit the observation of the A-

blue color. The reason for the peculiar behavior of HBA 1 has been attributed to an internal

co-pigmentation.[91, 92, 146, 147, 148, 152] The acyl group’s interaction with the flavylium

backbone would create a hydrophobic environment protecting them from the water attack.

At higher pH values, where the acyl groups deprotonate, this environment can be disrupted,

leading to the anthocyanin’s degradation. The tri-dimensional structure plays an essential

role in the acyl unit protection against the hydration. Some works on genetic engineering

have demonstrated that the blue colors are not observed in modified carnations varieties,

where acylated delphinidins and acylated flavones acting as co-pigments, are not enough to

produce blue flower colors, producing mauve-violet colors instead.[158]

2.2 The peculiar aggregation process of an acylated
anthocyanin in water

The presence and content of different anthocyanin types in the grape varieties, as well

as their degradation and formation of other chemical compounds during the winemaking

process, contribute to the color in red wine. One of the most abundant anthocyanins in

some grape varieties commonly used to produce wine is the Malvidin 3-O-(6-O-p-coumaroyl)

glucoside (Mv3Coum),[159, 160] Scheme 2.5. This acylated anthocyanin has an interesting
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behavior when is isolated and dissolved in acidified water, unlike other glucosyl-acylated

anthocyanins and with its parent compound the Oenin, the Mv3Coum is poorly water-

soluble.[161, 162] Despite a few works regarding this compound that have clarified some

aspects of this behavior in aqueous solutions,[161, 162, 163] the complete understanding of

its behavior was not fully achieved. The study of this compound regarding the other species

of the multi-state formed in moderately acidic pH values has not been published because of

the lack of reproducibility in the results. Other authors previously reported the dramatic

effect of the glucosyl-acylated groups on the physical-chemical properties of polyacylated

anthocyanins,[35, 164] and was the focus of discussion in the previous subsection.

It was reported that Mv3Coum does not show color enhancement due to self-association,

as happens in Oenin, therefore the presence of the p-coumaroyl prevents anthocyanin ag-

gregation.[162] However, the intermolecular association in flavylium species of Mv3Coum

has been proven by NMR and molecular dynamics simulations.[161] Considering that the

unique difference between the Oenin and the Mv3Coum is the coumaric acyl group (Scheme

2.5), all the differences in physical-chemical properties must be attributed to the effect of

this acylation. In this section, the study of both anthocyanins about the aggregation and

the thermodynamic constants is addressed.

2.2.1 The aggregation study by circular dichroism, NMR and theoretical
calculations

After the extraction and isolation, the preparation of stock Mv3Coum solutions at different

concentrations resulted in absorption UV-Vis spectra with differences in the molar absorptiv-

ity. This effect is typical during the aggregation in anthocyanins and is a common behavior

in many flavylium-based compounds. The peculiarity of the Mv3Coum lies in the aggrega-

tion at very low concentrations, in the appearance of a new absorption band around 600 nm

in the aggregated solutions, and the precipitation of a poorly water-soluble bluish solid.

The circular dichroism (CD) spectra of a Mv3Coum solution 2.5×10−4M is presented in

HBA1

HBA2

HBA3

Scheme 2.4: Energy level diagram of HBA1 (black) compared with HBA2 (blue) and HBA3
(red).
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Figure 2.8a showing two different signals in the visible region when the solution is at 20°C,

one of these signals disappears when the solution is gradually heated to 70°C. In Figure

2.8b the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the same solution are presented. At 20°C, some small

particles in suspension, visible at the naked eye, are responsible for the characteristic raise

of baseline due to light scattering and the appearance of the absorption band around 600 nm.

The data presented in Figure 2.8 can be interpreted by the presence of two kinds of molecular

interactions in the solutions at lower temperatures; inter and intramolecular. As expected,

heating the solution the characteristic negative Cotton effect CD signal is disrupted, this

because this kind of signal is typical in the anthocyanin aggregation relative to the π-π

anti-clockwise molecular staking.[101] An anomalous negative signal remains at 70°C and

is observed in all the spectra in the visible region. As the sugar does not absorb in the visible

region and the flavylium backbone has no chiral centers, this signal can be interpreted as an

induced circular dichroism,[165, 166, 167] given by the intermolecular interaction between

the chromophore and the acylated sugar that posses chiral centers. Moreover, Figure 2.8c

shows the CD spectra of Mv3Coum at 70°C in three different concentrations (5×10−5M;

1.2×10−4M and 2.5×10−4M) upon normalization. As observed, the signals do not change,

supporting the absence of intermolecular interactions under this temperature. It is well

known that intermolecular interactions can be reduced by decreasing the anthocyanin con-

centration, while intramolecular ones are not affected.

Malvidin 3-O-(6-O-coumaroyl) glucoside (Mv3Coum)

Malvidin 3-O-glucoside (Oenin)

Scheme 2.5: Structures of the Malvidin 3-O-(6-O-p-coumaroyl) glucoside (Mv3Coum) and
Malvidin 3-O-glucoside (Oenin) in their cation flavylium from.
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Abs

Figure 2.8: a) circular dichroism spectra of a 2.5×10−4M Mv3Coum solution in water at
pH=1, as a function of temperature. b) Absorption spectra of the same solution in a). c) CD
spectra of Mv3Coum solutions at 70°C with different concentrations upon normalization
(5×10−5M; 1.2×10−4M;2.5×10−4M).

The CD spectra of anthocyanins with 3-O-mono-glucosides, including the Oenin, are

already published.[100, 101, 148, 162, 168, 169]. As the Oenin lacks the coumaroyl group,

the negative signal observed in Mv3Coum at 70°C is not expected when the solution is

heated.[101] Figure 2.9a shows the typical Cotton effect of the aggregated Oenin; when the

solution is heated, no visible signal remains. Figure 2.9c shows a comparison of the CD

Abs

Coumaric Malvidin

Figure 2.9: a) circular dichroism spectra of a 1.2×10−4M Oenin solution in water at pH=1,
as a function of temperature. b) Absorption spectra of the same solution in a). c) Comparison
of the CD spectra of Mv3Coum and Oenin in the same conditions.
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spectra of the Oenin and Mv3Coum; it is possible to observe the difference.
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Figure 2.10: 1H NMR spectra in the aromatic region of a) a 2.5×10−4M Mv3Coum solution
and b) a 2.5×10−4M Oenin solution in D2O at pD=1 as function of the temperature (Data
provided by Joana Oliveira, University of Porto).

The 1H NMR spectra of Mv3Coum and Oenin solutions (2.5×10−4M) were measured at

different temperatures by some colleagues in the University of Porto. Figure 2.10a shows

the aromatic region signals. At 25°C the Mv3Coum protons signals are broadened and

with a small resolution, something not observed in Oenin (2.10b), this is indicative of the

intermolecular interaction in Mv3Coum and their poor solubility in water, the sharpening

of the peaks is observed when the solution was heated, increasing the solubility of the com-

pound, and all the signals shifted to lower fields. Figure 2.11a shows the difference between

the chemical shifts of the phenylbenzopyrylium core protons at different temperatures of

the Mv3Coum and Oenin. The difference of the signals would be zero in case of the ab-

sence of any interaction between the flavylium backbone and the coumaroyl moiety or if the

coumaroyl’s proximity does not affect the signals in the flavylium backbone. Figure 2.11a

shows very significant differences in the chemical shifts in some protons; such differences

are maintained with the temperature. While protons H2’, H6’, and H4 are less affected

(chemical shifts differences close to zero), protons H6 and H8 have a negative shift, and

the protons of the methoxyl groups and H1” of the sugar moiety are positively shifted when

the coumaroyl is present. The same procedure was applied to construct the Figure 2.11b,

with a comparison between the coumaroyl residue signals in Mv3Coum and Methyl-p-trans-

coumarate (MeCoum). In this case, the H3”’ and H5”’ chemical shifts are similar (∆σ≈ 0)

while the rest are up-field shifted. These data confirm the coumaroyl moiety’s effect over

the 1H NMR signals in the flavylium backbone when no intermolecular interactions are

involved.
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Figure 2.11: Chemical difference between a) the phenylbenzopyrylium core protons of
Mv3Coum and Oenin and b) the coumaroyl protons of Mv3Coum and methyl-p-trans-
coumarate at different temperatures. NMR data provided by Joana Oliveira, University of
Porto

Theoretical calculations support the previous experiences. The optimized and most sta-

ble geometries of Mv3Coum and Oenin are represented in Figure 2.12. These structures

are similar to other acylated anthocyanins reported previously using the same DFT (Den-

sity Functional Theory) method.[170] The electrostatic potential maps of the most stable

structures were also calculated (Figure 2.12). It was observed that the main difference

between the two stable conformers in Mv3Coum is the π-stacking between the flavylium

and the p-coumaroyl units. According to Figure 2.12, the ground state electronic density of

the p-coumaric acid moiety and the A and C rings of the flavylium backbone are overlapped

(red circle) in the conformer B. However, this particular π-stacking is absent in conformer A.

This latter agrees with the molecular structure reported previously for the Mv3Coum.[161]

The Mv3Coum conformer A has only a moderate interaction between H4 and the oxygen of

the carbonyl group. In contrast, conformer B has four weak intramolecular interactions: i)

a C=O-π interaction of the O in the carbonyl group with the C ring, ii) a C=O–H interaction

between the carbonyl group and the H1”’ of the sugar, iii) a C-H-π interaction between the

Hα and the A ring, and iv) a C-O-H interaction from O-2” to OMe-5’, see Figure 2.13 and

Table 2.2. As observed in Figure 2.12, no intermolecular interactions are possible in Oenin.

Still, the interactions observed in the Mv3Coum conformer B explain the data reported in

Figure 2.11 where the ∆σ is positive for H1” and the methoxy protons, being these protons

deshielded and their 1H NMR signals moved downfield, as has been described for a typi-

cal intramolecular hydrogen bonding.[171] In Figure 2.13 two intramolecular interactions

through hydrogen bonding can be observed (green dotted line) between i) the carbonyl in

the coumaroyl residue that acts as an acceptor and the anomeric proton of the glucose H1”
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Mv3Coum Conf. A Mv3Coum Conf. B

O1’’’---H4

αH---A ring

Oenin Conf. A

C=O--C ring

Figure 2.12: The optimized DFT:B3P86/6-31G** and most stable molecular structures of
Mv3Coum and Oenin and their electronic density maps, including the main electrostat-
ic/dispersion forces between the flavylium backbone and the coumaroyl moiety (Optimized
structures were provided by Dr. Natercia Bras from the university of Porto).

acting as a donor; and ii) the hydroxyl group in C2’ (the acceptor) and the methoxyl hydro-

gens (donors) from the B ring.

Table 2.2: Main electrostatic/dispersion forces between the flavylium backbone and the p-
coumaroyl moiety observed in the most stable conformers at the DFT:B3P86/6-31G** level
in water.

Interaction type Atom1 Atom 2 Distance (Å)

Conformer A

C=O—H O carbonyl H4 3.08

Conformer B

C=O—π O carbonyl C ring 3.62
C-H—π αH A ring 3.83
C-OH—O HMeO3’(5’) O2” 2.40

On the other side, as can be observed in Figures 2.11 and 2.13, the signals of H6 and

H8 are shielded in Mv3Coum when compared with Oenin and move up-field in the NMR

spectra. H3”’5”’, H2”’6”’, Hα and Hβ signals in the coumaroyl residue are also shielded

and the ∆σ is negative. The H3”’5”’ signals are less affected because they are far from the

flavylium core (Figure 2.13). The electronic density is increased around these atoms because

of the non-covalent forces between the coumaroyl residue, and the A and C rings from the
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Figure 2.13: Mv3Coum (conformer B) model at the B3P86/6-31G** level of theory in water
representing a) the effect of the coumaroyl moiety on the 1H NMR chemical shifts on the
flavylium backbone and b) the main electrostatic/dispersion forces between the flavylium
and the coumaroyl moiety.

flavylium.[172]

2.2.2 The reaction network

As previously described, the Mv3Coum solutions at pH=1 tend to aggregate even at low

concentrations. In solutions, up to 2×10−5M, some precipitation is visible after a few

hours of preparation. After raising the pH of the solution, the kinetic of aggregation is

faster, making impossible to study this system in water at room temperature. Figure 2.14a

shows the kinetic of precipitation of the quinoidal base at room temperature; this effect is

observable even at low concentrations. However, up to 50°C the system is sufficiently soluble,

and the aggregation is disrupted allowing to carry out a series of direct and reverse pH jumps

to calculate the kinetic and the equilibrium constants, which rule the typical transformation

between the AH+ and the CB species in a similar way as previously described for the Oenin

in Scheme 1.2. Once again, the differences in these constants are attributed to the presence

of the coumaroyl moiety.

2.2.3 Equilibrium and rate constants

As is well known, the reaction rates are temperature-dependent, this because the rate con-

stant increases according to the Arrhenius Equation, becoming faster when the temperature

is raised. As expected, after the direct pH jumps, the pseudo-equilibrium is achieved rapidly

in those solutions at 50°C. Representation of the absorption spectra of Mv3Coum solutions

at different pH values at the pseudo-equilibrium and the equilibrium is shown in Figures

2.14b and 2.14c, respectively. As observed in Figure 2.14c, not a considerable amount of

quinoidal base remains in the equilibrium, but it is certainly more than the one found for
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the Oenin at room temperature (detailed information will be described in Chapter 3).

Abs Abs Abs
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s

Figure 2.14: a) Aggregation process after a pH jump from pH=1 to pH=2.63 in a 5×10−4M
Mv3Coum solution at 25°C, inset shows the increase of the baseline during the time. b)
Absorption spectra of Mv3Coum, 3.5×10−4M at the pseudo-equilibrium upon a direct pH
jump from pH=1.0 to higher pH values at 50°C and c) the same as b) at the equilibrium.

A
b
s

Figure 2.15: a) Reverse pH jump of Mv3Coum, 3.15×10−5M from pH=6.3 to pH=1 at 50°C,
followed by stopped-flow; b) Representation of the mole fraction distribution at the pseudo-
equilibrium of the species flavylium cation plus quinoidal base and anionic quinoidal base
(red), hemiketal and anionic hemiketal (blue) and cis-chalcone and anionic cis-chalcone
(green) of Mv3Coum; c) the same for the Oenin.

Once in the pseudo-equilibrium the reverse pH jumps were performed to obtain the

molar fractions of the AH+, A, B, and Cc species of the flavylium multi-state. Figure 2.15a

shows a reverse pH jump from a pseudo-equilibrated solution of Mv3Coum from pH=6.3

to pH=1 at 50°C. Representation of the molar fractions of all the species in the pseudo-

equilibrium along the pH scale is presented in Figure 2.15b and 2.15c for the Mv3Coum and
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Oenin, respectively. A comparison of the Mv3Coum and Oenin’s mole fraction distributions

indicates that the concentration of the quinoidal base is circa 2-folds higher in the former.

Considering that at 50°C and this specific concentration, only the intermolecular interac-

tions occur, this is another consequence of the coumaroyl residue. Table 2.3 summarizes the

equilibrium constants calculated for the Mv3Coum and Oenin at 50°C, in addition to those

calculated for Oenin at 25°C.

Table 2.3: Equilibrium constants of Mv3Coum (50°C) and Oenin (50°C and 25°C).

Compound pK ′
a pK â pKa Kh/M K t K i

Mv3Coum (50°C) 2.54 2.66 3.37 1.23×10−3 0.43 0.7
Oenin (50°C) 2.6 3.56 1.41×10−3 0.50
Oenin (25°C) 2.5 3.70 1.99×10−3 0.42

The CB∧∧ and CB′′ constants are not reported because of their inaccuracy.

2.3 Materials and Methods

The HBA series of compounds were provided by Prof. Kumi Yoshida from the University

of Nagoya (JP). The HBA1 was extracted and purified from frozen petals of morning glory

(Ipomoea tricolor cv. Heavenly Blue)[173], while HBA2 and HBA3 were obtained by mild

alkaline hydrolysis.[174] Oenin chloride (≥ 95%) was obtained from Extrasynthese (Lyon,

FR). Malvidin 3-O-(6-O-p-coumaroyl) glucoside was provided by Dr. Joana Oliveira from the

University of Porto (PT).[175]

Stock HBA and Malvidin derivatives solutions were prepared in 0.1 M HCl with Milli-

pore water. Reverse and direct pH jumps were achieved by the addition of HCl, NaOH, or

Theorell and Stenhagen’s universal buffer as needed, and pH was recorded on a Radiometer

Copenhagen PHM240 pH/ion meter (Brønshøj, Denmark). UV-Vis spectra were recorded

on a Varian-Cary 100 or 5000 spectrophotometers (Palo Alto, CA, US). The stopped-flow

experiments were performed on a SX20 (Applied photophysics; Surrey, UK) spectrometer

equipped with a PDA.1/UV photodiode array detector. For the Malvidin compounds, the

kinetic were always monitored at 50°C, and a cut-off filter of 435 nm was used to prevent

photodegradation in the stopped-flow experiments.

Circular dichroism absorption and UV-Vis spectra were recorded on a Chirascan qCD

spectrometer equipped with a CS/JS recirculating cooler (Applied Photophysics; Surrey, UK)

set with a temperature ramp between 0 and 80°C under constant nitrogen flush, acquisitions

were made every 5°C with a stabilization time of 5 min between measurements. Quartz

cells of 1 and 0.5 cm pathlength were used in a range of 220-700 nm with an interval of 1nm.
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The averaged spectra of two scans with baseline correction were reported.

For theoretical calculations, the Malvidin 3-O-(6-O-p-coumaroyl) glucoside pre-optimized

structures by molecular dynamics and DFT: B3P86/6-31+G(d,p)[176, 177] were received

from Dr. Natercia Bras from the University of Porto (PT). The electrostatic potential surface

over the Mv3Coum was calculated through a DFT: B3P86/6-31+G(d,p) single-point energy

calculations.

2.4 Conclusions

The anthocyanins’ physical-chemical properties are modified not only by the type and po-

sition of the substituents in the flavylium backbone, but also by the spatial distribution of

them. In the two cases reviewed along this Chapter, the role played by the acylated sugars

by the interaction with the flavylium core, and in general, the interaction of the molecular

structure with other molecules has demonstrated a huge influence in the color preservation

along the pH scale, and also in the water solubility of the flavylium multi-state species.

After studying the kinetic and thermodynamic constants of any anthocyanin, some prop-

erties as the color of the solution can be understood, mainly based on the study of the amount

of colored species in the equilibrium. The fact that the hydration rate constant decreases

and the dehydration increases will rise the equilibrium constant, making unstable the un-

colored B form. This is the case observed in HBA1, where the hemiketal is even less stable

than the quinoidal base at the equilibrium, leading to the blue color’s appearance in slightly

basic solutions and at higher pH values before degradation. In this manner, it is interesting

how Nature uses intramolecular interactions in polyacylated anthocyanins to create stable

colors in plant tissues.

Simultaneously, the intermolecular interactions in the mono-acylated Malvidin deriva-

tive promote the formation of water-insoluble aggregates, even at low concentrations. These

aggregates have a low water solubility, but a change in the color of the solution is observed

at room temperature before precipitation. This effect is due to the unique packaging after

the π−π stacking in Mv3Coum. These interactions can be disrupted at high temperatures,

where only the intra-molecular interactions remain, and the solubility is increased. The

system’s study without intermolecular interactions shows that the color expression in the

equilibrium is improved in mildly acidic solutions, something typical in mono-acylated an-

thocyanins. The study of mono and poly-acylated anthocyanins in aqueous solutions brings

the opportunity to apply new knowledge in the development of more stable anthocyanin-

based matrices in food and cosmetic industries.
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CHAPTER 3
Anthocyanins color stabilization by

intermolecular interactions.

The vast number of colors in the plant Kingdom results from the huge structural diver-

sity of natural pigments and the intermolecular interactions between them and some other

molecules acting as co-pigments and stabilizers.[35, 91, 178] Molecular complexation be-

tween the dyes and other colorless compounds (co-pigments) occurs inside the plant cell’s

vacuoles. In the anthocyanins behavior, this is no different. Once the natural pigments

are extracted and isolated, many intermolecular interactions disappear, causing destabiliza-

tion of the colors in the new medium or different shades that the ones observed in Nature.

Despite of this, and as has been mention previously in Chapter 2, the study of the color

properties in the flavylium multi-state can be dramatically simplified working in a envi-

ronment where only one type of molecule is involved, focusing on the flavylium backbone

substituents and the intra and intermolecular interactions between molecules of the same

type. The study of the anthocyanins behavior in solutions with more than one type of

molecule is essential from the point of view of mimicking the natural pigments stability in

the Natural environment. This study can also be simplified if only one or even two different

types of molecules are included in a controlled way.

There are two key points to prevent the color lost process in flavylium-based compounds,

the control in the hydration rate reaction, and subsequently, the thermodynamic equilibria

between the species. Therefore, any method able to avoid degradation, prevent or retard

the hydration reaction, and in other words, stabilize the colored forms from the flavylium

multi-state will help to preserve color.

In addition to the natural co-pigments that can be found in the same plat tissue interact-

ing with the dye, the interaction with other molecules acting as stabilizers has been tested
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to preserve the anthocyanins color, mainly with compounds that can be used as food addi-

tives. Some polysaccharides or polymers, such a β-cyclodextrins, denatured proteins, gums,

pectins, among others, have resulted promising in the anthocyanins protection against

their degradation at pH values higher than 3.2.[179] On the other hand some techniques

as the host-guest complexation through the use of macrocycles as curcubit[n]urils (CBn)

and calix[n]arenes (Cn) as host and flavylium-based compounds as guest molecules have

been used to shield the colored forms of the flavylium-based compounds and protect them

from the water attack stabilizing the colored forms against the uncolored ones.[129, 136,

180] Other techniques as micro-encapsulation, freeze and spray-drying are commonly used

creating diverse types of interactions between different molecules with anthocyanin deriva-

tives.[179].

Throughout this chapter, the stabilization of the species on the flavylium multi-state

will be studied when the flavylium-based compounds (including anthocyanins) interact with

other type molecules in aqueous solutions. Fist of all, the caffeine co-pigmentation effect

will be addressed using a novel method developed by our teamwork, and later, the impact of

the interaction of ionic surfactants in lipophilic anthocyanin derivatives will be the object

of study. Finally, the interaction with two different water-soluble hosts as the CBn-type

molecular clips and sulfonated calix[n]arenes, with different cavity sizes, will be explored.

3.1 Color stabilization in anthocyanins and other flavylium
compounds by intermolecular co-pigmentation with
caffeine

.

The co-pigmentation effect in anthocyanins is one of their most remarkable properties.

The ability to develop π-stacking interactions, caused mainly by dispersion forces between

the participant molecules and the solvent, produce a favorable release of water molecules

from the solvation shell (hydrophobic effect).[24] In some cases, the formation of hydro-

gen bonds between the molecules is also the mechanism followed by the co-pigmentation.

This effect seems to protect the flavylium cation from the hydration reaction. Besides the

self-association reviewed previously in Chapter 2, the anthocyanins’ ability to bind with

other phenols and natural molecules by π-π stacking creates another way of protection

used by Nature against the color lost. Despite numerous and well-documented research

works regarding the co-pigmentation effects in anthocyanins, the complete understanding

of this phenomenon over the equilibrium constants in the flavylium multi-state is not fully

described. The anthocyanin co-pigmentation has been extensively studied, many mathe-

matical models that explain this phenomenon have been reported.[96, 181, 182, 183] As the

flavylium cation is the only stable species at pH=1, the co-pigmentation is relatively easy to

study. However, when higher pH values are studied, the system turns complex due to the
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Scheme 3.1: Molecular structures of the 4’-hydroxyflavylium (4’OH) and Malvidin-3-
glucoside (Oenin) in their flavylium cation form and caffeine.

other species’ existence in the flavylium multi-state. A co-pigmentation model that consid-

ers the interaction of the co-pigment with AH+ and A was recently published by Petrov et

al.,[184] but not an extension to the other species was included because the high number of

variables to be fitted. The developed method for calculating all the equilibrium constants

through the application of reverse pH jumps from equilibrated or pseudo-equilibrated so-

lutions containing flavylium-based compounds, which mathematical model is presented in

Appendix B, can be applied to obtain the equilibrium constants in the complex flavylium

multi-state easily. An extension of this model can be used to the co-pigmentation effect

(Appendix C). In this section, the application of both mathematical models is presented.

The co-pigmentation protective effect over the colored forms of the flavylium multi-state at

the pseudo-equilibrium and equilibrium is studied.

Caffeine is found together some anthocyanins in plant tissues as cacao seeds,[185] red

tea leaves[186] and has been proposed to be introduced by means of genetic engineering

into the blue roses breeding.[187] Caffeine co-pigmentation in anthocyanins increase the

concentrations of the colored species in the equilibrium at moderate acidic pH values, pro-

ducing a hyperchromic effect and a bathochromic shift on the maximum absorption band. It

was found that the caffeine molecule preferentially stabilize the quinoidal base.[187] The co-

pigmentation effect of caffeine with malvin,[188, 189] cyanidin-3-glucoside[190] and other

synthetic flavylium-based compounds has been extensively studied.[191, 192] An strong

hyperchromism is observed in the co-pigmentation of natural glycosilated anthocyanins by

caffeine, this effect is not observed with other flavylium-based synthetic compounds, there-

fore the hyperchromism has been associated to the formation of stronger hydrogen bonds

with the anthocyanin glycosil residues.[188]

3.1.1 The equilibrium in the absence of the co-pigment

Two different flavylium-based compounds were studied to prove the efficiency of the method

described in Appendix B, the 4’-hydroxyflavylium (4’OH) representing the synthetic flavylium

compounds and the Malvidin-3-glucoside (Oenin) representing the anthocyanins, see Scheme

3.1. In acidic medium the 4’OH takes a long time to reach the equilibrium, and the A, B
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Scheme 3.2: Species in the flavylium multi-state of the model compound 4’hydroxyflavylium.

and Cc species have a similar mole fraction distribution at the pseudo-equilibrium, and

therefore at the equilibrium.[72] The species obtained at different pH values for the 4’OH

are represented in Scheme 3.2, as other flavylium-based compounds the set of equations

described in Appendix A describes the entire formation process of the AH+, CB, CB- and

CB2- species until the equilibrium in solutions at different pH values.

pK^a=4.4
pK^^a=8.6
pK^^^a=9.5

Abs

A
b

s

Figure 3.1: a) Spectral variation of 4’OH (2×10−5M) at the pseudo-equilibrium, fitting in
inset was achieved for pK∧

a = 4.4, pK∧∧
a = 8.6 and pK∧∧∧

a = 9.5. b) Mole fraction distribution
of the species AH+, CB∧, CB∧− and CB∧2− at the pseudo-equilibrium.
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Figure 3.2: a) Reverse pH jump from pH=6.45 to pH=1 and b) the same from pH=8.86. The
amplitudes of the traces should be normalized in order to have A+B+Cc=1 and A+ (B+B−) +
(Cc+Cc−)=1. c) Mole fraction distribution of the species in 4’OH at pseudo-equilibrium; AH+

plus A (violet), B and B- (green), and Cc, Cc- and Cc2- species (orange). Fitting achieved
with a0 = 0.36, b0 = 0.34, b1 = 0.15, b2 = 0.08, c0 = 0.3, c1 = 0.85, and c2 = 0.92.

Table 3.1: Equilibrium Constants of 4’OH (2×10−5 M).

pK ′
a pK ′′

a pK ′′′
a pK∧

a pK∧∧
a pK∧∧∧

a pKa Kh(M)

3.3b 8.1 9.25 4.4 8.6 9.5 4.8 1.4×10−5M

K t K i pKB/B− pKB−/B−2 pKCc/Cc− pKCc−/Cc−2 pKCt/Ct− pKCt−/Ct−2

0.88 37b 8.95 9.8 8.1 9.5 8.1 9.5
a Estimated error 10%. b Approximated values.

The pH-dependent absorption spectra of the model compound 4’-OH at the pseudo-

equilibrium is shown in Figure 3.1a with the calculation of the pK∧
a , pK∧∧

a and pK∧∧∧
a

values. The absorption spectra in Figure 3.1a extended to high pH values shows the char-

acteristic absorption spectrum of the flavylium cation (red line) at pH=1, the mixture of

the neutral species in CB∧ is represented at pH=6.2 (blue line), with a huge absorption of

the quinoidal base. The spectrum close to pH=9 represent a mixture of the neutral, mono

deprotonated and di-deprotonated species (purple line), while at pH=12 (green line), the

absorption is attributed mainly to Ct2- with a small contribution of B2- the unique species

in the CB∧2−, see Scheme 3.2. The mole fraction distribution of the AH+, CB∧, CB∧− and

CB∧2− species shown in Figure 3.1b is obtained by the equations A.21, B.1, B.2, and B.3

respectively.

The mole fraction distribution can be obtained using the set of equations expressed in

terms of equilibrium constants (from the kinetics tracking after a direct and reverse pH

jumps),[22] or using the equations in Appendix B to obtain the mole fractions directly from

the an, bn, and cn coefficients after a reverse pH jump from the pseudo-equilibrium. Not
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only the equilibrium but also the kinetic constants are obtained from the first method. How-

ever, the second method is simpler, and the mole fractions are calculated with great accuracy.

To obtain the specific amount of all the species, a series of reverse pH jumps to pH=1 are per-

formed at different pH values once the pseudo-equilibrium is achieved. The kinetics must

be followed in a stopped-flow apparatus due to the fast kinetics at this pH (see Chapter 1).

Two examples of the traces obtained at pH=6.45 and pH=8.86 are shown in Figure 3.2. The

first example shows the trace of the AH+ formation kinetics after the jump, the amount of

the species in CB∧ can be then calculated obtaining the normalized amplitudes after ev-

ery exponential process. The second example in Figure 3.2b represents the AH+ formation

kinetics as a result of the conversion of a mixture of the neutral, mono deprotonated and

di-deprotonated species into it. In this last case, it is impossible to separate the deproto-

nated contribution from the neutral species; this because the proton transfer occurs in the

microseconds time-scale. Nevertheless, it is possible to decompose the molar fractions of the

species in the CB∧, CB∧− and CB∧2− using the already calculated pK∧
a , pK∧∧

a and pK∧∧∧
a

values and the set of equations included in the Appendix B. The fitting of the normalized

data obtained from the reverse pH jumps at different pH values leads to calculate the coeffi-

cients an, bn, and cn (Figure 3.2c). These coefficients are the normalized amplitudes of the

quinoidal base (and its deprotonated species), the hemiketal (and its deprotonated species),

and cis-chalcone (and its deprotonated species), respectively. The normalized amplitudes are

coincident with the mole fraction of the respective species. Once obtained the coefficients, all

the equilibrium constants are accessible following the equations in Appendix B (See Table

3.1). The fitting in Figure 3.2c was achieved using a0 = 0.36, b0 = 0.34, b1 = 0.15, b2 = 0.08,

c0 = 0.3, c1 = 0.85, and c2 = 0.92.

pK’a=3.3
pK’’a=8.1
pK’’’a=9.05

Abs

Abs

Figure 3.3: a) Equilibrium absorption spectra of the 4’OH (2×10−5M) at different pH values.
b) Mole fraction distribution of the species AH+, CB, CB- and CB2-, represented by the
equilibrium between AH+ and the trans-chalcone species.

The data obtained from the reverse pH jumps from the pseudo-equilibrium are equally
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valid if some Ct was already formed, because the only effect is to reduce the amplitudes

in the AH+ formation, but not their normalized values. When the true equilibrium is

already achieved and the amount of Ct want to be calculated, a reverse pH jump followed by

common spectrometer is performed. Similar to the pseudo-equilibrium, the mole fractions

of the species AH+, CB, CB- and CB2- in the equilibrium can be obtained. Despite the

equilibrium of 4’OH is extremely slow,[72, 193] the prediction that could take years was

re-evaluated since the fact that the cis-trans isomerization is catalyzed in extremely acidic

values.[193] Figure 3.3 shows absorption spectra of the 4’OH at the equilibrium; this state

is mainly an equilibrium between the AH+ and the Ct species along all the pH scale. Due

the extremely slow cis-trans isomerization at pH=1, the pK ′
a = 3.3 value is an estimation.

For higher pH values, the equilibrium is reached in several days for pK ′′
a = 8.1 and pK ′′′

a =
9.25. Once calculated these values, the K i = 37 can be easily obtained from the expression

K ′
a −K∧

a = KhK tK i, for their part, the KCt/Ct− = 8.5×10−9 and KCt−/Ct2− = 5.7×10−10 values

were obtained following the equations in Appendix B.

3.1.2 Association between the chromophore with the co-pigment

A parameter to consider when the co-pigmentation is studied is the thermodynamic binding

constant, which measures the affinity of each of the flavylium multi-state species with the

co-pigment, the greatest the binding constant the higher affinity. The interaction of AH+ in

4’OH with the co-pigment (stoichiometry 1:1) can be calculated following the titration of equi-

librated solutions with increasing concentrations of the co-pigment by UV-Vis spectroscopy

at pH=1, where AH+ is the unique species (see Figure 3.4a). The obtained association con-

stant KAH+CP = 18M−1 was calculated through the fitting of A f and KAH+CP with the data

obtained from Figure 3.4a using the equation C.45 from Appendix C. The same procedure

can be applied to calculate the association constant with Ct in equilibrated solutions at

pH=6, where the chalcone is the unique species (KCt+CP = 47M−1, see Figure 3.4b. This

procedure is only applicable in Ct for compounds with high cis-trans isomerization barrier.

On the other hand, the titration of the AH+ in the Oenin was similarly performed, and

its respective association constant calculated, see Figure 3.4c. All the calculations were

made for 1:1 complexation, but in the case of the AH+-CP interaction in the Oenin, the

system is not strictly 1:1, as can be observed in the inset of Figure 3.4c where the isosbestic

point is lost at higher CP concentrations. Despite this, the 1:1 stoichiometry has a good

fitting approximation with a constant of 134M−1. The association constants calculation for

A, B, and Cc species is explained in the next subsection.

Table 3.2 summarizes the association constants of some anthocyanins with caffeine ob-

tained in this work and reported in literature.[17, 35, 190, 194] The mathematical model

described in Appendix C is deduced for a 1:1 assumed complexation, the co-pigmentation

constant reported for the malvin in Table 3.2 was also calculated with this assumption.
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Figure 3.4: a) Spectral variation of the model compound 4’OH (1.8×10−5M) in the con-
secutive increase in the concentration of caffeine (absorption in the UV zone) at pH=1;
KAH+CP = 18M−1. b) The same as in a) but at pH=6.0; KCtCP = 47M−1. c) Spectral varia-
tions of Oenin (1.7×10−5M) at pH=1 as a function of caffeine addition; KAH+CP = 134M−1.

Table 3.2: Co-pigmentation constants (M−1) of some flavylium-based compounds with
caffeinea.

Compound KAH+CP KACP KA−CP KBCP KB−CP KCcCP KCc−CP KCtCP KCt−CP

4’OH 18 134 13 9 42 44 47 94
Oenin 134 303 43 0 0 17 0
Malvin[188] 125 180
Cyanidin-3G[190] 161b

21c

a Estimated error 10%. b 1:1 stoichiometry. c 1:2 stoichiometry.

However, it is known from the literature that in anthocyanins, this requirement is not

strictly observed.[17, 190] The mathematical approach described in Appendix C, just like

other models published, does not take into account the self-association of the anthocyanin.

However, this phenomenon is minimized by the low anthocyanin concentrations used.

As observed in Table 3.2, the higher association constants with caffeine are observed

in anthocyanins. In the Oenin case, the caffeine affinity for the quinoidal base and the

flavylium cation species is considerably higher than for the uncolored species, being the

interaction with the last practically nil. For 4’OH, the same effect is observed over the

quinoidal base, but the affinity to the uncolored species is higher than for the AH+. The

caffeine association constant is difficult to predict in flavylium-based compounds because it

depends on different factors, as structure, spatial conformation, intermolecular interactions,

etc.

3.1.3 Effect of the caffeine in the equilibrium constants

The pH-dependent absorption spectra of the 4’OH in the presence of caffeine at the pseudo-

equilibrium are shown in Figure 3.5a, the fitting of the absorption at different wavelengths
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along the pH scale defines pK∧
a(CP) = 4.1, pK∧∧

a(CP) = 8.8, and pK∧∧∧
a(CP) = 9.1. The absorption

spectra in Figure 3.5a is similar to those in Figure 3.1a, but the absorption of the quinoidal

base is clearly higher in the presence of the caffeine. The mole fraction distribution of the

AH+, CB∧, CB∧− and CB∧2− species is represented in Figure 3.5b.

pK^a=4.0
pK^^a=8.8
pK^^^a=9.1

Abs

Abs

Figure 3.5: a) Spectral variation of 4’OH (1.8×10−5M) at the pseudo-equilibrium in the
presence of caffeine (0.058 M) extended to the entire pH range, fitting in inset was achieved
for pK∧

aCP = 4.0, pK∧∧
aCP = 8.8 and pK∧∧∧

aCP = 9.1. b) Mole fraction distribution of the species
AH+, CB∧, CB∧− and CB∧2− at the pseudo-equilibrium. c) Mole fraction distribution of the
species in 4’OH in the presence of caffeine at pseudo-equilibrium; AH+ plus A (violet), B
and B- (green), and Ct, Ct- and Ct2- species (orange) Fitting was achieved with a0=0.68,
b0=0.12, b1=0.07, b2=0.05, c0=0.2, c1=0.93, and c2=0.95.

The reverse pH jumps of the solutions in Figure 3.5a were performed, the same pro-

cedure used before to calculate all the equilibrium constants was applied, but with the

difference that the complexes formed between each flavylium multi-state species, and the

co-pigment are included in the system. The mathematical model that provides for these

complexes is presented in Appendix C. The representation of the three amplitudes obtained

at different pH values after the reverse pH jumps is shown in Figure 3.5c, and the respective

equilibrium constants presented in Table 3.3. It is worth to note that the experimentally ob-

tained association constant KAH+CP = 18 and the equilibrium constants of this compound in

the absence of caffeine were used to calculate the association constant with A (KA+CP = 134)

using the equation C.25. Regarding the association constants for the other flavylium multi-

state species, the rest of the equations from Appendix C were applied. In this way, the

association and co-pigmentation equilibrium constants of the system except those of trans-

chalcone can be calculated, see Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Comparing the molar fractions in the

pseudo-equilibrium for the 4’OH in the absence and presence of caffeine in Figure 3.2c and

3.5c respectively shows a clear high interaction of the quinoidal base with the co-pigment,

which is stabilized.

The equilibrium of 4’OH in presence of caffeine absorption spectra at representative
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Table 3.3: Equilibrium Constants of 4’OH (1.8×10−5 M) in the presence of caffeine (0.058
M)a.

pK ′
aCP pK ′′

aCP pK ′′′
aCP pK∧

aCP pK∧∧
aCP pK∧∧∧

aCP

3.15b 7.8 10.2 4.0 8.8 10.5

pKaCP KhCP (M) K tCP K iCP pKBCP/B−CP pKCcCP/Cc−CP

4.2 1.2×10−5 1.66 37b 9.1 8.1
a Estimated error 10%. b Estimated value.

pH values, together with the respective mole fraction distribution of the species AH+, CB,

CB- and CB2- species is represented in Figure 3.6. The three inflection points when the

absorbance is represented as function of pH give the equilibrium constants pK ′
a = 3.15,

pK ′′
a = 7.8, and pK ′′′

a = 10.2. Comparing the data in Figure 3.3 with Figure 3.6, CB, CB-

and CB2- are practically equal to the mole fraction of the Ct species, but in the presence of

caffeine there is a significant amount of A. This effect demonstrate that the KA+CP value is

sufficiently strong to shift the equilibrium from Ct to A.

pK’a=3.15
pK’’a=7.8
pK’’’a=10.2
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Figure 3.6: a) Spectral variation of 4’OH (1.8×10−5M) in the presence of caffeine (0.058
M) at the equilibrium, fitting in inset was achieved for pK ′

aCP = 3.15, pK ′′
aCP = 7.8 and

pK ′′′
aCP = 10.2. b) Mole fraction distribution of the species AH+, CB, CB- and CB2- at the

equilibrium.

The generalization of the method described in Appendix C to the equilibrium, including

Ct species, is straightforward with:

Ka(CP) =
K ′

a(CP)
1+KAH+CP [CP]

(3.1)
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and

K ′
a(CP)= K ′

a + (KACP Ka +KBCP Kh +KCcCP KhK t +KCtCP KhK tK i)[CP]

K ′
a(CP)= K∧

a + (KACP Ka +KBCP Kh +KCcCP KhK t)[CP]+KhK tK i +KCtCP KhK tK i)[CP]

(3.2)

K ′
a(CP)= K∧

a (CP)+KhK tK i(1+KCtCP )[CP] (3.3)

considering that K ′
a(CP) is an experimental value, and the parameter K∧

a (CP) is obtained

because all the association constants of the species in the pseudo-equilibrium was previously

calculated in Figure 3.4 and applying the set of equations in Appendix C, eq. 3.3 permits

the calculation of KCtCP included in Table 3.2.

The Oenin molar fraction distribution in the presence of caffeine was also calculated in

the pseudo-equilibrium. The results are shown in Figure 3.7b. Comparison of the molar

fractions in the presence and absence of caffeine in Figure 3.7, shows as for the 4’OH a

stabilization of the quinoidal base, these results are supported by the high association con-

stant of the A with the co-pigment, that is higher than the other species, see Table 3.2. The

interaction of caffeine with the ionized species is negligible except for the ionized quinoidal

base. Since there is no competition of the ionized quinoidal base in this pH range for the

interaction with caffeine, the complex of the ionized quinoidal base is the dominant species,

and the color of the solution around neutrality is essentially blue.

Figure 3.7: a) Mole fraction distribution of Oenin in the absence of caffeine obtained by
reverse pH jumps from the pseudo-equilibrium. Fitting was achieved for a0 = 0.06, b0 =
0.67, and c0 = 0.27 for the neutral species and a1 = 1, b1 = 0, and c1 = 0. This last set of
parameters regarding the ionized species is an estimation because of the slow decomposition
processes. b) The same as in a) but with in the presence of the co-pigment (0.058 M), a0 =
0.42, b0 = 0.38, and c0 = 0.2 for the neutral species and a1 = 1, b1 = 0, and c1 = 0.
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Table 3.4: Equilibrium Constants of Oenin (1.8×10−5 M) in the presence and absence of
caffeine (0.053 M)a.

Sample pK ′
a pK ′′

a pK∧
a pK∧∧

a pKa Kh(M) K t K i

Oenin 2.38b 6.4 2.6 7.5 3.8 1.7×10−3 0.4 0.45b

Oenin-Caff 3.0b 6.4 3.1 6.4 3.5 3×10−4 0.5 1.5b

a Estimated error 10%. b Estimated value.

In the case of the anthocyanin compound, the Oenin, the same method applied for the

caffeine co-pigmentation with the 4’OH, was used. Like other natural anthocyanins as

cyanidin-3-glucoside, the hydration rate is slower than the isomerization in the range be-

tween pH=7-9,[190] and the kinetics are represented by a mono-exponential (hydration

control, see Chapter 1). Moreover, for equilibrated solutions up to pH=7, the molar fractions

could not be calculated because some decomposition occurs. In solutions down pH=6, the

kinetics are described by a bi-exponential process. The equilibrium constants were deter-

mined following the well-established procedure [22, 75] and for comparison purposes using

the method of the reverse pH jumps used before for the 4’OH (see Figure 3.7)a. The fitting in

Figure 3.7a was achieved using a0=0.06, b0=0.67, c0=0.27 for the neutral species and a1=1,

b1=0, c1=0 (with a high error because of the decomposition of the anthocyanin at these pH

values). The calculated equilibrium constants are reported in Table 3.4. These values are in

good agreement with those previously reported except for the K t, that in case of the Oenin

and other monoglucosides has some uncertainly.[17] The value reported in Table 3.4 was

obtained after 13 different measurements in the pH range of the CB species.

The interaction of some anthocyanins with caffeine was previously reported in the lit-

erature. Table 3.2 shows these data and the constants obtained for the Oenin using the

method in Appendix C. According to Figure 3.7 and Table 3.2, the colored species of Oenin

are those interacting strongly with caffeine, and the more significant co-pigmentation effect

takes place mainly with the quinoidal base, as also observed for the 4’OH. The caffeine

interaction with the other flavylium multi-state species is negligible except for the ionized

quinoidal base. The stabilization effect of the co-pigment with the A- species at pH values

higher than pH=7 produces a stable blue colored solution until the degradation occurs. On

the other hand, the A species is also stabilized, and the solutions with pH values close to

neutrality keep their violet color at the equilibrium.

3.2 Anthocyanin color stabilization by intermolecular
interactions in SDS micelles

.

Natural dyes for industrial applications, namely as in food and cosmetic products, have

been very attractive in the last decade. This is because of their association with favorable
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Scheme 3.3: Molecular structure of the Malvidin-3-glucoside (Oenin) fatty acid conjugates.
Derived from the dodecanoic (1) and hexanoic (2) acids.

organoleptic properties and health-promoting effects in foods. However, in anthocyanins, the

pH-dependence color variation and hydrophilic character constitute a major drawback for

applications mainly in lipophilic matrices. To overcome the incorporation of some flavonoids

into lipophilic mediums, their functionalization by alkylation and acylation of carbons and

hydroxyl groups with hydrophobic molecules such as fatty acids has been reported.[195]

Specifically, a series of anthocyanin-fatty acid conjugates with a variable chain length from

C4 to C16 have been already synthesized.[196] Some of these compounds have already

demonstrated superior antioxidant activity and lipophilic properties rather than their an-

thocyanin precursors, without altering their chromatic features.[196, 197] The incorporation

of the anthocyanin-fatty acid conjugates in cosmetic formulations becomes an interesting

activity because of these results. For future technological applications in cosmetics, the

study of the color stability, and the possibility to obtain different attractive colors from the

flavylium cation and quinoidal base species along the pH scale becomes very important. It

is well known that the anthocyanins colors are generally unstable at moderate to neutral

pH values, this because the proportion of quinoidal base in the equilibrium is low.

The solubility of the anthocyanin-fatty acid derivatives is limited in pure water, but

they can be studied in aqueous solutions of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) micelles, which

also mimics potential lipophilic formulations. Moreover, the fatty acid residues could allow

co-micellization with SDS because of their affinity to the hydrophobic core in SDS micelles.

The SDS micelles has been used to extend the solubility and the pH stability of the antho-

cyanin AH+ form.[106, 108] The results obtained from these publications demonstrate an

extension domain of the red flavylium cation along the pH scale, the mole fraction of the

quinoidal base in moderately acidic to neutral pH values is also increased up to 20%.

The stability of two anthocyanin-fatty acid conjugates, derived from the Oenin and

the dodecanoic and hexanoic fatty acids (Scheme 3.3) was studied in the presence of SDS

micelles along the pH scale. The flavylium multi-state equilibrium and kinetic constants

were calculated, and the co-micellization effect over properties of the malvidin-3-glucoside

multi-state is also addressed in this subsection.
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3.2.1 Water solubility of anthocyanin-fatty acid conjugates

Both compounds 1 and 2, Scheme 3.3, are moderately water-soluble, but they are readily

solubilized in micro heterogeneous systems as SDS micelles. The fully soluble pigment solu-

tions were achieved for SDS concentrations in the millimolar range, while for more diluted

surfactant solutions, complete solubilization was not observed (even after sonication). The

UV-Vis spectra of solutions with compounds 1 and 2 and different SDS concentrations were

obtained after 18h of incubation in the dark at room temperature are showed in Figure 3.8.

An abrupt increase in the absorption intensity is observed at concentrations above 2×10−4

M of SDS. The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of SDS in the dye presence can be taken

from the inflection point of the absorption intensity (538 nm) versus SDS concentration

plots. The CMC of SDS in the presence of the dyes (7×10−4 M for compound 1 and 8×10−4

M for compound 2) are one order of magnitude lower than the value obtained for SDS in

pure water (8×10−3 M), this effect can be attributed to the presence of 0.1 M HCl because it

is known that electrolytes in the solutions decrease the CMC of ionic surfactants.[198]. How-

ever, it is worth to note that the oppositely charged lipophilic pigments can also contribute

to the formation of micelles at lower concentrations (co-micellization).[199] Compounds 1
and 2 are completely solubilized in 0.01 M of SDS (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Absorption spectra of a) compound 1 (4.5×10−6 M) and b) compound 2 (4.7×10−6

M) in water at pH=1.0 with increasing concentrations of SDS. The anthocyanin derivative
is not fully soluble at low SDS concentrations which solubilize close to the surfactant CMC.

3.2.2 Equilibrium and kinetic constants

After a direct pH jump from pH=1 to higher pH values, the reaction network is similar to

the one described for the Oenin in Scheme 1.2. The pH-dependant reaction networks of both

compounds were completely characterized in 0.1 M SDS. The spectral variations observed

immediately 10 ms after the direct pH jump observed by stopped flow for compound 1 are
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reported in Figure 3.9a, the fitting observed in the inset indicates a pKa = 6.0. The pseudo-

equilibrium and the equilibrium absorption spectra are shown in Figures 3.9b and 3.9c with

pK∧
a = 5.75 and pK ′

a = 5.65 respectively. In the same vein, the pKa = 6.1, pK∧
a = 5.9 and

pK ′
a = 5.7 values for compound 2 are reported in Figure 3.10.

pKa=6.0 pK^a=5.75 pK’a=5.65

Abs Abs Abs

Abs AbsAbs

Figure 3.9: a) Spectral variations of compound 1 (3.1×10−5 M) in the presence of SDS
micelles (0.1M) taken 10 ms after a direct pH jump to different pH values, b) the same at
the pseudo-equilibrium, c) the same at the equilibrium.

pKa=6.1 pK^a=5.9 pK’a=5.7
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Figure 3.10: a) Spectral variations of compound 2 (2.2×10−5 M) in the presence of SDS
micelles (0.1M) taken 10 ms after a direct pH jump to different pH values, b) the same at
the pseudo-equilibrium, c) the same at the equilibrium.

A typical kinetic bi-exponential process (hydration and isomerization controlled) of a

direct pH jump to pH=7.5 in compound 1 is shown in Figure 3.11a. The slowest step is

represented at different pH values in Figure 3.11b and Figure 3.11c for the compound 1
and 2 respectively. Fitting was achieved using the equation 1.16 with KhK tki = 1.7×10−11

Ms-1, pK∧
a = 5.75 and k−i = 3.5×10−5 s-1 for compound 1 and KhK tki = 2.8×10−11 Ms-1,

pK∧
a = 5.9 and k−i = 2.7×10−5 s-1 for compound 2.
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Figure 3.11: a) Spectral variations of compound 1 (3.1×10−5 M) in the presence of SDS
micelles (0.1M) after a direct pH jump to pH=7.5. Representation of the isomerization
constants along the pH scale in b) compound 1 and c) compound 2.

A series of reverse pH jumps monitored by stopped flow from equilibrated solutions

was carried out, a typical trace after the reverse pH jump from pH=4.2 to 7.2 followed by

stopped flow at 542nm is shown in Figure 3.12a. Figures 3.12b and 3.12c represents the

hydration and tautomerization (inset) processes to different pH values for compound 1 and 2
respectively. These data are obtained from the first and second exponential processes in the

reverse pH jumps. Fitting was achieved with equation 1.18 for the hydration and with equa-

tion 1.19 for the tautomerization process. The hydration process was fitted for pKa = 6.0,

kh = 0.02s−1 and k−h = 4×104M−1s−1 in compound 1 and pKa = 6.1, kh = 0.02s−1 and

k−h = 6×104M−1s−1 in compound 2. The tautomerization was fitted with k−t = 0.016 and

kH
−t = 4000M−1s−1 for compound 1 and k−t = 0.002 and kH

−t = 4000M−1s−1 for compound 2.

Abs

Figure 3.12: a) Kinetic trace of compound 1 after a reverse pH jump from pH=7.2 to 4.2
(0.1 M SDS) monitored by stopped flow, b) representation of hydration and tautomerization
(inset) constants for compound 1, c) the same for compound 2.

The equilibrium and rate constants are reported in Table 3.5. Comparing the obtained
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Table 3.5: Equilibrium and rate constants of compound 1 and 2 obtained from pH jumps in
the presence of SDS 0.1 M.a

Compound pK ′
a pKa pK∧

a Kh(M) K t K i

1 5.65 6.0 5.75 5×10−7 0.5 2
2 5.7 6.1 5.9 3.3×10−7 0.6 4
Oenin[82] 2.3 3.8 2.4 3.4×10−3 0.12

kh(s−1) k−h(M−1s−1) kt(s−1) k−t(s−1) ki(s−1) k−i(s−1)

1 0.02 4×104 0.008 0.016 6.8×10−5 3.5×10−5

2 0.02 6×104 0.012 0.02 1.1×10−4 2.9×10−5

Oenin[82] 0.12 35 0.06 0.5
a Estimated error 10%.

constants for compounds 1 and 2 with the Oenin in the absence of SDS micelles[82] puts in

evidence that the flavylium species is greatly stabilized in the presence of the anionic self-

assembled aggregates as previously reported.[82, 108]. This behavior can be attributed to

the micellar interface anionic nature with attractive interactions with the cationic flavylium

and/or to the increase in the local concentrations of H+ at the same interface, with an in-

crease in the local acidity on the micelle surface.[200] The most remarkable differences in

the kinetic parameters in Table 3.5 concerning Oenin in water is found for the hydration

reaction. While kh is about 6 times lower for compound 1 in SDS micelles compared with

the Oenin in water (0.02 vs 0.12 s-1), the k−h is larger by 3 orders of magnitude (4×104 vs

35 M-1s-1). The stabilization of AH+ in SDS micelles is reflected by the equilibrium constant

Kh lower by four orders of magnitude (5×10−7 vs 3.4×10−3M). Thus, assuming the same

transition state for hydration and de-hydration elemental reaction, it would be difficult to

explain the observed difference only based on the destabilization of the hemiketal in SDS

micelles. The most likely explanation for this apparent k−h lies in a significant increase in

the local concentration of H+ at the micelle surface (see Scheme3.4) which greatly differs

from the bulk pH values used to obtain k−h and suggests that this effect dominates the

stabilization of flavylium species in this medium.

The mole fraction distribution of the Oenin in the absence of SDS micelles[82] is com-

pared in Figure 3.13 with the Oenin in the presence of SDS (0.1 M) and compound 1 in SDS

micelles (0.1 M). SDS has a huge effect on the stabilization of the flavylium cation following

the order pK ′
a = 2.3; 5.4 and 5.65 respectively for Figures 3.13a, b, and c. When Oenin and

compound 1 are compared, there is a significant increase in the mole fraction of A in the

neutral region with a concomitant increase of the purple color. The mole fraction of the

quinoidal base present at the equilibrium depends on the ratio of Ka/K ′
a. If the quinoidal

base is stabilized, the Ka increases, or if the other species are destabilized, the K ′
a decreases.

Noteworthy, the apparent increase in the mole fraction of A in compounds 1 and 2 not arise

from an improved stabilization of this species because pKa is practically the same for Oenin
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Scheme 3.4: Representation for the SDS micellar stabilization of the AH+ form in com-
pounds 1 and 2 by the increasing concentration of H+ in the surface.

Figure 3.13: a) Mole fraction distribution of Oenin (2×10−5) in the absence of SDS; b) the
same in the presence of SDS 0.1 M; c) the same for the compound 1 (1.2×10−5) in the
presence of SDS 0.1 M.

in SDS micelles (pKa=6).[106, 108] Conversely, in comparison with Oenin, the fatty acid

chain affects the stability of A with respect to AH+. As seen in Figure 3.13, the Ct species

is more stable in the Oenin than in the Oenin-fatty acids conjugates, and thus the high sta-

bility of the quinoidal base arises from a decrease in the stability of the Ct for the lipophilic

pigments.

3.3 CBn-type molecular clips complexation for color
stabilization

As has been described in subsection 1.6.3 the CBn molecules have high affinities (Kass up

to 1017 M-1) and selectivity for cationic guests.[124] Also, some of them show high affinities

for the complexation with flavylium derivatives with association constants of Kass=106 to

107 M-1.[180] The toxicity of CB[n] macrocycles and derivatives have been proven to be very
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low in in vivo and in vitro tests.[201] Therefore, they are commonly used to encapsulate and

protect water-insoluble pharmaceutical products.[202, 203, 204] Among the inconveniences

in the use of CBn macrocycles are their low water solubility; only CB5 and CB7 have a

considerable solubility in concentrations not higher than 30mM.[205] Their structural rigid-

ity is also a disadvantage, limiting the size of the guest able to fit inside the cavity.[204]

Although CB7 has a high affinity for the flavylium form in some derivatives,[129, 180] it is

not a good alternative to host large compounds like the anthocyanins, exhibiting low associ-

ation constants. To overcome the cavity limitations, specific acyclic CBn-type molecular clip

receptors have been used for the complexation of organic compounds whose flexibility and

high degrees of freedom allow to recognize large organic guests, mainly electron acceptor

molecules.[204, 206, 207, 208]

Some functionalized belt-type and dimethylene-bridged molecular clips have been al-

ready tested in complexation with flavylium-based compounds.[143] These water-soluble

clips formed stable complexes with the guests with large binding constants in methanol, but

the complexes have a low solubility in water and therefore are not suitable for anthocyanins

complexation. In this section, two water-soluble CBn-type molecular clips, CP1 and CP2,

are tested as receptors for the flavylium-base compound 4’,7 dihydroxiflavylium, and the

Oenin (Figure 3.14). The association constants with the colored forms were calculated and

the stability along the pH scale evaluated.

R=-(CH2)3-SO3Na

CP1

CP2

4’7OH

Oenin

A C

B

A C

B

Figure 3.14: Structures of the CBn-type molecular clips CP1 and CP2 and the flavylium-
base compounds 4’,7 dihydroxiflavylium (4’7OH) and Oenin.
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 3.15: Representation of the three dimensional structure and Electrostatic Potential
Surface (EPS) of the CBn-type molecular clips CP1 (a and b) and CP2 (c and d) and CB7 (e
and f).

3.3.1 Description of the host and guest molecules

CP1 and CP2 molecular clips in Figure 3.14 comprise a central monomer, and a C-shaped

methylene-bridged glycoluril dimer, respectively; this feature provides some of the charac-

teristics of the CB[n] family. The dimethylglycoluril was the first alkyl-substituted glycoluril

used for the synthesis of alkyl CB[n].[209] The methylene-bridged glycoluril dimer structure

is the fundamental building block of the CB[n] family oligomers including the precursor
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of the CP2. The general reaction mechanism for the formation of the dimer, oligomeriza-

tion, and further formation of the Behrend’s polymer to form the macrocycles and their

derivatives was extensively studied by the groups of Issacs and Day[210, 211] and is always

important to study after the synthesis of any CBn-type molecule. The reaction time, temper-

ature, solvents, and concentration of reactants influence the formation of the dimer and its

oligomerization. This dimer is produced after the condensation reaction between glycoluril

and paraformaldehyde in concentrated HCl (see below).

a) b)

Figure 3.16: Representation of the three dimensional structure and Electrostatic Potential
Surface (EPS) of the flavylium-based compounds 4’7OH and Oenin.

Both clips are also constructed with two dialkoxynaphtalene sidewalls and four sodium

sulfonate groups to provide water solubility. The naphthalene sidewall molecular clips have

demonstrated high degrees of association with cationic guests.[212] Figure 3.15 shows two

views of the electrostatic potential surface of CP1 and CP2 in an AM1 model. Of course, the

negative regions are centered in the four SO3
- and on the ureidyl C=O groups. In contrast,

the positive region is located in the clips’ concave side (around the area of the CH3 groups).

Interestingly, the inner part of the sidewalls is provided by significantly higher negative

electrostatic potential than the outer side (see Figure 3.15); these observations have been

found in other clips with naphthalene sidewalls.[206, 212, 213] The study of some molec-

ular clips based in glycoluril dimers have shown that they tend to undergo dimerization

in both organic solvents and water.[214] However, the self-association of CP2 was already

investigated, and it undergoes weak dimerization in water (Ks=6 M-1); this because the

unfavorable electrostatic interactions between the sulfonate groups.[208]

All the characteristics previously mentioned make both molecular clips suitable for their

complexation with electron-poor cationic molecules. As can be observed in Figure 3.14,
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the colored flavylium backbone structure comprises a cationic heterocyclic ring, commonly

designed as C ring and other two aromatic rings (A and B). This electron-poor structure

is suitable for complexation with both molecular clips. Figure 3.16 shows the electrostatic

potential surface of the guest molecules; the electron-poor zones are distributed mainly

around the C ring in both guests. Hence this part of the molecule is a candidate to be linked

to the clip cavity.

Scheme 3.5: Synthesis of the molecular clips CP1 and CP2. a) HCl 0.3M, 12h, RT, b) NaOH
(10 wt%)-1,4-dioxane (4:6) 12h, RT, c) HCl 9M, 24h, RT, d) 5, TFA, 3h, 70°C, e) HCl 8M, 48h,
50°C, f) TFA, 20h, 80°C, g) 5, TFA-AC2O (1:1), 3h, 80°C.

3.3.2 Synthesis of the molecular clips

The synthetic route followed to get the molecular clips CP1 and CP2 is shown in Scheme

3.5, their synthesis was previously published elsewhere.[204, 206, 208] The procedure was

followed to synthesize CP1, where a mixture of the glycoluril bis(cyclic ether), 3, and the

dialkoxyaromatic compound 5 in TFA-Ac2O at 70°C produces the clip with a high yield.[204,
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215] By the same manner, to prepare CP2 the glycoluril bis(cyclic ether) dimer, 6 was treated

with 5 in TFA-Ac2O at 70°C (See experimental section for details).

3.3.3 Association constants with the guests

The host-guest interactions between the molecular clips and the flavylium-based compounds

were studied calculating the association constants. The UV-Vis spectra obtained after titra-

tion of the 4’7OH at pH=1, with increasing concentrations of CP1 and CP2 are shown in

Figures 3.17a and b respectively. The spectral changes suggest the formation of the com-

plexes, the variation of absorbance can be fitted to a 1:1 host-guest binding model (described

in Appendix C) or following eq. C.45, where [CP] is now the molecular clip concentration,

and KAH+CP is the association constant with the flavylium form. The association constants

of Kass = 9.7×104M−1 with CP1 and Kass = 5×104M−1 with CP2 were obtained. The

association constant of the 4’7OH with CB7 is included in Figure 3.17c for comparative

purposes (Kass = 5.6×105M−1). The high association constant of CB7 with some flavylium

compounds, including 4’7OH was already published.[180]

Abs Abs Abs

A
b
s

A
b
s

A
b
s

Kass = 9.7x104 M-1 Kass = 5x104 M-1 Kass = 5.6x105 M-1

Figure 3.17: UV-Vis spectral variations of a solution with 4’7OH at pH 1 upon addition of in-
creasing concentrations of a) CP1 (4’7OH=1.12×10−5M), b) CP2 (4’7OH=8.8×10−6M) and
c) CB7 (4’7OH=1.15×10−5M). The inset in each graph shows the fitting for the calculation
of the association constant with a 1:1 H-G model.

The complex formation is confirmed by the pronounced shifts of the flavylium 1H NMR

signals in the presence of the host clip. Figure 3.18 shows the obtained 1H NMR spectra

with different stoichiometries in the complex between 4’7OH and CP1. As shown in Figure

3.18 many 4’7OH protons present massive up-field shifts in the NMR spectra when the

concentration of CP1 is increased. The protons with higher ∆δ are the H4, H3, and H8,

while others as H2’6’, H3 and H5 are just slightly affected. Therefore this implies a higher

interaction of the protons in the C ring of the flavylium cation, as expected since the poor

electron zone is located around the C ring in Figure 3.16. Also, these variations in the

chemical shifts allow the calculation of the 4’7OH-CP1 association constant. In Figure 3.19,
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4 2’6’ 3 5 8 3’5’6

2’6’ 5 6 84 3
3’5’

Figure 3.18: 1H NMR spectra of 4’7OH (6×10−4M) with increasing concentrations of CP1:
0, 0.5, 0.8, 1.6 and 2 equivalents. All spectra were acquired in D2O with 0.1M of DCl.

H3
H4
H5
H6
H8
H2’6’

Figure 3.19: Plot of the change in chemical shift of the flavylium proton signals as a function
of [CP1]/[4’7OH] obtained from Figure 3.18. The solid line is the best non-linear fitting of
the data to a 1:1 binding model with Kass = 9.7×104M−1.

the proton signals with higher shifts are presented versus the molar ratio [CP1]/[4’7OH].

Equation C.45 fitted all the data series, where the A0 and A f are, in this case, the chem-

ical shift of the proton in the absence of the clip and the final displacement when all the

flavylium is complexed. The same value of Kass = 9.7×104M−1 obtained from the UV-Vis

titration was obtained by 1H NMR titration.
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The same procedure was applied to calculate the association constants with the antho-

cyanin Oenin, Figure 3.20 shows the obtained constants. The presence of isosbestic points

in Figures 3.17 and 3.20 confirm the formation of 1:1 complexes.

Abs Abs Abs

A
b
s

A
b
s

Kass = 1.2x104 M-1 Kass = 1.3x104 M-1 Kass = 1x103 M-1

Figure 3.20: UV-Vis spectral variations of a solution with Oenin at pH 1 upon addition of
increasing concentrations of a) CP1 (Oenin=9.5×10−6M), b) CP2 (Oenin=8.3×10−6M) and
c) CB7 (Oenin=2.5×10−5M). The inset in each graph shows the fitting for the calculation of
the association constant for a 1:1 H-G model.

The Oenin titration with CP1 followed by NMR spectroscopy does not show strong evi-

dence to know the binding site with the CP1. As observed in Figure 3.21 despite some proton

signals as H8 and H2’6’ are up-field shifted, the maximum shift is not attained. A represen-

tation and fitting of the chemical shifts of the H8 and H2’6’ signals after the NMR titration

results in a very low association constant, lower than the one calculated by UV-Vis titration.

These results have two possible explanations, i) it is well known that the high concentration

of the Oenin causes its self-association,[82, 161] the aggregates in the NMR samples could

decrease the interaction with the CP1 molecule lowering the association constant, and ii)

the anthocyanins self-association results in the up-field shifts of the protons,[82] while the

interaction with the clip can produce by one side the disaggregation of the anthocyanins and

consequently a down-field shift of the proton signals, but by the other side and as observed

for the 47’OH, the complexation with the clip reflects an up-field shift, these opposite effects

over the chemical shifts may result in a non-observable signal change. Table 3.6 summarizes

the association constants obtained from Figures 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20.

The stabilization of the AH+ form in the Oenin after the titration with CP1, CP2 and

CB7 was evaluated in a pH value above its pK∧
a . Figure 3.22 shows a clear increment in

the absorption band of the flavylium after the addition of the clips and the CB7 in a pseudo-

equilibrated solution at pH≈3.2.

The association constants reported in Figure 3.20 were confirmed by the use of the co-

pigmentation model published by Oliveira et. al.[216] The fitting of the variation in the
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1’’68
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Figure 3.21: 1H NMR spectra of Oenin (6×10−4M) with increasing concentrations of CP1:
0, 0.8, 1.8, and 2.6 equivalents. All spectra were acquired in D2O with 0.1M of DCl.
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Figure 3.22: UV-Vis spectral variations of a solution with Oenin (1.8×10−5M) upon addition
of increasing concentrations of a) CP1 at pH 3.12, b) CP2 at pH 3.15 and c) CB7 at pH 3.23.
The inset shows the fitting for the calculation of the average association constant of all the
species in the pseudo-equilibrium, using Equation 3.5.

absorbance after the addition of the guest was addressed by Equation 3.4:

Aλ = A0([H+](1+ rAH+CP KAH+CP )[CP])
(1+KAH+CP [CP])[H+]+K ′

a
(3.4)

where Aλ is the absorption measured at a specific wavelength (observed), A0 is the absorp-

tion at that wavelength when AH+ is the only species in the system, and the fitted values of

rAH+CP and KAH+CP represent the ratio of the εAH+CP /εAH+ and the association constant of

the AH+ with the host/co-pigment respectively.
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Table 3.6: Association constants Kass for the formation of host-guest complexes between
CBn-type molecular clips, CB7 and flavylium-based compounds.

Flavylium CP1 CP2 CB7

4’7OH 9.7×104 M-1a 5×104 M-1 5.6×105 M-1

Oenin 1.2×104 M-1 1.3×104 M-1 1×103 M-1

a Obtained from the variation in the UV-Vis spectra and the ∆δ in 1H NMR.

The values of the previously calculated rAH+CP and KAH+CP were used in Equation

3.5[216] to calculate an average of the association constants with the species of the multi-

state at pH≈3.2 (KCBCP ), mainly A, B and Cc by the fitting of the data obtained in the

insets in Figure 3.22.

Aλ = A0((1+ rAH+CP KAH+CP [CP])[H+]+ rCB + rCBCP [CP])
(1+KAH+CP [CP])[H+]+ (1+KCBCP [CP])K ′

a
(3.5)

Adjusting the KCBCP , as well as the rCBCP values in Equation 3.5 let the calculation of

KCBCP = 200M−1 in the presence of CP1, and 175 M−1 and 800 M−1 in the presence of CP2

and CB7 respectively. The rCB, that represents KaεA/εAH+ +KhεB/εAH+ +KhK tεCc/εAH+ +
KhK tK iεCt/εAH+ , can be calculated from Equation 3.6, where Aλ(CP=0) is the absorption

when the concentration of the co-pigment is zero. The calculation of the KCBCP values by

Equation 3.5 lacks of sensitivity, at least following the wavelength where only the flavylium

species absorb, this is because the rCBCP values are close to be zero. Nevertheless, the lower

KCBCP constants compared with the KAH+CP in all the cases, indicate a higher stabilization

of the AH+ over the CB species.

Aλ(CP=0) =
A0([H+]+ rCB

[H+]+K ′
a

(3.6)

The flavylium cation stabilization was also studied along the pH scale. A series of pH

jumps from pH=1 to higher pH values was performed for the complex CP1-Oenin, CP2-

Oenin, and CB7-Oenin. The results are shown in Figure 3.23; in the absence of the host, the

anthocyanin exhibits a pK ′
a = 2.38 and the complexation with CP1 and CP2 increase the

flavylium domain over the pH scale, with pK ′
a values of 3.12 and 3.51 respectively. As the

association constant of the Oenin with CB7 are low, for the flavylium cation and equally its

conjugated base, does not change the pK ′
a value. The higher shift in the pK ′

a was obtained

with the CP2 even when the calculation was made in lower concentrations, this results are

in accordance with the KCBCP and KAH+CP constants previously calculated, the difference

between these two constants is higher for the CP2 than the CP1, then the AH+ species are

more stabilized by the CP2 with a higher KAH+CP and a lower KCBCP constant.
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Figure 3.23: UV-Vis spectral variations of a solution with Oenin (1.2×10−5M) at the pseudo-
equilibrium after direct pH jumps from pH=1 to different pH values in the presence of a)
CP1 (1×10−3M) and b) CP2 (5.1×10−4M).

3.4 Complexation with sulfonated calix[n]arenes: extending
the flavylium cation domain in the pH scale

In Chapter 1 some characteristics of the Calix[n]arene (Cn) macrocycles were described

and their use to hosts organic cations was addressed. Cn compounds are typically water-

insoluble, and their functionalization to improve their solubility is of great interest to apply

them in biological systems. Some sulfonate, amino, nitro, carboxyl, and phosphonate groups

have been included in their structures to increase their water solubility. Sulfonate groups

have shown the maximum increase in solubility with concentrations up to 0.1 M.[130]

Commonly, the Cn are compared with the cyclodextrins, reviewed in subsection 1.6.2,

because both macrocycles are cage-like molecules with a hydrophobic cavity, although the

sulfonated calix[n]arenes (SCn) do not provide just hydrophobic properties because of their

hydrophilic heads (SO3
-) in the upper rim, they exhibit molecular selectivity to different

guests by π-stacking, CH-π and electrostatic interactions.[217, 218] However, the cyclodex-

trins are relatively rigid molecules, while the SCn are highly flexible, with more degrees

of freedom in their structures, possessing the ability to produce ring inversions. The SCn

structure has variable conformations due to the free phenols groups rotation between the

methylene bridges. Thus SC4 has four different conformations, while SC6 and SC8 have

eight and sixteen different conformers respectively.[130, 131] Due to their symmetrical struc-

tures SCn with 4, 6, and 8 units have similar properties, with cylindrical shapes and, of

course, different cavity sizes, with 3, 7.6, and 11.7Årespectively.[130]

Previous studies revealed that the SCn are not cytotoxic or carcinogenic,[130, 219, 220]

thus, they can be used as host receptors for anthocyanins in food, pharmaceutical, and
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b)

c)

a)

Figure 3.24: Chemical structures of the p-sulfonated calix[n]arenes. a) SC4 in its cone
conformer, b) the double partial cone conformation (1,2,3-alternate) of SC6 and c) the pleated
loop conformation (1,2,3,4-alternate) of SC8.

cosmetic formulations. As a background in their complexation with flavylium-based com-

pounds, the high association constants (104 M-1) of the SC4 with different synthetic guests

were already published.[136] High affinities with the guest is commonly associated with

an increase of their pKa values,[218] turning the guest into a stronger base than its free

form. However, the effect of the host-guest complexation between SCn and flavylium-based

compounds over the equilibrium constants that lead to the formation of uncolored species

has not been proved. To ensure the hypothetical total inclusion of larger organic flavylium-

based compounds as anthocyanins inside the SCn cavity, the SC4, SC6 and SC8 were tested,

avoiding the cavity size as a limitation. In Figure 3.24, the general structure of the SCn is

presented, the guest molecules are the 4’7OH, and Oenin represented before in Figure 3.16.

3.4.1 Conformational isomers of the hosts

The flexibility of the SCn is an important feature for the association constants with guest

molecules. These macrocycles can reorganize their molecular structure depending on the

host-guest complex formed. The typical conformation observed in solid-state complexes with

SC4 is the cone form.[130, 221] The variety of conformers in SCn with 6 and 8 units are

even more complex, and dynamic NMR experiments demonstrated the fast interconversion

between their conformers in aqueous solution.[130] However, their most common structures

have been identified in solid state by X-ray diffraction.[222]
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b) c)

a)

d) e)

Figure 3.25: Three dimensional structures and AM1 Electrostatic Potential Surface (EPS) of
the main SCn conformers. a) cone conformation in SC4, SC6 in its b) cone conformation and
c) double partial cone conformation and SC8 in its d) cone and e) pleated loop conformations.
The red dotted circles indicate partial cone electron-rich zones.

Similarly, as the CBn-type molecular clips were studied in subsection 3.3.1. The elec-

tronic properties of the most common SCn conformers are described by the electronic po-

tential surface in Figure 3.25. Whichever the case, all the structures shown in Figure 3.25

have an electron-rich zone in the inner face of the phenolic units. In the cone conformations

(Figure 3.25a, c, and d) where all the sulfonate groups are pointing out from the cavity, a

clear electron-rich region is extended around the entire cycle. The SC6 double partial cone

and the SC8 pleated loop conformations in form two partial cones up and down the molecule
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(red dotted circles in Figure 3.25). These structures have been associated with host-guest

interactions with 2:1 stoichiometries with small cationic guests.[221, 222, 223] The zone in

the inner face of the cones will serve as the primary site of cleavage for the electron-deficient

zones in the guests (see Figure 3.16)

3.4.2 Synthesis of sulfonated calix[n]arenes

The synthesis of the SCn follows the simple general pathway reported in Scheme 3.6, where

the respective benzenoid substrate bearing p-tert-butyl groups is sulfonated by the addition

of concentrated H2SO4, the formation of cyclohexadienyl cation has been identified as a

reversible reaction.[224] The formation of butene makes the reaction irreversible. This

single step describes a ipso-substitution to yield p-sulfonated calixarenes with yields of

60-70%.

i) H2SO4 ii) Na2CO3

Scheme 3.6: General pathway for the synthesis of the p-sulfonated calixarenes.

3.4.3 Association constants with the guests

As observed in other complex formation in previous Chapters, the absorption UV-Vis spec-

trum of the guest changed with the addition of different amounts of SCn. This allows us

to calculate the association constants between the host and the guest. Figure 3.26 shows

the variation in the absorbance spectra after titration of 4’7OH solutions with increasing

amounts of SC4, SC6 and SC8. The bathochromic and hypochromic effects are observed

after the gradual addition of the host. The inset in Figure 3.26 plots the variation of a single

wavelength after increasing concentrations of the hosts. In all cases, the formation of stable

stoichiometric host-guest 1:1 complexes was defined by fitting the data using Equation C.45.

The same procedure was applied for the association constants with the anthocyanin

Oenin. The UV-Vis spectra results obtained after titration with the different SCn are pre-

sented in Figure 3.27. The association constants obtained from both Figures 3.27 and 3.26 is

summarized in Table 3.7. While in 4’7OH, the higher association constant is achieved in the

complex with SC4, Oenin association constant with the SCn increases with the number of

phenolic units. The constants to link the synthetic guest are around 10x higher than those

observed for the Oenin. The size of the 4’7OH makes it easy to fit inside the cavity of all the

SCn. However, it is interesting to note that the higher association constant was obtained
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Figure 3.26: UV-Vis spectral variations of a solution with 4’7OH at pH 1 upon addition of
increasing concentrations of a) SC4 (4’7OH=1.2×10−5M), b) SC6 (4’7OH=1.3×10−5M) and
c) SC8 (4’7OH=1.2×10−5M). The inset shows the fitting for the calculation of the association
constant with a 1:1 H-G model.
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Figure 3.27: UV-Vis spectral variations of a solution with Oenin at pH 1 upon addition of
increasing concentrations of a) SC4 (Oenin=2.2×10−5M), b) SC6 (Oenin=1.8×10−5M) and
c) SC8 (Oenin=1.6×10−5M). The inset shows the fitting for the calculation of the association
constant with a 1:1 H-G model.

for the complex with SC4 (1.2×104 M-1). This particular result is in complete concordance

with the association constants reported previously for similar guests.[136] The small cavity

and the proximity of the sulfonate groups in the host and the small size of the guest can be

responsible for the higher constant. The flexibility in SC8 is higher than in SC6, this can

be enough to increase the association constant with the 4’7OH, especially if the SC8 double

cone conformation is favored during the interaction, where two SC4 similar linking sites

are formed. On the other hand, the cavity size of the SCn seems to be a determining factor

in the association constants with the Oenin. The small cavity in SC4 limits the interaction

with the anthocyanin. Thus, the high flexibility and the numerous possibilities for the recog-

nition sites in the SC8 hosting the Oenin make a stronger interaction.
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Figure 3.28: UV-Vis spectral variations of a 4’7OH (1.15×10−5M) solutions after direct
pH jumps from pH=1 to higher pH values (citrate buffer 0.01M) in the presence of a) SC4
(3×10−3M), b) SC6 (5×10−3M) and c) SC8 (2×10−3M). The inset shows the fitting for the
calculation of pK ′

a.

Table 3.7: Association constants Kass for the formation of 1:1 host-guest complexes between
p-sulfonated calix[n]arenes and flavylium-based compounds.

Flavylium SC4 SC6 SC8

4’7OH 1.2×104 M-1 2×103 M-1 7.6×103 M-1

Oenin 102 M-1 236 M-1 561 M-1

The effect of the SCn-flavylium association for stabilizing the colored forms over the

pH scale was evaluated. The equilibrium UV-Vis spectral variations of the guest spectrum,

obtained after direct pH jumps from pH=1 to higher pH values, in the presence of the SCn

as host molecules are presented in Figure 3.28 for the 4’7OH and in Figure 3.29 for the

Oenin. The inset in each graph shows the pK â calculation. In Table 3.8 the pK â shifts in

the presence of the SCn hosting the 4’7OH and the Oenin are represented.

Table 3.8: Flavylium pK ′
a/pK â shifts after SCn complexation.

Flavylium Without Host SC4 SC6 SC8

4’7OH 3.05 4.89 4.23 4.65
Oenin 2.6 3.46 3.45 3.57

The complexation of the 4’7OH with the SCn exhibits a pK ′
a shift between one and

two pH units. This in accordance with the association constants, where the higher pK ′
a

shift is observed for those complexes with higher association constants. Nevertheless, in

the Oenin, the pK â shifts after the complexation are not higher than one pH unit, as the

association constants for the anthocyanins are lower than those observed for the synthetic

flavylium without the sugar moiety; this result was expected. However higher pK â shifts

were observed in the hosts with larger cavities (SC8>SC6>SC4).
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Figure 3.29: UV-Vis spectral variations of a Oenin (1.5×10−5M) solutions after direct pH
jumps from pH=1 to higher pH values (citrate buffer 0.01M) in the presence of a) SC4
(1×10−2M), b) SC6 (3×10−2M) and c) SC8 (1×10−2M). The inset shows the fitting for the
calculation of pK â.

3.5 Materials and Methods

The synthetic flavylium-based compound 4’-hydroxyflavylium was obtained from the flavylium

compounds bank from the Prof. Fernando Pina’s research group and was previously syn-

thesized as described elsewhere.[72] Prof. Victor de Freitas and Dr. Luis Cruz from the

University of Porto (PT) provided the Malvidin-3-glucoside (Oenin)[197] and the Malvidin-

3-glucoside-fatty acid derivatives.[196] Caffeine was purchased from Alfa Aesar Co. Ltd.

Starting materials for the synthesis of the CBn-type molecular clips and the sulfonated

calix[n]arenes were purchased from commercial suppliers and were used without further pu-

rification. Compounds CP1 and CP2 were prepared according to literature procedures[204,

206, 208] (See Annex I for characterization data). Cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) was obtained from

previous studies in the research group.[180]

Stock solutions of all the Oenin and 4’OH were prepared in 0.1 M HCl using Millipore

water. Stock solutions of the Malvidin-3-glucoside-fatty acid derivatives were prepared in

aqueous SDS solution (0.1M) at pH=3 (0.001 M HCl). For the caffeine experiments, a caffeine

0.1 M stock solution was prepared in both Millipore water and Theorell and Stenhagen’s

universal buffer pH=7.

Direct pH and reverse pH jumps in the caffeine and micelle experiments were performed

always keeping the caffeine or SDS concentrations as a constant. The solutions pH was ad-

justed by the addition of HCl, NaOH, or Theorell and Stenhagen’s universal buffer as needed.

For the solutions containing CBn-type molecular clips and the sulfonated calix[n]arenes cit-

rate buffer was used instead to ensure pH values between 3 and 6.

All pH changes were measured by a Radiometer Copenhagen PHM240 pH/ion meter
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(Brønshøj, Denmark). The UV-Vis spectra were recorded on a Varian-Cary 100 or 5000

spectrophotometers (Palo Alto, CA, US). The reverse pH jumps from the pseudo-equilibrium

were monitored on an SX20 (Applied photophysics; Surrey, UK) stopped-flow spectrometer

equipped with a PDA.1/UV photodiode array detector. A 435 nm cut-off filter was used to

prevent any photochemical reaction that could take place from Cc to B, or photodegradation.

NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker AMX 400 (Billerica, MA, US) instrument

operating at 400.13 MHz (1H). All the sample solutions were prepared in D2O and pH was

set to pH=1 with DCl. The hosts and guests 3D structures and the electronic potential sur-

faces (EPS) were designed and calculated at the AM1 level of theory using the Wavefunction

Spartan 09 software package.

The CMC and the full dissolution of the Malvidin-3-glucoside-fatty acid derivatives in

SDS were calculated as follows: A stock solution in methanol:water (9:1, 0.1 M HCl) was

prepared, and aliquots of this solution were placed in different cuvettes, the solvent was

allowed to evaporate under a gentle flow of nitrogen, and aqueous solutions of SDS at differ-

ent concentrations (containing HCl 0.1 M to stabilize the flavylium form) were added to the

cuvettes.

The synthesis of the compounds associated to this chapter was performed as follows:

Compound 1. 2,3-butanedione (7g, 81 mmol) was added to a solution of urea (16g, 266

mmol) dissolved in HCl (0.3M, 40mL). The solution was stirred for 12h at RT. The mixture

was filtered, and the solid washed twice with water (40mL) an later with ethanol (40mL) to

yield 10.5g (76%) of dimethyl glycoluril as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ

(ppm): 7.1 (s, 4H), 1.3 (s, 6H).

Compound 3. Dimethyl glycoluril (7g, 41 mmol) was mixed with 2 (6g, 200 mmol) in

35mL of HCl 9M, and the mixture was stirred for 24h at RT. 120mL of water were added to

the mixture and was stirred for other 12h. The mixture was filtered and washed with water

(150 mL) and ethanol (150 mL) to yield 6.7g (65%) of 3 as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz,

DMSO-d6) δ (ppm): 5.2 (d, J=11.6, 4H), 5.0 (d, J=11.4, 4H) 1.8 (s, 6H).

Compound 4. A mixture of 1 (13g, 76 mmol) and 2 (2.29g, 76 mmol) and 8M HCl (18

mL) was stirred and heated at 50°C for 48h. The precipitate was collected by filtration and

washed with water to give 7.23g of 4 (62%) as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6)

δ (ppm): 7.57 (s, 4H), 5.46 (d, 2H), 3.96 (d, 2H), 1.54 (s, 6H), 1.32 (s, 6H).

Compound 5. A solution of 1,4-dihydroxynaphthalene (0.5g, 3 mmol) in NaOH (10 wt%,

4 mL) was treated with another solution of propanesultone (0.95g, 7.7 mmol) in 1,4-dioxane

(6 mL). The mixture was stirred at RT for 12h. After filtration, the solid was dissolved in
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water (3 mL) and precipitated with MeCN (20 mL) to yield 375 mg (27%) of 5 as a blue solid.
1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ (ppm): 8.01 (m, 2H), 7.43 (m, 2H), 6.63 (s, 2H), 4.02 (t, 4H), 3.02

(t, 4H), 2.16 (m, 4H).

Compound 6. A solution of 4 (1.45g, 5.8 mmol) in TFA (40 mL) was treated with 2 (0.6g,

20 mmol). The mixture was stirred and heated at 80°C for 20h. The mixture was poured in

MeOH (250 mL) and the precipitate was filtered and washed with MeOH to yield 0.7 g of 5
(40%) as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm): 5.47 (d, J=15.8, 2H), 5.15 (d,

J=11.0, 4H), 4.87 (d, J=11.0, 4H), 4.33 (d, J=15.8, 2H), 1.83 (s, 6H), 1.65 (s, 6H).

CP1. A solution of 2 (43mg, 0.17 mmol) in TFA (0.5 mL) was mixed with 3 (0.3g, 0.67

mmol). The mixture was heated at 70°C for 3h and then was poured into MeOH (5 mL). The

precipitate was collected by filtration and dried. The crude was recrystallized twice with a

mixture of water and acetone (1:2, v/v, 5 mL). The solid was redissolved in water (2 mL) and

the pH adjusted to 7 with NaOH. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, the solid

dried under high vacuum to yield 172 mg of CP1(91%) as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz,

D2O) δ (ppm): 7.98 (m, 4H), 7.55 (m, 4H), 5.20 (d, J=16.2, 4H), 4.39 (d, J=16.2, 4H), 3.60 (m,

8H), 2.9 (m, 8H), 2.1 (m, 8H), 1.81 (s, 6H).

CP2. A mixture of 4 (0.45g, 1 mmol) was dissolved in TFA-AC2O (1:1, v/v, 6.5 mL) and 5
(1.79g, 4 mmol) was stirred and heated at 80°C for 3h and then was poured into MeOH (75

mL) and filtered. The residue was redissolved in water (10 mL) and then acetone was added

(50 mL). The precipitate was obtained by filtration and the solid redissolved in water, the

pH was adjusted to 7 with NaOH and the solvent removed by rotary evaporation, the solid

was dried obtaining 0.75g of CP2(57%) as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ (ppm):

7.80 (m, 8H), 5.35 (d, J=16.3, 2H), 5.18 (d, J=16.2, 4H), 4.34 (d, J=16.3, 2H), 4.23 (d, J=16.2,

4H), 3.70 (m, 4H), 3.25 (m, 4H), 3.10 (m, 4H), 2.95 (m, 4H), 2.00 (m, 4H), 1.85 (m, 4H), 1.75

(s, 6H), 1.70 (s, 6H).

The SCn macrocycles were obtained by ipso-sulfonation of their respective p-tert butyl-

calix[n]arenes in sulfuric acid.[131, 224] 15mL of H2SO4 were mixed with 0.5 g of the

respective p-tert butylcalix[n]arene. The reaction mixture was stirred for 6-18h at 70-80°C.

The reaction was monitored by taking an aliquot of reaction and placed in water; it is com-

plete when no water-insoluble material was detected. The reaction was added to 100 mL,

and the SCnNa salt obtained by neutralizing the mixture with Na2CO3 in H2O and further

filtration. The powder was redissolved in water and treated with activated charcoal for its

decoloration; the solution was filtered through Celite. The sodium salts were purified by

recrystallization from water/methanol mixtures (See Annex I for the 1H NMR characteriza-

tion data).

SC4. Following the general procedure this calixarene was obtained in 66% yield. 1H
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NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ (ppm): 3.9 (s, 8H, ArCH2 Ar), 7.45 (s, 8H, ArH).

SC6. Following the general procedure this calixarene was obtained in 59% yield. 1H

NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ (ppm): 3.88 (s, 12H, ArCH2 Ar), 7.41 (s, 12H, ArH).

SC8. Following the general procedure this calixarene was obtained in 63% yield. 1H

NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ (ppm): 4.11 (s, 16H, ArCH2 Ar), 7.64 (s, 16H, ArH).

3.6 Conclusions

The study of the intermolecular interactions of all the species obtained at different pH val-

ues in flavylium-based compounds is essential when we try to stabilize a particular species.

In this case, the colored flavylium cation and quinoidal base species are the point of inter-

est, however, the interaction of these and the uncolored species with other molecules as

co-pigments and stabilizers also plays an important role in the color expression of flavylium

solutions. The equilibrium and association constants calculation involving all the species

with their respective complexes could be a daunting and challenging task.

The new method to calculate all the equilibrium constants through the application of

reverse pH jumps and its use to the co-pigmentation obtaining the association constants

makes a more accessible study of complicated systems involving the flavylium-base com-

pounds, the co-pigments and their complexes, including for the first time the interaction

with all the flavylium multi-state species. The caffeine interacts preferentially with the

quinoidal base species and, in particular, has negligible interaction with the hemiketal

in anthocyanins, something important from the point of view of mole fractions, because

hemiketal form is the most abundant in equilibrated anthocyanin solutions in moderately

acidic medium. The sugar moiety in mono glycosylated anthocyanins plays an important

role in associating the co-pigment, increasing the association constant. The study of the

interaction of flavylium-based compounds with other molecules in solution by the method

described along with this Chapter contribute to clarify the color stability of anthocyanins

in aqueous solutions and to understanding the physical-chemical mechanisms behind the

effects of co-pigmentation present in many natural systems that are responsible for the

stabilization of color in plant tissues and food derived from them such as jams, red fruits

drinks, wines and so on.

On the other hand, some systems are still more complicated, as the micellar environ-

ment. This supramolecular assembly involves more than two molecules, creating a molecu-

lar aggregate and, at the same time, a microenvironment with different physical-chemical

characteristics both within and on the surface of the micelle. The anthocyanin-fatty acid

conjugates allow us to obtain co-micellization with SDS and increase the mole fraction of A
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at moderately acidic and neutral conditions. This is the first time that a significant stabi-

lization of the quinoidal base at higher pH of an anthocyanin monoglucoside derivative is

reported. It seems that the longer fatty acid chain improves the amount of quinoidal base

in the equilibrium being around 45% in compound 1 and 37% in compound 2. This tend

is coherent with Oenin data in SDS micelles, where ca 25% of the quinoidal base is observed.

The interaction of the flavylium-based compounds with host molecules acting as stabi-

lizers as the water-soluble CBn-type molecular clips and the sulfonated calix[n]arenes is

a good alternative to extend the pH domain of the positively charged AH+ species, since

these compounds tend to form complexes with higher association constants than the ones

with the CB species. The most remarkable features in the CBn-type molecular clips as well

as in the SC6 and SC8 sulfonated calix[n]arenes are their high water solubility provided

by the sulfonate groups, and their big size cavity able to complex large molecules as the

anthocyanins.

The synthesized C-shaped CBn-type molecular clips CP1 and CP2 are good host recep-

tors for the flavylium-based compounds in their AH+ form, since the dialkoxynaphtalene

sidewalls are able to form strong complexes with cationic molecules. In this case, the cavity

size is not a problem for the complexation with larger compounds as anthocyanins, has

happen with cucurbit[n]urils, because the clips have the possibility to extend or shorten the

distance between the walls. Although the association constants with the 4’7OH are higher

that the ones with the Oenin, they are in the same order of magnitude (104). The NMR

experiments confirmed the linking of the 4’7OH with the CP1 with a stronger interaction of

the A and C rings. The use of mathematical models to estimate the association constants of

the clips with the AH+ (KAH+CP ) and the uncolored species (KCBCP ) proved the higher inter-

action with the first. The higher difference between these two constants in the interaction

of CP2 and the Oenin makes of this clip a better host for the extension of the pH domain

of the colored species when compared with CP1, increasing the pK ′
a in at least one unit of pH.

The association constants of the SCn for smaller molecules as the 4’7OH are high follow-

ing the order SC4>SC8>SC6, whereas for the Oenin they are lower but slightly increased

when the cavity size is extended (SC8>SC6>SC4). The cavity size as well as the conforma-

tional changes of the hosts seems to be important for the complexation of flavylium-based

compounds. The stabilization of the AH+ along the pH scale is in accordance with the associ-

ation constants, the higher the association with the cation, the higher pK ′
a shifts. The best

results showed a 4’7OH pK ′
a shift of almost two units in the presence of SC4 and a Oenin

pK â shift of one unit in presence of SC8.
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CHAPTER 4
Applications for the flavylium

multi-state: response to external
stimuli

All multi-state systems based in molecules that can be inter-converted by an external stimu-

lus are interesting from the point of view of the design of molecular switches and devices.[225,

226, 227, 228, 229, 230] The term molecular switch was first used in the 80’s and typically

refers to any kind of molecule that can exist in two or more stable (or meta stable) states,

the conversion between these states can be induced by external stimuli as temperature,

chemical modifications, redox reactions, light and electric fields.[231] The sensibility of the

multi-state to an external stimuli and the interconversion between the different molecules

as a response to these stimuli, allows the application in advanced molecular devices mod-

eling as molecular keypad locks and memory effects.[232, 233, 234, 235] The most used

molecular switches are light[236] and pH[237] sensitive, based on the photochemical trans-

formations and in the acid-base equilibria between the species.

The flavylium multi-state is not the exception, the conversion between different molecules

in aqueous solutions responding to variations of the pH of the solutions and light in-

puts. Some anthocyanins synthetic flavylium derivatives,[71] deoxyanthocyanins,[238]

styrylflavylium,[239] naphtoflavyliums,[240] are just some examples of switchable systems.

Flavylium based multi-states have been applied as models for optical memories and in the

mimesis of natural events as the mechanism of the neuronal network.[88, 241]

In this Chapter, the study of the multi-state of different flavylium-based compounds

induced by changes in the pH and light exposure is addressed. First, the inclusion of the

flavanone species in the flavylium system, allows the construction of a molecular timer

with a reset controlled by the pH. The effect of the host-guest interactions of the flavylium
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multi-state species with macrocycles over the photochemical transformations, equilibrium

and rate constants is also included. And finally, the light and pH control over the covalent

bonding between the diol groups in some flavylium-multistate species and phenylboronic

acids is described.

4.1 2’-hydroxyflavylium-flavanone system as a molecular
timer with a reset

The synthetic 2’-hydroxyflavylium derivatives have a similar behavior to the anthocyanins

and other flavylium-derived compounds when they are dissolved in aqueous acidic solutions

(see Chapter 1). In basic solutions 2’-hydroxyflavylium derivatives leads to the formation of

flavanones from the deprotonated trans-chalcone.[242, 243] This mechanism is already well

described in the literature for the synthetic 2-hydroxy chalcones. The mechanism involves

the chalcone isomerization and cyclization in alkaline medium.[244]

In Nature is well known that flavanones are found as part of the flavonoid biosynthesis

pathways, and normally are formed by enzymatic cyclization of chalcones.[245] In the last

years, flavanones have received large attention because of been identified as compounds

with high antioxidant[246, 247], antimicrobial[248, 249] and cytotoxic[250] activity.

On the other hand, a molecular timer involves a group of molecules that are intercon-

nected, commonly the timer is activated by external stimuli followed by a kinetic process

that controls an specific event. Molecular timers have important roles in chemical and biolog-

ical processes by regulating events with temporal order.[251, 252] In this case, the inclusion

of the flavanone species in the flavylium multi-state let the construction of a molecular timer

model including a reset feature controlled by the changes in the pH of the solution.

4.1.1 The reaction network

As other flavylium-based compounds, the AH+ form of the 2’-hydroxy-5’-methylflavylium

(2’OH-5’Me) is stable in aqueous solutions at pH=1.0. After a change of the pH towards high

values, not only the formation of A, B, Cc, Ct, and their deprotonated species, but also the

inclusion of the flavanone species to the system is achieved. Scheme 4.1 shows the entire

multi-state system for 2’OH-5’Me, as a result of the generalized three acid-base equilibria,

where the formation of all species is controlled through the specific rate and equilibrium

constants for this compound. Here is important to note that the only way to access to the

flavanone species is through the deprotonated trans-chalcones which, in a first step is in

equilibrium with the flavanone phenoxide ion that produces the flavanone (Flv), second

step is conducted through the medium alkalization to the conversion into ionized flavanone

(Flv-), see the blue square in Scheme 4.1. The set of equations extended to the basic region

presented in Appendix A was used to entirely describe the 2’OH-5’Me multi-state system.
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Scheme 4.1: 2’-hydroxy-5’-methylflavylium (2’OH-5’Me) multi-state species formed after the
first, second and third acid-base equilibria (CB, CB− and CB2−).

As can be seen in Scheme 4.1 the A- cannot be formed, and although B2- can, it was not

observed in any kinetic process. Therefore and as other flavylium-based compounds, the

system can be described as a triprotic acid: AH+ with the conjugated bases CB, CB- and

CB2- (Eqs. A.1, A.15 and A.16).

The results observed after the performance of the direct pH jumps to different pH values,

let to highlight the presence of another species, designed as V, that is a transient species

formed from the quinoidal base and only appears at the pseudo-equilibrium, the really

small concentrations of this compound made not possible to characterize it. Equation 4.1

represents this not identified process.

A
Kv−−*)−−V (4.1)

The 2’OH-5’Me compound has a high cis-trans isomerization barrier and therefore [CB∧]=
[A]+[V ]+[B]+[Cc]; [CB∧∧]= [B−]+[Cc−] and [CB∧∧∧]= [Cc2−]. While at the equilibrium

the Ct species are included.

Due the presence of the V species, Equations A.6 and A.40 must be rewritten as:

K ′
a = Ka +Kh +KaKv +KhK t +KhK tK i (4.2)

K∧
a = Ka +Kh +KaKv +KhK t (4.3)

and the V molar fraction obtained by Equation 4.4.

χV = Kv[H+]2

D
= e0K∧

a [H+]2

D
(4.4)
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where D = [H+]3 +K∧
a [H+]2 +K∧

a K∧∧
a [H+]+K∧

a K∧∧
a K∧∧∧

a and e0 is the percentage assigned

to V at the pH of CB during the reverse pH jumps experiments (see Appendix B).

Flv Flv

Ct

Ct2-AH+

Ct

Abs Abs Abs

A
b

sA
b

s

A
b

s

Figure 4.1: pH dependent UV-Vis spectral variations of the 2’OH-5’Me flavylium based
compound at the equilibrium, a) (3.5×10−5M) involving the AH+ (red line) and the Ct
(green line) pK ′

a = 1.7, b) (2.8×10−5M) the equilibrium between Ct and Flv (orange line)
pK ′′

a = 7.4 and c) (3.5×10−5M) the equilibrium between the Flv and the Ct2- (pink line)
pK ′′′

a = 11.3.

As the formation of the flavanone species is conducted only by the amount of Ct- and

Ct2- by a slow rate constant (even slower than the isomerization), the system can be studied

at the beginning without those species, but at the end, the series of reversible reactions

included by the flavanone species let to create a system that works as a pH-dependent

molecular timer as will be demonstrated below.

4.1.2 The 2’OH-5’Me equilibrium constants

After the direct pH jumps the absorption spectra of the 2’OH-5’Me equilibrated solutions at

different pH values are presented in Figure 4.1. These spectra confirm the presence of three

inflection points at distinct pH values, a normal behavior in a triprotic acid with pK ′
a = 1.7,

Fig. 4.1a, pK ′′
a = 7.4, Fig. 4.1b and pK ′′′

a = 11.3, Fig. 4.1c. The shape and position of the ab-

sorption bands suggest a final equilibrium between AH+ (ε373 = 16,970), Ct (ε365 = 12,960),

Flv (ε243 = 10,460), and the di-deprotonated Ct2- (ε443 = 17,650).

The fist deprotonation constant pKa = 5.35, which represents the equilibrium between

AH+ and A, was calculated from the immediate UV-Vis spectra registered after a direct pH

jump (Figure 4.2a). The pseudo-equilibrium transient state constants were also obtained

when no significant amount of Ct species are formed. Figure 4.2b and c show the spectral

variation along the pH scale at the pseudo-equilibrium permitting to obtain the acidity

constants pK∧
a = 3.5, pK∧∧

a = 7.5 and pK∧∧∧
a = 11.5.
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Figure 4.2: pH dependent UV-Vis spectral variations of the 2’OH-5’Me flavylium based
compound a)(4.5×10−5M) 10 ms after a pH jump followed by stopped-flow, pKa = 5.35; b)
(3×10−5M) after reaching the pseudo-equilibrium followed by common spectrophotometer;
c)(1×10−4M) the same as b for alkaline solutions, pK∧∧

a = 7.5 and pK∧∧∧
a = 11.5.

The data obtained from Figures 4.1 and 4.2 allow the calculation of the mole fraction

distribution of AH+, CB, CB- and CB2- in the equilibrium and the pseudo-equilibrium re-

spectively, as shown in Figure 4.3b (dotted lines) and Figure 4.3c. The reverse pH jumps

from pseudo-equilibrated solutions to pH=1 and the series of equations presented in Ap-

pendix B were used to calculate the molar fractions of each species at a specific pH (Figure

4.3b). Figure 4.3a shows a typical trace observed after a reverse pH jump from a pseudo-

equilibrated solution followed at 490 nm. Commonly the initial absorption is due to the

fast transformation of the quinoidal base species in flavylium cation during the mixing time

of the stopped-flow, that in this case should be very small considering a low quinoidal ab-

sorption band at pH=4.85 in the pseudo-equilibrium (Figure 4.2b), however, the reverse pH

jumps experiments results showed a non negligible absorbance at t=0 in the pH range of the

CB∧, suggesting the existence of another species (V) that is in equilibrium with the other

species and is quickly transformed into the flavylium cation, in a similar way as A. The

reverse pH jump experiments from pH values in the range of CB∧− and CB∧2− showed no

initial absorbance, indicating the lack of V or A species. Further evidence for the inclusion

of V are the results of the hydration kinetics, studied deeply below. The faster kinetic step

in Figure 4.3a represents the conversion of hemiketal, and the slower the transformation of

cis-chalcone into more flavylium cation. Once obtained the mole fractions for each species

at the pseudo-equilibrium and plotted in Figure 4.3b its not strange to note that the CB∧2−

mole fraction coincides with the Cc2- mole fraction because this is the sole species after the

second deprotonation. After all, it is not possible to obtain the deprotonated quinoidal bases

and the di-deprotonated hemiketal, the same in the equilibrium with CB2-=Ct2-. Compar-

ing the difference from pK ′
a and pK∧

a is enough to calculate KhK tK i = 1.96×10−2 and after

the reverse pH jumps experiments get K i = 89, see Table 4.1.

Since at pH=11 the 2’OH-5’Me solution at the equilibrium has Ct2- as major species,
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Figure 4.3: a) Trace of reverse pH jump (pH=4.85 to 2.1) from pseudo-equilibrated solu-
tion of 2’OH-5’Me, 2.8×10−5M. The amplitudes of the traces should be normalized to have
(A+V)+B+Cc=1; b) fitting of the mole fraction distribution at the pseudo-equilibrium in-
cluding the data obtained from the reverse pH jumps and c) fitting of the mole fraction
distribution at the equilibrium using the data obtained from Fig. 4.1.

Table 4.1: Equilibrium constants of the 2’OH-5’Me flavylium based compound.

pK ′
a pK ′′

a pK ′′′
a pK∧

a pK∧∧
a pK∧∧∧

a pKa pKCt/Ct−
1.7±0.1 7.4±0.1 11.3±0.1 3.5±0.1 7.5±0.1 11.5±0.1 5.36±0.1 8.7±0.1

pKCt−/Ct2− KhM−1 K t K i pKB/B− pKCc/Cc− pKCc−/Cc2−
12.1±0.1 6.3×10−5 ±0.5 3.5±0.5 89±10 6.9±0.1 7.9±0.1 11.5±0.1

a pK ′′′
a regards basically the equilibrium between Flv/Ct2−, while pKCt−/Ct2− concerns the equilibrium constant between

Ct2−/Ct−, only obtained from the equilibrium of Ct species.

its titration through reverse pH jumps let the calculation of the Ct equilibrium constants

with their protonated species. The equilibrium between Ct2- and Ct- is observed in Figure

4.4a with a pKCt−/Ct2− = 12.1, while the equilibrium of Ct- and Ct observed in Figure 4.4b

let to calculate pKCt/Ct− = 8.7. When the spectra obtained in Figure 4.1 is compared with

the Ct species obtained in Figure 4.4 is clear that the spectra of Ct- does not appear in the

equilibrium, thus it is responsible for the formation of the flavanone species.

The formation of the flavanone species, blue square in Scheme 4.1, from deprotonated

Ct species, was confirmed by 1H NMR experiments (see Figure 4.5). The equilibrium at

pD=5.5 in D2O:CD3OD shows a typical spectrum for the Ct as major species, identified by

the pair of doublets appearing at lower field with a coupling constant of J = 16Hz. The

spectra obtained ca. 5 min after a pD jump from pD=5.5 to pD=8.7, over a yellow solution,

shows once again the signals for the Ct-, where the chemical shifts observed in Figure 4.5b

can be assigned to the ionization of this species that is in fast equilibrium with Ct. After

14h in the dark, the spectrum shows new signals (around 37% of formation) increased after

72h, these signals attributed to the Flv species.
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Figure 4.4: UV-Vis spectra obtained immediately after a reverse pH jump titration of the
trans-chalcones of the 2’OH-5’Me flavylium based compound a) (4×10−5M) from NaOH=1M
to pH=10.8, pKCt−/Ct2− = 12.1 and b) (2.8×10−5M) from pH=9.9 to pH=4.0, pKCt/Ct− = 8.7.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.5: 1H NMR of the 2’OH-5’Me flavylium based compound (1×10−3M) in
D2O:CD3OD at a) pD=5.5 (equilibrated solution), b) immediately after a pD jump 5.5 to
8.7 (borate buffer); after 14h and c) after 72h.

4.1.3 Kinetics of the 2’OH-5’Me flavylium system

As already observed in the previous section, the only species in the equilibrium are AH+,

Ct, Flv, and Ct2-. The mole fraction of these species at the equilibrium is presented in

Figure 4.3c. The fact that the access to the flavanone species is only through Ct-, makes

this system a good candidate to set a molecular timer with a reset controlled by the pH of

the solution. Firstly, it is important to characterize the kinetics that control the conversion

between the species. The rate constants can be obtained following the kinetics by UV-Vis

spectrophotometry after a direct pH jump or a reverse pH jump (from pseudo-equilibrated

solutions) and applying the set of equations already studied in Chapter 1. By demonstrative

purposes, the spectral variations after a direct pH jump from pH=1.0 to pH=4.96 followed by
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stopped-flow is shown in Figure 4.6a, where an observable kinetic constant can be calculated

following a specific wavelength during the time (see inset). Once the k values obtained from

the direct (black circles) and reverse pH jumps (open circles) along the pH scale, the plot in

Figure 4.6b can be constructed representing the hydration rate constant.
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Figure 4.6: a) UV-Vis spectral variations of 2’OH-5’Me 3.5×10−5M, after a direct pH jump
from pH=1.0 to pH=4.96. The decay is mono-exponential with a kobs = 1.65s−1; b) Rate
constants obtained from the direct (l) and the reverse (m) pH jumps followed by stopped-
flow, fitting achieved for q = 1590M−1s−1; p = 0.45s−1; c) UV-Vis spectral variations of
2’OH-5’Me 3.5×10−5M, after a direct pH jump from pH=12 to pH=8.3, kobs = 2.5×10−4s−1.

The inset in Figure 4.6b shows that the pH-dependent observed rate constant does not

tend to zero, as commonly occurs in the flavylium based compounds. The black points are

compatible with the reaction of A and not only from AH+ as conventional systems, that

tends to zero after the inflection point at pKa. These results are evidence of the existence of

V species. The fitting of the direct pH jumps represented in Figure 4.6b is achieved using

Equation 4.5, that is formally equal to Equation 1.17 (Chapter 1 plus a constant r that

accounts for the observed reaction of A.

kobs =
[H+]

[H+]+Ka
p+ q[H+]+ r (4.5)

where p is equal to kh = 0.45s−1 and q to k−h/(1+K t) (fitting with K t = 3.5, k−h = 7140M−1s−1).

During a direct pH jump to a pH value in the Ct- domain, two consecutive kinetic steps

are observed, Figure 4.7. Immediately after the pH jump the quinoidal base is formed (not

observed), disappearing fast to form the species in the pseudo-equilibrium (B- and Cc-). The

fist process observed is the formation of Ct- (Figure 4.7a), followed by the appearance of Flv
in a second and slower process (Figure 4.7b). The kinetic of the two processes is presented in

Figure 4.7c, fitted with rate constants kobs1 = 7.7×10−4s−1 and kobs2 = 2.3×10−4s−1. This

series of kinetic steps indicates that the isomerization process to form Ct- is required to form

Flv. At pH=12 the system is isomerized to Ct2- (pK ′′′
a = 11.3) without the formation of the
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Figure 4.7: UV-Vis spectral variation upon a direct pH jump (pH=1 to pH=8.1) of a
4.4×10−5M 2’OH-5’Me solution corresponding to the first kinetic process from the pseudo-
equilibrium to Ct−; b) the second kinetic process from the Ct− to Flv: c) trace of the global
process followed at 340nm, kobs1 = 7.7×10−4s−1 and kobs2 = 2.3×10−4s−1.
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Scheme 4.2: The concept of timer with reset at molecular level from the trans-
chalcone/flavanone system. Steps 1, 2, 4 and 5 take place in the ms time scale.

flavanone species. As previously reported in Figure 4.4 reverse pH jump gives immediately

the protonated Ct species, and only Ct- evolves to Flv, see Figure 4.6c.

4.1.4 A model for a timer with a reset including the flavanone species

The cycle to define the molecular timer starts with Ct and its deprotonated species, Scheme

4.2. The timer is activated upon a direct pH jump from an equilibrated solution pH=4 to

pH=8 (Ct to Ct-), where Flv is slowly formed. At this point, the system can be locked

decreasing the pH back to pH=4 that converts the remaining Ct- into Ct. The ratio Ct/Flv
is dependent on the time spent between the activation and the lock. The unlock can be
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activated by increasing the pH to pH=13 converting both Ct and Flv into Ct2-. Finally, the

system reset is applied by a reverse pH jump to pH=4. All the reactions in the model are

completed in the mixing time of the stopped-flow (ms time scale), except for the reaction

that serves to count the time Ct- to Flv. The conversion of Ct species into AH+ is useless

to include in the timer model, because the isomerization reaction at acidic pH values is

extremely slow and is not achieved photochemically.

4.2 Host-guest stabilization of the species of the 7-β-D-Gluco-
pyranosyloxy-4’-hydroxyflavylium by a Cyclodextrin

3-Deoxyanthocyanidins (3-DAs) and their O-glycosides are natural flavylium derivatives

that can be found in many plant tissues, especially in black sorghum and some ferns[253,

254, 255]. These compounds are considered the chemical ancestors of anthocyanins but

oppositely to them, 3-DAs lacks a hydroxyl or sugar substituent in position C3.[22, 256]

This feature provides the 3-DAs unique physicochemical properties, and maybe the most

important is the great resistance to color bleaching and higher stability than common an-

thocyanins.[253, 256, 257]. Hydroxyl groups in positions C4’ and C7 are common in natural

3-DAs and, as all the hydroxyl groups, are important for the expression of different color

shades through hydroxyl proton lost, that leads to the formation of the quinoidal bases.

Unlike the typical anthocyanins the molar fraction of Ct in 3-DAs is high at mildly acidic

media. Being the Ct the main species able to react with a light stimulus for the chemical

inter conversions into the other species in the flavylium multi-sate system, the 3-DAs be-

come interesting compounds to study the photochemical transformation between the species.

The time-consuming and low-yielding in the extraction of natural 3-DAs makes their

synthesis a relevant alternative to obtain pure compounds, these synthetic compounds

could also be modified to increase their photochromic properties. Recently, an efficient

method for the synthesis of 3-DAs with glucosyl substituents in different positions was

published,[258] promoting the glycosylation of C4’ and C7 as a large influence in the result-

ing color and their stability.[258, 259]. The 7-β-D-Glucopyranosyloxy-4’-hydroxyflavylium

flavylium cation (GHF) shown in Figure 4.8 is a synthetic 3-DA with a high cis-trans isomer-

ization barrier that has shown photochromism by means of the photoisomerization reaction

of Ct to Cc and the rest of the species in the pseudo-equilibrium.[259] Some macrocycles

as the Cyclodextrins (CDs) form inclusion complexes or host-guest associations, which are

intermolecular arrangements where a guest molecule interacts through non-covalent forces

with the cyclodextrin host. Once the complex has been formed the solubility and stability

of some guest compounds can be improved. Even the stabilization of different dyes have

been tested by means of their encapsulation.[260, 261, 262] The use of native CDs (Figure

4.8 where R=H) is limited by their water solubility, therefore the charge and hydrophobicity

of the macrocycles have been modified by their derivatization.[263] Despite many available
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Figure 4.8: Structure representation of a) the 7-β-D-Glucopyranosyloxy-4’-hydroxyflavylium
flavylium cation (GHF) and the b) Sulfobutylether-β-Cyclodextrin (SBE-β-CD).

derivatives, the Sulfobutylether-β-Cyclodextrin (SBE-β-CD) has shown higher water solu-

bility and strong complexing ability with natural phenolic compounds as curcuminoids,[113,

114] carotenoids[115, 116] and flavonoids.[117, 118]

Relatively to the flavylium-based compounds, Roewer reported that the storage stability

in the color of some anthocyanins is enhanced by interaction with SBE-β-CD[119], these

findings could result also in the stabilization of AH+ form even in 3-DAs and anthocyanins.

Despite β-cyclodextrins have an anti co-pigmentation effect over the colored forms in the

flavylium-based compounds[122, 123], the high association constants with the chalcones

causes their stabilization and, there is an important increment in the photoisomerization

reaction in some synthetic 3-DAs as the 3’,4’,7-trihydroxy-flavylium or the 4’,7-dihydroxy-

flavylium.[123, 264].

As reviewed in Chapter1 many external factors affect directly the equilibrium between

the flavylium multi-state species, and the stability of each one is important to consider

a specific observable property of the system. Some factors alter the equilibrium in a re-

versible way, as a light pulse, whereas other factors as the pH or the complexation with

other molecules are irreversible. Consequently, the equilibrium and kinetic constants of the

synthetic 3-DA compound GHF were compared in the absence and the presence of the com-

mercial SBE-β-CD "Captisol" as host. This knowledge could help to define new strategies

of color stabilization in flavylium-based compounds and/or find more efficient photochromic

systems.
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4.2.1 The reaction network

After raising the pH of an acid solution containing GHF, the species shown in Scheme 4.3 are

formed, following the typical flavylium multi-state set of equations. As have been reported

previously the GHF presents a high cis-trans isomerization barrier and therefore, it is pos-

sible to define a pseudo-equilibrium. This let the possibility to observe three distinct kinetic

processes: (i) formation of the quinoidal base, (ii) hydration (rate-determining step) followed

immediately by the tautomerization and the cis-trans isomerization. The equilibrium and

rate constants of the GHF also were previously reported.[259]

Scheme 4.3: 7-β-D-Glucopyranosyloxy-4’-hydroxyflavylium flavylium cation (GHF)
flavylium multi-state species formed after the first acid-base equilibrium (AH+ −−*)−−CB′).

4.2.2 Host-guest association constants

The association constants of some GHF species with Captisol as a host can be calculated

experimentally by different techniques. Being AH+ and Ct stable species at the equilibrium

in acidic and mildly acidic solutions respectively, their association constants with the host

can be calculated by UV-Vis titration, see Figure 4.9. The AH+-Captisol binding constant

was estimated from the spectra collected a few seconds after increasing the concentration

of the macrocycle at pH=1.0. On the other hand, the A-Captisol binding constant was

calculated collecting the absorption spectra after a pH jump to pH=7.7 where A is the

major species at the very begging of the jump (the spectra must be recorded in the first

10 ms). In both cases, Captisol brought about significant spectral differences, leading the

calculation of their corresponding binding constants, using a specific wavelength absorbance

versus Captisol concentration plots. The resulting AH+-Captisol binding constant, 200 M-1,

is much higher than those reported in native β-CDs in similar compounds.[123, 264] A

possible explanation for this effect is the additional electrostatic attraction of the sulfobutyl

units negative charges in the host and the flavylium cation, in the same manner, it happens

in some anthocyanidins.[119] Conversely, the A-Captisol binding constant results close to
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the one reported with β-CD.[123]
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Figure 4.9: a) UV-Vis spectral variation of GHF as function of added Captisol, a) GHF
(3.33×10−5M) at pH=1.0 b) GHF (4×10−5M) at pH=7.7 followed by stopped-flow.

Figure 4.10: a) Isotermal titration calorimetry of GHF (0.288 mM) by captisol (4 mM) at
pH=6.18 and b) circular dichroism spectra of GHF (6.93×10−5M) as a function of captisol
concentration (0-8.33×10−3M) at pH=6.0.

To obtain the Ct-Captisol binding constant, an equilibrated GHF solution pH=6.18

(where Ct is the sole species) was titrated with Captisol by isothermal titration calorime-

try (ITC). The study of the results obtained from Figure 4.10, Kb = 7700M−1, ∆H0
b =

−21.6kJmol−1 and ∆S0
b =+4.83Jmol−1K−1, leads to the differentiation between the types

of non-covalent interactions between the host and the guest. In accordance with Bouchemal

and Mazzaferro[265] the van der Waals interactions between cyclodextrins and their guest

are enthalpy-driven processes with minor favorable or unfavorable entropies of interaction

(|∆H| > T|∆S|); while hydrophobic interactions are entropy-driven, where the entropy is

large and positive whereas the enthalpy is small (|∆H| < T|∆S|). In the case of the Captisol-

GHF binding, a favorable (exothermic) enthalpy-driven binding process (|∆H| > T|∆S|) is
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established, then prevailing van der Waals over hydrophobic interactions take place. Con-

firmation of the Ct-Captisol binding constant is possible by a titration followed by circu-

lar dichroism (CD). CD has been widely used with other inclusion complexes of Ct and

β-CDs,[86, 266] where the induced circular dichroism signal in the Ct wavelength [167]

resulting from the association with the host is plotted versus its concentration (Figure

4.10b). Assuming a 1:1 binding model, the Ct-Captisol binding constant is Kb = 8000M−1

in agreement with the result obtained by ITC.
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Figure 4.11: a) UV-Vis spectra spectral variation of GHF (3.33×10−5M) in the presence of
Captisol (0.05M) after a pH jump from pH=1.0 to a) pH=2.35 and b) pH=6.9 followed by
stopped-flow, and c) pH=2.8 until equilibrium is achieved.

4.2.3 Equilibrium and rate constants

To evaluate the effect of the CDs over the equilibrium and rate constants, a series of direct

pH jumps (followed by stopped-flow) from equilibrated solutions at pH=1.0 to higher pH

values, in the presence of Captisol, was carried out. Figure 4.11a represents the kinetics

observed after a direct pH jump to pH=2.35, the AH+ disappears to give the B and Cc forms

in a single process controlled by the hydration, the formation of Ct being much slower. At

this pH, the A is negligible, unlike what happens at pH=6.9 (Figure 4.11b where no AH+ is

observed and all of it is practically converted into A, and the spectral variation refers to the

disappearance of this species leading to the pseudo-equilibrium. Once again, no significant

amount of Ct is formed. The slowest process leads to the full equilibrium, where Ct is finally

formed (Figure 4.11c).

Representation of the pH dependant hydration and isomerization rate constants is pre-

sented in Figure 4.12a and b respectively. Hydration in Figure 4.12a was fitted using Equa-

tion 1.14 for the direct pH jumps and Equation 1.17 for the reverse pH jumps from solution

at the pseudo-equilibrium, while the isomerization rate constant was fitted by Equation

1.15. At high pH values, the fraction of electrophilic AH+ is weak and hydration is slower

than tautomerization thus rate-determining. Conversely, the isomerization plot in 4.12b
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Figure 4.12: pH dependent constants representation of GHF in the presence of Captisol a)
apparent hydration rate constant, l direct pH jumps, m reverse pH jumps from pseudo-
equilibrium and b) apparent isomerization rate constant and c) reverse pH jump from a
pseudo-equilibrated solution (pH=6.0) to pH=2.4 followed by stopped-flow.

gives the expected sigmoid curve, with an inflection point at pK∧
a = 3.2. The limits of this

curve at low and high pH represent the k−i = 6×10−6s−1 and KhK tki/K∧
a = 1.4×10−3s−1.

The absorption spectra obtained by the stopped-flow apparatus immediately after a di-

rect pH jump to different pH values in solutions with GHF and the SBE-β-CD Captisol is

represented in Figure 4.13a, from which the pKa value can be easily calculated. In the same

way, the K∧
a and K ′

a can be obtained from the absorption spectra obtained, after following

the kinetics, in the pseudo-equilibrium and the equilibrium (Figures 4.13b and c). Compar-

ing the acid dissociation constant in the presence of Captisol, Ka = 1.12×10−5 (pKa = 4.95),

is higher than the one in the absence of the cyclodextrin, Ka = 3.98×10−6 (pKa = 5.4), indi-

cating that the quinoidal base binds Captisol more tightly than the flavylium cation does.

The same occurs with the K∧
a values, where the higher pK∧

a value in the absence of Captisol

(4.7) shows that the macrocycle has a higher affinity for the CB∧ species (essentially, for B
and Cc) than for AH+. Finally, the same trend is observed at full equilibrium where the

pK ′
a is reduced in 1.5 units in the presence of Captisol (pK ′

a=0.8), indicating a preferential

stabilization of the trans-chalcone over the flavylium cation, AH+. It is remarkable that in

the presence of Captisol the compound GHF behaves as a stronger acid.

Considering that the value of Kh(1+K t) obtained from K∧
a −Ka is equal to the ratio be-

tween kh and k−h/(1+K t), the rate and equilibrium parameters obtained from Figures 4.11,

4.12 and 4.13 can be confirmed. When the flavylium multi-state has a high isomerization

barrier, it is possible to study the reverse pH jumps from the pseudo-equilibrium to obtain

more information related to the rate and equilibrium constants.[71, 72] When the final pH is

sufficiently acidic, the hydration that is highly [H+] dependent, is faster than tautomeriza-

tion (change of regime). This phenomenon is fitted by Equation 1.17 when B gives AH+ and

1.18 when Cc produces more flavylium cation. Figure 4.12c shows a typical representation
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Figure 4.13: Spectral modifications observed for GHF (3.33×10−5M) in the presence of
0.05M of Captisol after a direct pH jump a) 10 ms b) at the pseudo-equilibrium and c) at the
equilibrium.

of a reverse pH jump of a pseudo-equilibrated solution of GHF in the presence of Captisol

at pH=6.0. The K t = 0.74 results from the ratio between the molar fraction of Cc and B.

4.2.4 Photochemistry

In the flash photolysis experiments, the trans-chalcone is photoisomerized into cis-chalcone

during the flash lifetime (≈ 2.4ms). The initial bleaching at 362nm observed in Figure 4.14a

is representative of this event, because Cc has a lower absorption coefficient than Ct.[22,

72] Later, in a second process, Cc disappears exponentially through the tautomerization

reaction, the kobs of this second step is represented in Figure 4.14b for different pH values.

Irradiation of Cc during a prolonged time leads to the formation of AH+ reaching the pseudo-

equilibrium as shown in Fig. 4.14c, once the light source is turned off the solution goes back

to Cc until the equilibrium (data not shown). This photochromic system operates in acidic

pH, with a quantum yield three times higher (Φ = 0.3) than in the absence of the host

(Φ= 0.1).

Table 4.2: Equilibrium and rate constants of GHF in the absence and presence of Captisol.

Compound pK ′
a pK â pKa Kh/M K t K i

GHF 2.30 ± 0.05 4.70 ± 0.05 5.40 ± 0.05 8.9×10−6 0.60 935
GHF-Captisol 0.83 ± 0.05 3.25 ± 0.05 4.95 ± 0.05 3.5×10−4 0.74 567

kh/s−1 k−h/M−1s−1 kt/s−1 k−t/s−1 a ki/s−1 a k−i/s−1 a

GHF 0.08 9×103 0.36 0.60 5.5×10−3 5.9×10−6

GHF-Captisol 0.67 1.9×103 0.019 0.025 3.4×10−3 6×10−6

a Estimated error: 10%

The data reported in Table 4.2 shows the equilibrium and rate constants obtained from

Fig. 4.12 to 4.14 after the fittings with Equ. 1.14, 1.15 and 1.18. In the presence of Captisol,
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Figure 4.14: a) Time dependence of the max. absorption wavelength in chalcones after a
flash light at pH=1.0. b) pH dependent tautomerization plot, with the experimental data
obtained from the slowest process in reverse pH jumps m and from the flash photolysis
experiments l, fitting obtained by Equation 1.18 and c) spectral modifications of GHF in
the presence of Captisol upon irradiation.

the hydration equilibrium constant increases ca. 39 times due to the increase and decrease

of the hydration and dehydration rates respectively. The tautomerization process is also

affected by Captisol, making it more difficult to open or close the C ring, this effect can be

attributed to the geometric constraints inside the host cavity.
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Figure 4.15: Energy level diagram of GHF in the absence (black) and presence of Captisol
0.05 M(red). Superposition of the two diagrams using the trans-chalcone-Captisol binding
constant allows the calculation of the other binding constants (blue color).

Taking into account the equilibrium constants of Table 4.2 is possible to construct an
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Table 4.3: Binding constants of GHF with Captisol a.

AH+ A B Cc Ct

Kb(M−1) b 200 450 (10300) (17000) 8000 c

∆G0 b(kJmol−1) 13.1 (13.8) 15.1 (16.4) (22.9) (24.1) 22.2 c

a Estimated error: 10%
b Experimental values, in brackets the calculated values
c Used to calibrate the energy level diagram (determined by CD and ITC)

energy level diagram of GHF in the absence (black) and the presence (red) of Captisol repre-

sented in Figure 4.15. The two independent diagrams can be merged by using the binding

constants of Ct, A and AH+ with Captisol previously calculated. The binding constants

with the host of all other species can be obtained by calculating the corresponding ∆G0

values (blue). The theoretical B-Captisol=10300M−1 and Cc-Captisol=17000M−1 binding

constants (Kb) were obtained. The experimental binding constants obtained in Figures 4.9

and 4.10 are in complete agreement with the theoretical values calculated from the diagram.

The Kb values presented in Table 4.3 show that the flavylium cation and the quinoidal base

have a low affinity for the host, while the hemiketal and cis-chalcone strengthen the binding

by two orders of magnitude.

4.3 pH and photo responsive covalent bonding between
flavylium compounds and boronic acids

The condensation reaction between boronic acids, RB(OH)2 and dihydric alcohols, H2L,

have been studied in various fields of chemistry and biochemistry. The equilibria among the

species in aqueous solution and the mechanism of boronate esters formation is still debat-

able and is under constant discussion. Many different mechanisms are documented,[267,

268] among them the one published by Furikado et. al.[269] seems to be the most complete

including the complexation with bidentate ligands. Monodentate boronate esters are formed

only at very alkaline solutions and with ligands with high pKa values. Conversely, the reac-

tion of the boronic acids with bidentate ligands with lower pKa values is favored in neutral

or slightly acidic solutions. This mechanism is presented in Scheme 4.4 for the complexation

between a boronic acid and catechol representing a diol, where the four different paths can

be identified depending on the species involved in the reaction. The reactivity of the boronic

species is RB(OH)2>RB(OH)3-, while in the case of the ligands H2L>HL->L2-, therefore the

paths 1 and 2 from the Scheme 4.4 are favored. Once the BL- is formed, this is in fast

equilibrium with its BL form.[270]

Due the reactivity of the species involved in the boronate esters formation, it is clear

that the reaction is pH-dependant. Therefore, an optimal pH for the association constant

must be associated with the pKa values of the boronic acid and its ligand. The prediction
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(L’) (BL-)(B’)

(Path 1)

(Path 2)

(Path 3)

(Path 4)

Scheme 4.4: Different reaction pathways for the bidentate condensation of a boronic acid
and a diol (catechol).

of the optimal pH was previously reported for the Wang’s group[271] for a series of boronic

acids and diols. The optimal pH with the higher association constant can be calculated as

an approximate of an average of the pKa values of the boronic acid and the ligand.

The typical pK ′
a values of the flavylium-based compounds are between the slightly acidic

and the neutral pH range.[22] This is an advantage if the interaction with a boronic acid

with a higher pKa value takes place, ensuring the presence of the most reactive species

RB(OH)2 and H2L.

8-hydroxyflavylium compounds can form boronate esters in a selective way through

the chalcone species. The boronic acid (BA) interact only with the trans or cis-chalcone

bearing a catechol group. This association can be disrupted after the formation of the the

flavylium cation (AH+), achieved by acidification of the medium or in some cases by the

hv or pH 

+

(B’) (L’)(BL) 

Δ or pH 

Scheme 4.5: General pH and photo induced disruption of the boronic ester formed between
a chalcone from the 8 hydroxyflavylium family and phenylboronic acid.
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cis-trans photoisomerization of the Ct, see Scheme 4.5. In this section the design of a 8-

hydroxyflavylium derivative compound able to react selectively through the chalcones with

phenylboronic acid to form a boronate ester and their dissociation using light as an external

stimulus.

4.3.1 Design of the ligand and its interaction with the boronic acid

In a preliminary stage, the synthesis of the 8,4’-dihydroxyflavylium (8,4’OH) compound and

its interaction with the phenylboronic acid (PBA) was performed. The low water-solubility

of the 8,4’OH and the low response to the light stimulus for the cis-trans photoisomerization

in acidic media led to the design of a higher soluble 8-hydroxyflavylium compound. As most

of the flavylium compounds have low pK ′
a values, this force to work in acidic medium, far

from the optimal pH to the formation of the boronate esters with the PBA. This problem can

be overcome including a host molecule as the curcubit[7]uryl (CB7), that have demonstrated

to increase both, the pK ′
a and also in the quantum yield for the photoisomerization in many

flavylium systems.[180, 272]

The new compound was designed thinking not only in increasing its water solubility,

but also in a high association constant with the host CB7. Flavylium compounds with am-

monium groups have shown high association constants with CB7[180, 237] and of course

higher water solubility because of their ionic properties. Scheme 4.6 shows the structure of

the flavylium dication 8OH4’TMA and its conjugate base species (CB) formed in aqueous

solution at different pH values.

Once synthesized, the 8OH4’TMA pK ′
a was calculated registering the variation in the

absorption UV-Vis spectra of equilibrated solutions at different pH values. Figure 4.16a

shows the spectra of these solutions, inset shows the inflection point for the calculation of

a low pK ′
a = 1.73. The equilibrium in 8OH4’TMA is attained only between the AH+ and Ct

species. As the phenylboronic acid has a pKa = 8.8, thus the RB(OH)2 form, that is more

reactive, is always present in solutions with pH values lower than 7. On the other hand, the

pKa value of the chalcones can not be calculated because of their degradation up to pH 7,

but at pH lower than pH 6 no spectral variations can be observed, then the neutral form

Scheme 4.6: Species in the flavylium multi-state of the compound 8OH4’TMA as a result of
its first deprotonation (CB).
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is ensured between pH 1 to 6. The association constant between the PBA and the trans-

chalcone was calculated at different pH values following the UV-Vis spectra after titration

of equilibrated solutions of 8OH4’TMA with increasing concentrations of PBA. Figure 4.16b

shows the UV-Vis spectra variations at pH=6.26, while in Figure 4.16c the pH-dependence

association constants in the formation of the boronate esters are represented (no higher pH

values were explored because some 8OH4’TMA degradation is observed). It is well known

that buffer conjugate bases from phosphate and citrate react with the boronic acids [267] but

in this case all the buffer concentrations were kept as low as 0.01 M. The optimal pH predic-

tion for the boronate esters formation, using the method applied by the Wang’s group,[271]

was impossible to calculate because the Ct pKa was neither possible to obtain due to its

degradation at pH above pH=7. However, this method does not take in account the inter-

molecular interactions, buffer and solvent effects, and other external factors that could affect

the association constants, therefore is considered imprecise. As seen in Figure 4.16c the opti-

mal pH for the formation of 8OH4’TMA-PBA boronate esters is clearly higher than pH=5.26.

Kass=3,238M-1

[PBA]
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Figure 4.16: a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of equilibrated solutions of 8OH4’TMA(2.7×10−5)
obtained after direct pH jumps from pH=1 to different pH values; b) UV-Vis absorption
spectra of an equilibrated solution of 8OH4’TMA(1.8×10−5) at pH=6.34 obtained after its
titration with increasing concentrations of phenylboronic acid (PBA), fitting was achieved
for a 1:1 stoichiometry with Kass = 3,238M−1; c) association constants of the 8OH4’TMA Ct
and PBA at different pH values.

As the optimal pH for the 8OH4’TMA-PBA boronate esters formation is far from the pH

where some AH+ can be transformed after photoisomerization of the Ct, the complexation

with CB7 seems to be an alternative to increase the 8OH4’TMA pK ′
a. Figure 4.17a shows

the UV-Vis spectra variations after titration of AH+ with CB7 at pH=1. The association

constants were obtained by the 2:1 host-guest model fitting of the experimental data for a

K1:1 = 1.6×105M−1 and K2:1 = 1.4×105M−1, see inset. Similarly, the CB7 interaction with

Ct was studied at pH=4.06, obtaining K1:1 = 1×105M−1 and K2:1 = 500M−1, see Figure

Figure 4.17b. These results are in complete agreement with those reported for the CB7

association with similar flavylium compounds.[237] The molar fractions obtained with the
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constants from Figure 4.17b are represented in Figure 4.17c, where a maximum of CB7-Ct

(1:1) complex is obtained with 0.1 mM of the host. The higher association constants between

CB7 and AH+ compared with those with Ct results in the increase of the stabilization of the

first. This stabilization increases the pK ′
a value of the 8OH4’TMA to 4.62 in the presence of

CB7 0.1 mM, increasing the pH domain of the AH+ as shown below in Figure 4.19a.

Kass1:1=1x105 M-1

Kass1:2=500 M-1

CB7:Ct (2:1)

CB7:Ct (1:1)

Kass1:1=1.6x105 M-1

Kass1:2=1.4x105 M-1
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Figure 4.17: a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of a solution of 8OH4’TMA (AH+)(1.8×10−5

M) at pH=1 obtained after its titration with increasing concentrations of cucurbit[7]uril
(CB7), fitting was achieved for a 2:1 host-guest stoichiometry with K1:1 = 1.6×105M−1 and
K2:1 = 1.4×105M−1; b) the same but at pH=4.06 (Ct) fitting was achieved for a 2:1 host-
guest stoichiometry with K1:1 = 1×105M−1 and K2:1 = 5×102M−1; c) molar fractions of the
complexes between Ct (1.8×10−5 M) and CB7 at different concentrations of CB7.
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Figure 4.18: a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of a solution containing 8OH4’TMA (Ct)(1.8×10−5

M) and CB7 (1×10−4 M) at pH=6.28 obtained after its titration with increasing concentra-
tions of PBA, fitting was achieved for a 1:1 stoichiometry with Kass = 1.13×103M−1 (KBL);
b) molar fractions of the complexes between Ct(1.8×10−5 M), CB7 (1×10−4 M) and PBA at
different concentrations of PBA.

By the same way as the association constant between Ct and PBA was previously cal-

culated, this constant was recalculated but in the presence of 0.1 mM of CB7 at pH=6.12,
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where Ct is the only flavylium multi-state species in solution. Figure 4.18a shows the UV-

Vis absorption spectra after the titration. The obtained association constant in the presence

of the host is lower than in the absence, two different reasons can be responsible for this

behavior; i) the optimal pH for the formation of the boronate esters is shifted to higher pH

values since the 8OH4’TMA pK ′
a increases with the presence of CB7 or ii) the interaction of

the host with the flavylium species hinders the interaction with the PBA.

8OH4’TMA

8OH4’TMA:CB7
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Figure 4.19: a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of 8OH4’TMA (2.7×10−5 M) equilibrated solutions
containing CB7 (1×10−4 M) and PBA (6×10−3 M) obtained after direct pH jumps from
pH=1 to different pH values; b) pK ′

a shifts in solutions with 8OH4’TMA (black line), in the
presence of PBA (6×10−3 M; black dotted line), in the presence of CB7 (1×10−4 M; red line)
and in the presence of CB7 (1×10−4 M) and PBA (6×10−3 M; red dotted line).

The affinity of the PBA for the chalcones can decrease the pK ′
a value due to the stabi-

lization of the chalcones, for this reason a pK ′
a = 1.76 was calculated in the presence of PBA

6 mM. In the same way the pK ′
a was calculated in the presence of CB7 0.1 mM and PBA 6

mM (pK ′
a = 4.25). The representation of the pK ′

a shifts in the presence and absence of PBA

and CB7 appears in Figure 4.19b. Interestingly, the acidic dissociation constant remains

practically unchanged in the presence of the PBA and the absence of CB7, whereas in the

presence of CB7 a decrease from pK ′
a = 4.62 to 4.25 is observed. The formation of boronate

esters at acidic pH values has a low constant, therefore the pK ′
a remains unchanged because

non species is stabilized. Around pH=6 the Ct-PBA association constant is higher and some

stabilization of the chalcones take place lowering the pK ′
a value. The interaction between

the PBA and a ligand with slightly acidic pKa value as alizarin red S (pKa = 5.33) has been

already reported,[269] after the boronate ester formation, a decrease in the pKa value of

the complex to 2.36 was observed.

4.3.2 Photochemical dissociation of the boronate esters

In Chapter 1 the photochemical properties of flavylium-based compounds were introduced.

Some flavylium derivatives possess the quality to react to a light stimulus, interconverting
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the chalcone species between their cis and trans isomers. As the 8-hydroxyflavylium com-

pounds only form bidentate boronate esters with their chalcone form, and these are formed

by means of a reversible reaction, irradiation of equilibrated solutions with Ct-PBA in the

presence of CB7 can disrupt the boronate esters by formation of B and AH+. Three differ-

ent equilibrated solutions at pH≈6 containing 8OH4’TMA (Ct), CB7 0.1 mM and different

concentrations of PBA (1, 2 and 5 mM) were irradiated at 365 nm, the UV-Vis spectra of the

solution was monitored and the results are shown in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: a) Spectral UV-Vis absorption variations observed upon irradiation (365 nm)
of 8OH4’TMA (2.7×10−5 M) in the presence of CB7 (1×10−4 M) and PBA=5×10−3 M; b)
the same with PBA=2×10−3 M, and c) the same with PBA=1×10−3 M. Red dotted line
represents the absorption spectrum at the pseudo-equilibrium.

As observed in Figure 4.20, after irradiation of the solutions at 365 nm, the chalcones

absorption band centered at 338 nm decreases progressively, while the band of the flavylium

cation at 435 nm is increased. The higher the concentration of PBA, the less formation

of AH+ after irradiation. With a PBA vs Ct-CB7 association constant (KBL) of 1.1×103

(AH+)

(B)(Cc)

(Ct)*

(Ct)

Forward (ms)

Backward (h)

(Ct)-PBA

(Ct)-PBA*

KBL

Scheme 4.7: Proposed mechanism for the disruption of Ct-PBA boronate esters through
photo-isomerization of Ct to Cc.
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M-1 (Figure 4.19) the molar fraction of boronate esters would be 0.53, 0.69 and 0.85, this

represents the 47, 31 and 25% of free Ct in the equilibrated solutions with 1, 2 and 5 mM of

PBA respectively. The red dotted line in Figure 4.20 represents the spectra at the pseudo-

equilibrium for each solution, thus are the expected after total conversion of the Ct species

into Cc upon irradiation. After the light exposure a fraction of free Ct is isomerized into Cc,

at the same time Cc is quickly converted into B and AH+ because they are in fast equilib-

rium. The less AH+ formation in those solutions with higher PBA concentrations indicate

that the fraction of Ct forming a boronate ester is not available to photo-isomerize and only

the free Ct reacts to the light stimulus. This results are confirmed with the calculation of the

quantum yield of reaction (φ), which is lower in those solutions with higher concentrations

of PBA. As the Ct-PBA complexes absorb light at the irradiation wavelength, and they are

not photoisomerized, the quantum yield decreases. Once a fraction of free Ct is converted

into Cc, a new equilibrium between Ct/Ct-PBA is set ruled by the equilibrium constant

KBL, see Scheme 4.7.

The chalcones cis-trans photo isomerization by itself can be described as a photochromic

system.[273] Commonly, both chalcones absorb light in the same range, close to the UV zone

but Ct is red-shifted and its molar absorption coefficient is higher. An equilibrated solution

containing only Ct can be photo-isomerized into Cc, then Ct can be recovered if the solution

is irradiated at the wavelength of absorption of Cc. This effect was confirmed in solutions

irradiated at 335 nm, the maximum absorbance in Ct/Ct-PBA boronate esters, where less

AH+ is formed, this is because the fraction of Cc converted during the photo-isomerization

of Ct also absorbs the incident light at 335 nm, and therefore it isomerizes back to Ct, this

phenomenon stops when the equilibrium is reached in a photo-stationary state.

4.4 Materials and Methods

The 2’-hydroxy-5’-methylflavylium (2’OH-5’Me) was provided by Prof. Vesselin Petrov from

the University of Sofia (BG) and was prepared by similar methods reported by Petrov et.

al.[242] for 2’-hydroxyflavylium salt. Compound GHF was provided by Prof. Olivier Dan-

gles from the University of Avignon (FR), it was prepared and characterized as published

elsewhere.[258] Cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) was obtained from previous studies in the research

group.[180] Commercial β-Cyclodextrin Captisol and phenylboronic acid (PBA) were pur-

chased from Cydex pharmaceuticals (Lenexa, KS, US) and Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,

US) respectively. Compounds 8,4’OH and 8OH4’TMA were prepared according to literature

procedures.[274] Starting materials for the synthesis were purchased from commercial sup-

pliers; 2,3-Dihydroxybenzaldehyde from Sigma Aldrich and 4’-hydroxyacetophenone from

Alpha Aesar. The 3-(4-acetylphenoxy) -N,N,N-trimethylpropane-1-ammonium chloride was

synthesised by other members of the research group following the procedures reported in

the literature.[237]
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Compound 8,4’OH. A mixture of 2,3-Dihydroxybenzaldehyde (0.14g, 1mmol) and 4’-

hydroxyacetophenone (0.14g, 1mmol) were solubilized in the minimum of acetic acid, an

excess of hexafluorophosphoric acid, 60% in H2O. The mixture becomes immediately dark

red and is stirred at room temperature during 48h. The solution was poured into 20 mL

of diethyl ether and a colored solid precipitated. The solid was filtered and washed with

diethyl ether to yield 0.37g (84%) of the flavylium hexafluoro-phosphate salt. 1H NMR (400

MHz, CD3OD-d4) δ (ppm): 9.21 (d, J=9.2, 1H), 8.65 (d, J=9.2, 1H), 8.61 (d, J=8.9, 2H), 7.7

(m, 3H), 7.19 (d, J=9.0, 2H).

Compound 8OH4’TMA. A mixture of 2,3-Dihydroxybenzaldehyde (210 mg, 1.5mmol)

and 3-(4-acetylphenoxy) -N,N,N-trimethylpropane-1-ammonium chloride (107mg, 0.4mmol)

were solubilized in 4 mL of acetic acid, 1 mL of H2SO4 was added to the mixture. The solu-

tion was stirred at room temperature during 72h, diluted HClO4 was added. The mixture

was poured into diethyl ether and a colored solid precipitated. The solid was filtered and

washed with diethyl ether to yield 147 mg (86%) of the flavylium salt. 1H NMR (400 MHz,

D2O) δ (ppm): 9.01 (d, J=9.0, 1H), 8.33 (d, J=9.0, 1H), 7.54 (m, 3H), 7.05 (d, J=8.7, 2H), 4.16

(t, 2H), 3.46 (t, 2H), 3.06 (s, 9H), 2.24 (m, 2H).

All solutions were prepared in Millipore water, the flavylium stock solutions prepared

in 0.1 M HCl. Any pH was adjusted by addition of HCl, NaOH, and/or Theorell and Sten-

hagen’s universal buffer, for the experiments involving boronate esters 0.01 M citrate buffer

was used. Direct pH jumps were carried out mixing stock flavylium solutions, neutralized

with NaOH, and buffer (desired pH). Reverse pH jumps were achieved by the addition of

concentrated HCl to equilibrated solutions prepared as a direct pH jump.

For the host-guest and chalcone-boronic acid constant calculations, a series of titrations

were carried out in 1 cm pathlength quartz cells as follows: two solutions were prepared, A

and B, both equilibrated solutions containing the same concentration of the flavylium-based

compound at desired pH. Solution B contains a known concentration of the guest/boronic

acid in excess, small aliquots of B are placed and mixed with solution A. After every ad-

dition an UV-Vis absorption spectra was registered. Using this method, the concentration

of the compounds placed in A solution remain constant, while the concentration of the

guest/boronic acid is increased until no more spectral variations are observed. The fittings

of the host-guest and ligand-receptor interactions were achieved using the mathematical

models for 1:1 or 2:1 interactions (See Appendix B).

pH was recorded on a Radiometer Copenhagen PHM240 pH/ion meter (Brønshøj, Den-

mark). UV-Vis spectra were recorded on a Varian-Cary 100 or 5000 spectrophotometer (Palo

Alto, CA, US). The stopped-flow experiments were conducted on an SX20 (Applied photo-

physics; Surrey, UK) spectrometer equipped with a PDA.1/UV photodiode array detector.

Flash photolysis experiments were performed on a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer
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with a Harrick fiber-mate (Pleasantville, NY, US). The compartment is isolated from day-

light and a commercially Achiever 630AF camera flash (Hong Kong China) was used as

a pulsed white light source (≈ 2.4ms lifetime). Quantum yields were calculated based on

the total absorbed light. The Ct-PBA boronate esters solutions were irradiated in a 1 cm

pathlength quartz cell under stirring with a xenon lamp and a monochromator was used to

set the desired wavelength.

Circular dichroism absorption spectra experiments in Section 4.2 were recorded on a

Chirascan qCD spectrometer (Applied Photophysics; Surrey, UK) at 25°C under constant N2

flush. As other titrations, the flavylium-based compound was kept constant (6.93×10−5) and

the concentration of the Captisol was increased from 0 to 8.33×10−3. A 1cm quartz cell was

used for scans between 220-550 nm. The spectra was replicated and an average was applied.

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) measurements were performed on a Nano ITC

(TA instruments; New Castle, DE, US) with standard volumes. The solutions were degassed

by stirring under vacuum, the sample cell was loaded with a 0.288 mM of the flavylium-

based compound (equilibrated at pH=6) and 250 µM autopipette was filled with Captisol (4

mM). GHF was titrated by 25 injections of 10 µl aliquots until achieve the stability.

NMR spectra were collected using a Bruker AMX 400 (Billerica, MA, US) instrument

operating at 400.13 MHz (1H). Solutions were prepared in D2O and any pH adjustment was

performed by addition of DCl, NaOD and Borate buffer if necessary.

4.5 Conclusions

Cyclodextrins can modify the pH-dependent mole fractions of the species in the flavylium

multi-state of the DAs. In GHF the Captisol cyclodextrin shifts the pH domain of hemiketal

and cis-chalcone in the pseudo-equilibrium toward low pH values, while at the equilibrium

the trans-chalcone domain was shifted towards lower pH values being together the flavylium

cation the sole species. The quantum yield was 3-fold increased in the presence of the host.

The superimposition of the energy level diagrams in the presence and absence of the host

allows the calculation of the binding constants of all the multi-state species binds particu-

larly the B and Cc species.

The flavylium multi-state chemical reactions are inspired in natural anthocyanins il-

lustrating the complexity of the biological process. Synthetic flavylium based compounds can

play a role in artificial systems able to mimic some biological process. The 2’-hydroxyflavylium

family compounds are an example of the versatility of these multi-state systems. The trans-

chalcone/flavanone cycle that works as a molecular timer with a reset responds to external
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stimuli, in this case, the pH. This function together with those previously reported regard-

ing optical memories shows potential uses for these bio-inspired systems.

The photochemical properties of the flavylium multi-state can be exploited to generate a

system able to control the formation and disruption of boronate esters in compounds from

the 8-hydroxyflavylium family. The association constant for the formation of the boronate

esters is pH-dependent with an optimal pH between the pKa values of the boronic acid

and the diol. As the pK ′
a of the 8-hydroxyflavylium compounds is low, it can be shifted by

their complexation with macrocycles as CB7 to a pH value where both, the equilibrium

constant for the boronic esters formation is higher, and the formation of AH+ through

photoisomerization of Ct be viable. Even though the 8OH4’TMA Ct species linked to the

phenylboronic acid do not react to the light stimulus, the photo-isomerization of the free Ct
species shifts the equilibrium and the boronate esters are disrupted.

Publications associated with this chapter:

• S. Slavcheva, J. Mendoza, S. Stanimirov, I. Petkov, N. Basílio, F. Pina, and V. Petrov.

"On the multistate of 2′-hydroxyflavylium-flavanone system. Illustrating the concept

of a timer with reset at the molecular level."In: Dyes and Pigments, 158 (2018), pp.

465-473. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dyepig.2018.05.066

• J. Mendoza, N. Basílio, O. Dangles, N. Mora, S. Al Bittar, and F. Pina. "Binding

of the five multistate species of the anthocyanin analog 7-β-D-glucopyranosyloxy-4′-
hydroxyflavylium to the β-cyclodextrin derivative captisol."Dyes and Pigments, 143

(2017), pp. 479-487. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dyepig.2017.04.061
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5
General conclusions and future

perspectives.

The inter and intramolecular interactions found in natural anthocyanins as self-association,

aggregation, and co-pigmentation affect in different manner the flavylium multi-state species

distribution. Other intermolecular associations as host-guest interactions with macrocycles

as cucurbiturils, cyclodextrins, and calixarenes, and molecular clips and micelle inclusion

also affect the stability of the species in the multi-state.

The spatial distribution of the substituents in natural anthocyanins, mainly the long

poly-acylated sugar chains, is important for the stabilization of the colored species. The

interaction of the acylated moieties with the chromophore has demonstrated a big influence

on color preservation and the hydrophobicity of the anthocyanins and their aggregates. The

effective protection of the long poly-acylated residues was confirmed in the Heavenly Blue

Anthocyanin (HBA1), where the intramolecular interactions between these residues with

the flavylium core made the anthocyanin resistant to the hydration reaction, which leads

to the production of the uncolored species. Therefore the B form is destabilized not only

at the first deprotonation but also at the second and the third. The same effect was also

observed in mono-acylated anthocyanins, but the destabilization of the uncolored species

is not enough to be less stable than the quinoidal base species. The spatial distribution of

the acylated moieties in natural anthocyanins must be studied in the future to study the

physical protective effect over the reactive sites, sensible for water attack, in the flavylium

backbone. This can be achieved by NMR techniques supported by the use of theoretical cal-

culations. Another point that must be in consideration is the effect of external factors over

the tri-dimensional structure of the acylated anthocyanins, which could affect the protection

for color loss. Finally, apply the knowledge in the development of more stable anthocyanin-

based matrices in food and cosmetic industries.
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Some uncolored compounds can act as co-pigments increasing the expression of the col-

ored species; the flavylium cation, and the quinoidal base. Other compounds can have an

anti-co pigmentation effect stabilizing the uncolored species. Calculation of all the equilib-

rium and association constants in the presence of any molecule that can form complexes

with the flavylium multi-state species is important to evaluate the effect of such interactions

over the multi-state properties. Some co-pigments as caffeine, can increase significantly

the molar fraction of the quinoidal base at the equilibrium not only in synthetic flavylium

derivatives but also in natural anthocyanins. Caffeine is a stable co-pigment that has not an

acid-base equilibrium between pH 1 and 7 as many other natural compounds that can act as

co-pigments such as flavonols or hydroxycinnamic acids, for this reason, the association with

the deprotonated forms of those compounds with the flavylium multi-state species must be

also evaluated in the future. Other molecules as the water-soluble macrocycles: cucurbi-

turils and calixarenes or the cucurbituril-type molecular clips can act also as co-pigments,

increasing the stability of the colored forms, in this case, the flavylium cation. The flavylium

stabilization has been studied extensively, but the stabilization of quinoidal base could be

more interesting in terms of color stability because they are extended along the pH scale

after deprotonation of the flavylium cation, that is already stable at very acidic conditions.

Other macrocycles as the cyclodextrins have more affinity for the uncolored species in syn-

thetic flavylium derivatives acting as an anti-copigment, but increase the response to light

during the photoisomerization reaction, the properties of the complexes can be used to con-

struct light-responsive systems.

The stabilizing effect over the quinoidal base form was also observed in a higher level of

complexity environment, the micelle inclusion, where more than two molecules interact in a

supramolecular assembly. The co-micellization effect was observed when some anthocyanin-

fatty acid conjugates were tested in a micelle, increasing, even more, the stability of the

quinoidal base species. Stabilization of anthocyanin-based compounds in amphiphilic envi-

ronments is important for the formulation of cosmetics.

The introduction of flavanones in the flavylium multi-state system opens an interest-

ing research area. A pH-responsive system can be created in 2’-hydroxyflavylium family

compounds, which can form flavanones through the ionized trans chalcones in an alkaline

medium. In this case, it was possible to create a molecular timer equipped with a reset

and controlled by pH changes. The photo sensibility of the flavylium multi-state can be

also exploited to generate a system able to control the formation and disruption of boronate

esters in compounds from the 8-hydroxyflavylium family. In the future, this photochemical

reaction could be optimized by changing the flavylium compound and/or the boronic acid

and exploring different pH conditions. Also, the associative/dissociative constants for the

covalent bonding can be studied in the excited state to evaluate the possibility to break the

bond directly by applying light.
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APPENDIX A
Mathematical deduction of the

flavylium multi-state molar
fractions and equilibrium

constants.

The flavylim multi-state can be expressed as a series of multiprotic acid-base reactons along

the pH scale, depending on the number and acidity of the protons available, in the structure

of each compound, to form oxonium ions when they are released. For illustration proposes,

a triprotic acid is going to be used as example.

The first global acid-base equilibrium is obtained after the proton transfer of the AH+

leading to the formation of the other species.

In the equilibrium:

AH++H2O
K ′

a−−*)−−CB+H3O+ (A.1)

with [CB]= [A]+ [B]+ [Cc]+ [Ct]
Formation of all the species of the multi-state takes place by different reactions:

Proton transfer

AH++H2O
Ka−−*)−−A+H3O+ (A.2)

Hydration

AH++2H2O
Kh−−*)−−B+H3O+ (A.3)

Tautomerization

B
K t−−*)−−Cc (A.4)
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Isomerization

Cc
K i−−*)−−Ct (A.5)

The equilibrium constant K ′
a for Eq.A.1 is defined then as:

K ′
a = Ka +Kh +KhK t +KhK tK i (A.6)

The second global acid-base equilibrium results from the proton transfer reaction from the

neutral species of the flavylium multi-state to the mono-ionized species (Eqs. A.7 to A.10).

A+H2O
KA/A−−−−−*)−−−−A−+H3O+ (A.7)

B+H2O
KB/B−−−−−*)−−−−B−+H3O+ (A.8)

Cc+H2O
KCc/Cc−−−−−−*)−−−−−Cc−+H3O+ (A.9)

Ct+H2O
KCt/Ct−−−−−−*)−−−−−Ct−+H3O+ (A.10)

Finally the third global acid-base equilibrium is obtained after the proton transfer from the

ionized species to the di-ionized species (Eqs. A.11 to A.14).

A−+H2O
KA− /A2−−−−−−*)−−−−−A2−+H3O+ (A.11)

B−+H2O
KB− /B2−−−−−−*)−−−−−B2−+H3O+ (A.12)

Cc−+H2O
KCc− /Cc2−−−−−−−*)−−−−−−Cc2−+H3O+ (A.13)

Ct−+H2O
KCt− /Ct2−−−−−−−*)−−−−−−Ct2−+H3O+ (A.14)

In the sense of an acid-base equilibrium between the species, the equations A.15 and A.16

are generalized from the group of equations A.7 to A.10 and A.11 to A.14 respectably.

CB+H2O
K ′′

a−−*)−−CB−+H3O+ (A.15)

CB−+H2O
K ′′′

a−−*)−−CB2−+H3O+ (A.16)

with [CB−]= [A−]+ [B−]+ [Cc−]+ [Ct−] and [CB2−]= [A2−]+ [B2−]+ [Cc2−]+ [Ct2−]

Thus the equilibrium constant K ′′
a for Eq.A.15 is defined then as:

K ′′
a = KA/A−Ka +KB/B−Kh +KCc/Cc−KhK t +KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

K ′
a

(A.17)
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And the equilibrium constant K ′′′
a for Eq.A.16 as:

K ′′′
a = KA−/A2−KA/A−Ka +KA−/A2−KB/B−Kh +KA−/A2−KCc/Cc−KhK t +KA−/A2−KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

K ′
aK ′′

a
(A.18)

Mole fractions of all the species can be then straightforwardly calculated by a simple

mass balance (Eqs. A.1 to A.14) analysis in function of AH+.

C0 = [AH+]+[A]+[B]+[Cc]+[Ct]+[A−]+[B−]+[Cc−]+[Ct−]+[A2−]+[B2−]+[Cc2−]+[Ct2−]

(A.19)

C0 = [AH+]
(
1+ Ka

[H+]
+ Kh

[H+]
+ KhK t

[H+]
+ KhK tK i

[H+]
+ KA/A−Ka

[H+]2 + KB/B−Kh

[H+]2

+ KCc/Cc−KhK t

[H+]2 + KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

[H+]2 + KA−/A2−KA/A−Ka

[H+]3 + KB−/B2−KB/B−Kh

[H+]3

+ KCc−/Cc2−KCc/Cc−KhK t

[H+]3 + KCt−/Ct2−KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

[H+]3

)
(A.20)

From eq.A.20 the mole fraction distribution can be calculated as:

χAH+ = [AH+]
C0

= [H+]3

D
(A.21)

where

D = [H+]3 + (Ka +Kh +KhK t +KhK tK i)[H+]2 + (KA/A−Ka +KB/B−Kh +KCc/Cc−KhK t

+KCt/Ct−KhK tK i)[H+]+KA−/A2−KA/A−Ka +KB−/B2−KB/B−Kh

+KCc−/Cc2−KCc/Cc−KhK t +KCt−/Ct2−KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

or condensed as

D = [H+]3 +K ′
a[H+]2 +K ′

aK ′′
a[H+]+K ′

aK ′′
aK ′′′

a

By this way, the molar fractions of all the species can be calculated:

χA = Ka[H+]2

D
(A.22)

χB = Kh[H+]2

D
(A.23)

χCc =
KhK t[H+]2

D
(A.24)

χCt =
KhK tK i[H+]2

D
(A.25)

χA− = KaKA/A−[H+]
D

(A.26)
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χB− = KhKB/B−[H+]
D

(A.27)

χCc− =
KhK tKCc/Cc−[H+]

D
(A.28)

χCt− =
KhK tK iKCt/Ct−[H+]

D
(A.29)

χA2− = KaKA/A−KA−/A2−

D
(A.30)

χB2− = KhKB/B−KB−/B2−

D
(A.31)

χCc2− = KhK tKCc/Cc−KCc−/Cc2−

D
(A.32)

χCt2− = KhK tK iKCt/Ct−KCt−/Ct2−

D
(A.33)

Also the molar fractions expressed in terms of a triprotic acid can be calculated:

χCB = K ′
a[H+]2

D
(A.34)

χCB− = K ′
aK ′′

a[H+]
D

(A.35)

χCB2− = K ′
aK ′′

aK ′′′
a

D
(A.36)

The molar fraction of the AH+ is always calculated by Equation A.21.

In the pseudo-equilibrium

All equations above described can be applied at the pseudo-equilibrium, reached when

the flavylium base-compound has a high cis-trans isomerization barrier.

AH++H2O
K∧

a−−*)−−CB∧+H3O+ (A.37)

CB∧+H2O
K∧∧

a−−−*)−−−CB∧∧+H3O+ (A.38)

CB∧∧+H2O
K∧∧∧

a−−−*)−−−CB∧∧∧+H3O+ (A.39)

with

[CB∧]= [A]+ [B]+ [Cc]
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[CB∧∧]= [A−]+ [B−]+ [Cc−]

[CB∧∧∧]= [A2−]+ [B2−]+ [Cc2−]

The equilibrium constants K∧
a , K∧∧

a and K∧∧∧
a in Equations A.37 to A.39 can be ex-

pressed as:

K∧
a = Ka +Kh +KhK t (A.40)

K∧
a K∧∧

a = KA/A−Ka +KB/B−Kh +KCc/Cc−KhK t (A.41)

K∧
a K∧∧K∧∧∧

a = KA−/A2−KA/A−Ka +KB−/B2−KB/B−Kh +KCc−/Cc2−KCc/Cc−KhK t (A.42)

and by consequence:

K∧∧
a = KA/A−Ka +KB/B−Kh +KCc/Cc−KhK t +KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

K∧
a

(A.43)

K∧∧∧
a = KA−/A2−KA/A−Ka +KA−/A2−KB/B−Kh +KA−/A2−KCc/Cc−KhK t +KA−/A2−KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

K∧
a K∧∧

a
(A.44)

The mole fractions of each species in the pseudo-equilibrium are calculated in the same

way as the ones in the equilibrium, except for the Ct species, and substituting the equilib-

rium constants K ′
a, K ′′

a and K ′′′
a by K∧

a , K∧∧
a and K∧∧∧

a .
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APPENDIX B
New method to calculate all the

equilibrium constants in the
flavylium multi-sate

The expressions described in Appendix A allows to calculate all the flavylium multi-state

species molar fractions, in the equilibrium and in the pseudo-equilibrium, for those com-

pounds with high cis-trans isomerization barrier. The normalized mole fractions of A, B

and Cc can be easily calculated trough reverse pH jumps from pseudo-equilibrated or equili-

brated solutions at different pH values. The mole fraction of the species in the first deproto-

nation of AH+, CB, can be written as described in Appendix A or expressing the normalized

mole fractions of A (a0), B (b0) and Cc (c0) as:

χCB∧ = K∧
a [H+]2

D
= a0

K∧
a [H+]2

D
+b0

K∧
a [H+]2

D
+ c0

K∧
a [H+]2

D
(B.1)

a0 +b0 + c0 = 1

By the same way, the mole normalized mole fraction of a, b and c in the CB∧∧ and CB∧∧∧

can be calculated.

χCB∧∧ = K∧
a K∧∧

a [H+]
D

= a1
K∧

a K∧∧
a [H+]
D

+b1
K∧

a K∧∧
a [H+]
D

+ c1
K∧

a K∧∧
a [H+]
D

(B.2)

a1 +b1 + c1 = 1

χCB∧∧∧ = K∧
a K∧∧

a K∧∧∧
a

D
= a2

K∧
a K∧∧

a K∧∧∧
a

D
+b2

K∧
a K∧∧

a K∧∧∧
a

D
+ c2

K∧
a K∧∧

a K∧∧∧
a

D
(B.3)

a2 +b2 + c2 = 1
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Then the molar fractions of each species and their respective ionized forms can be pre-

sented as:

χA +χA− +χA2− = a0K∧
a [H+]2 +a1K∧

a K∧∧
a [H+]+a2K∧

a K∧∧
a K∧∧∧

a

D
(B.4)

χB +χB− +χB2− = b0K∧
a [H+]2 +b1K∧

a K∧∧
a [H+]+b2K∧

a K∧∧
a K∧∧∧

a

D
(B.5)

χCc +χCc− +χCc2− = c0K∧
a [H+]2 + c1K∧

a K∧∧
a [H+]+ c2K∧

a K∧∧
a K∧∧∧

a

D
(B.6)

Or expressed as in Appendix A:

χA +χA− +χA2− = Ka[H+]2 +KA/A−Ka[H+]+KA−/A2−KA/A−Ka

D
(B.7)

χB +χB− +χB2− = Kh[H+]2 +KB/B−Kh[H+]+KB−/B2−KB/B−Kh

D
(B.8)

χCc +χCc− +χCc2− = KhK t[H+]2 +KCc/Cc−KhK t[H+]+KCc−/Cc2−KCc/Cc−KhK t

D
(B.9)

This is:

Ka = a0K∧
a KA/A−Ka = a1K∧

a K∧∧
a KA−/A2−KA/A−Ka = a2K∧

a K∧∧
a K∧∧∧

a

Kh = b0K∧
a KB/B−Kh = b1K∧

a K∧∧
a KB−/B2−KB/B−Kh = a2K∧

a K∧∧
a K∧∧∧

a

KhK t = c0K∧
a KCc/Cc−KhK t = c1K∧

a K∧∧
a KCc−/Cc2−KCc/Cc−KhK t = a2K∧

a K∧∧
a K∧∧∧

a

This permits to calculate all the equilibrium constants in the pseudo-equilibrium, since

K∧
a , K∧∧

a and K∧∧∧
a are obtained from the absorption spectra where three inflection points

must be observed when the pH is plotted versus an specific wavelength. The constants in

the equilibrium K i, KCt/Ct− , KCt−/Ct2− also can be calculated if the next considerations are

taken into consideration:

χCB′ = K ′
a[H+]2

D
= a0K ′

a[H+]2 +b0K ′
a[H+]2 + c0K ′

a[H+]2 +d0K ′
a[H+]2

D
(B.10)

χCB′′ = K ′′
a[H+]2

D
= a0K ′′

a[H+]2 +b0K ′′
a[H+]2 + c0K ′′

a[H+]2 +d0K ′′
a[H+]2

D
(B.11)

χCB′′′ = K ′′′
a [H+]2

D
= a0K ′′′

a [H+]2 +b0K ′′′
a [H+]2 + c0K ′′′

a [H+]2 +d0K ′′′
a [H+]2

D
(B.12)
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a0 +b0 + c0 +d0 = 1 a1 +b1 + c1 +d1 = 1 a2 +b2 + c2 +d2 = 1

χCt +χCt− +χCt2− = d0K ′
a[H+]2 +d1K ′

aK ′′
a[H+]+d2K ′

aK ′′
aK ′′′

a

D
(B.13)

χCt +χCt− +χCt2− = KhK tK i[H+]2 +KCt/Ct−KhK tK i[H+]+KCt−/Ct2−KCt/Ct−KhK tK i

D
(B.14)

This is:

KhK tK i = d0K ′
a KCt/Ct−KhK tK i = d1K ′

aK ′′
a KCt−/Ct2−KCt/Ct−KhK tK i = d2K ′

aK ′′
aK ′′′

a

Once obtained the values of a, b, c and d, is easy to calculate all the equilibrium con-

stants in the flavylium multi-state.
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APPENDIX C
Mathematical deduction of the

association constants in
copigmentation process

Considering the pseudo-equilibrium between the flavylium cation (AH+) and the species

after the fist acid-base reaction (CB∧) and a 1:1 complexation with a co-pigment (CP) we

have:

AH++CP
KAH+CP−−−−−*)−−−−−AH+CP (C.1)

A+CP
KACP−−−−*)−−−−ACP (C.2)

B+CP
KBCP−−−*)−−−BCP (C.3)

Cc+CP
KCcCP−−−−*)−−−−CcCP (C.4)

That can be reduced to Eq.C.1 and C.5:

CB∧+CP
KCB∧CP−−−−−*)−−−−−CB∧CP (C.5)

[CB∧CP]=[ACP]+[BCP]+[CcCP]

KCB∧CP = [CB∧CP]
[CB∧][CP]

= [ACP]+ [BCP]+ [CcCP]
[A][CP]+ [B][CP]+ [Cc][CP]

(C.6)

Simplifying:

KCB∧CP = [CB∧CP]
[CB∧][CP]

= KACP Ka +KBCP Kh +KCcCP KhK t

K∧
a

(C.7)
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Considering the mono-ionized species, which still have some importance in the anthocyanins

copigmentation:

A−+CP
KA−CP−−−−*)−−−−A−CP (C.8)

B−+CP
KB−CP−−−−*)−−−−B−CP (C.9)

Cc−+CP
KCc−CP−−−−−*)−−−−−Cc−CP (C.10)

That can be reduced to Eq.C.11:

CB∧−+CP
KCB∧−CP−−−−−−*)−−−−−−CB∧−CP (C.11)

K(CB∧−CP = [CB∧−CP]
[CB∧−][CP]

= [A−CP]+ [B−CP]+ [Cc−CP]
[A−][CP]+ [B−][CP]+ [Cc−][CP]

(C.12)

giving

K(CB∧−CP = KACP/ACP−KA/A−Ka +KBCP/BCP−KB/B−Kh +KCcCP/CcCP−KCc/Cc−KhK t

KCB/CB∧−K∧
a

(C.13)

The complex set of equation can be extended even to another deprotonation, but for all

practical purposes is now defined as a diprotic acid (after the third deprotonation, the an-

thocyanins are commonly unstable), summarized as AH+, CB∧ and CB∧− in Eqs C.1, C.7

and C.13 respectably. In order to calculate the molar fractions in the pseudo-equilibrium,

the mass balance results in:

C0 = [AH+]+ [A]+ [B]+ [Cc]+ [A−]+ [B−]+ [Cc−]+ [AH+CP]+ [ACP]+ [BCP]+ [CcCP]

+ [A−CP]+ [B−CP]+ [Cc−CP] (C.14)

In terms of AH+:

C0 = [AH+]
(
1+ Ka

[H+]
+ Kh

[H+]
+ KhK t

[H+]
+ KA/A−Ka

[H+]2 + KB/B−Kh

[H+]2 + KCc/Cc−KhK t

[H+]2

+KAH+CP [CP]+KACP
Ka

[H+]
[CP]+KBCP

Kh

[H+]
[CP]+KCcCP

KhK t

[H+]
[CP]

+ KACP/A−CP KACP Ka

[H+]2 [CP]+ KBCP/B−CP KBCP Kh

[H+]2 [CP]+ KCcCP/Cc−CP KCcCP KhK t

[H+]2 [CP]
)

(C.15)
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C0 = [AH+](1+KAH+CP [CP]

+ Ka +Kh +KhK t +KACP Ka[CP]+KBCP Kh[CP]+KCcCP KhK t[CP]
[H+]

+ KA/A−Ka +KB/B−Kh +KCc/Cc−KhK t

[H+]2

+ (KACP/A−CP KACP Ka[CP]+KBCP/B−CP KBCP Kh[CP]+KCcCP/Cc−CP KCcCP KhK t)[CP]
[H+]2 )

(C.16)

or simplifying

C0 = [AH+](1+KAH+CP [CP]+ K∧
a +K1[CP]

[H+]
+ K2 +K3[CP]

[H+]2 ) (C.17)

with

K∧
a = Ka +Kh +KhK t

K1 = KACP Ka +KBCP Kh +KCcCP KhK t

K2 = KA/A−Ka +KB/B−Kh +KCc/Cc−KhK t

K3 = KACP/A−CP KACP Ka +KBCP/B−CP KBCP Kh +KCcCP/Cc−CP KCcCP KhK t

The molar fraction can be written as:

χAH+ = [AH+]
C0

= 1

(1+KAH+CP [CP])+ K∧
a +K1[CP]

[H+] + K2+K3[CP]
[H+]2

=
1

(1+KAH+CP [CP]) [H
+]2

[H+]2 + K∧
a +K1[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP]) [H
+]+ K2+K3[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP])

(C.18)

χAH+CP = [AH+CP]
C0

=
KAH+CP [CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP]) [H
+]2

[H+]2 + K∧
a +K1[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP]) [H
+]+ K2+K3[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP])

(C.19)

The sum of complexed and uncomplexed flavylium cations:

χAH+ +χAH+CP = [H+]2

[H+]2 +K∧
a(CP)[H

+]+K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP)

(C.20)

The values of K∧
a(CP) and K∧∧

a(CP) are obtained when the absorbance is plotted as function of

pH. The constant KAH+CP is calculated representing the absorption of the flavylium cation

at pH=1 as a function of increasing amounts of the co-pigment.

The mole fractions of A and ACP and their ionized forms is then obtained as:

χA + χACP + χA− + χA−CP =
Ka+KACP Ka[CP]
(1+KAH+CP [CP]) [H+]+ KA/A−Ka+KACP/A−CP KACP Ka[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP])

[H+]2 +K∧
a(CP)[H

+]+K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP)

(C.21)
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K∧
a = Ka

K1 = KACP Ka

K2 = KA/A−Ka

K3 = KACP/A−CP KACP Ka

Identically for the hemiketal and the cis-chalcones:

χB + χBCP + χB− + χB−CP =
(Kh+KBCP Kh[CP])[H+]+KB/B−Kh+KBCP/B−CP KBCP Kh[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP])

[H+]2 +K∧
a(CP)[H

+]+K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP)

(C.22)

χCc+χCcCP+χCc−+χCc−CP =
(KhK t+KCcCP KhK t[CP])[H+]+KCc/Cc−KhK t+KCcCP/Cc−CP KCcCP KhK t[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP])

[H+]2 +K∧
a(CP)[H

+]+K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP)

(C.23)

Following the sequence in Appendix B for calculations of the a, b and c values.

χAH++χAH+CP+χA+χACP+χA−+χA−CP =
[H+]2 +a0(CP)K∧

a(CP)[H
+]+a1(CP)K∧

a(CP)K
∧∧
a(CP)

[H+]2 +K∧
a(CP)[H

+]+K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP)

(C.24)

where a0(CP) and a1(CP) are the mole fraction of A plus ACP and A- plus A-CP respectably.

a0(CP)K∧
a(CP) =

Ka +KACP Ka[CP]
(1+KAH+CP [CP])

(C.25)

a1(CP)K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP) =

KACP/A−CP +KACP Ka

(1+KAH+CP [CP])
(C.26)

Proceeding identically for the other species:

χB + χBCP + χB− + χB−CP =
b0(CP)K∧

a(CP)[H
+]+b1(CP)K∧

a(CP)K
∧∧
a(CP)

[H+]2 +K∧
a(CP)[H

+]+K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP)

(C.27)

χCc + χCcCP + χCc− + χCc−CP =
c0(CP)K∧

a(CP)[H
+]+ c1(CP)K∧

a(CP)K
∧∧
a(CP)

[H+]2 +K∧
a(CP)[H

+]+K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP)

(C.28)

b0(CP)K∧
a(CP) =

Kh +KBCP Kh[CP]
(1+KAH+CP [CP])

(C.29)

b1(CP)K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP) =

KBCP/B−CP +KBCP Kh

(1+KAH+CP [CP])
(C.30)
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c0(CP)K∧
a(CP) =

KhKh +KCcCP KhKh[CP]
(1+KAH+CP [CP])

(C.31)

c1(CP)K∧
a(CP)K

∧∧
a(CP) =

KCcCP/Cc−CP +KCcCP KhK t

(1+KAH+CP [CP])
(C.32)

In summary, Equations C.25, C.29 and C.31 give the neutral constants KACP , KBCP and

KCcCP , while the ionization constants complexes KACP/ACP− , KBCP/BCP− and KCcCP/CcCP−

are given by Equations C.26, C.30 and C.32. Then is easy to prove that:

KACP/ACP− = KACP−

KACP
KA/A− (C.33)

KBCP/BCP− = KBCP−

KBCP
KB/B− (C.34)

KCcCP/CcCP− = KCcCP−

KCcCP
KCc/Cc− (C.35)

If the equilibrium is considered, the contribution of the trans-chalcones should be added.

χCt +χCtCP +χCt− +χCt−CP

=
(KhK tK i+KCtCP KhK tK i[CP])[H+]+KCt/Ct−KhK tK i+KCtCP/Ct−CP KCtCP KhK tK i[CP]

(1+KAH+CP [CP])

[H+]2 +K ′
a(CP)[H

+]+K ′
a(CP)K

′′
a(CP)

(C.36)

χCt +χCtCP +χCt− +χCt−CP =
d0(CP)K ′

a(CP)[H
+]+d1(CP)K ′

a(CP)K
′′
a(CP)

[H+]2 +K ′
a(CP)[H

+]+K ′
a(CP)K

′′
a(CP)

(C.37)

d0(CP)K ′
a(CP) =

KhK tK i +KCtCP KhK tK i[CP]
(1+KAH+CP [CP])

(C.38)

d1(CP)K ′
a(CP)K

′′
a(CP) =

KCtCP/Ct−CP +KCtCP KhK tK i

(1+KAH+CP [CP])
(C.39)

and

KCtCP/CtCP− = KCtCP−

KCtCP
KCt/Ct− (C.40)

Calculation of the Pigment/Co-pigment association constants

The association constants of some species from the flavylium multi-state with a co-pigment

can be calculated directly from the spectra resulting from the titration. A variation of the

Benesi-Hildebrand is applied the fitting to obtain KAH+CP (Eq.C.45). The Benesi-Hildebrand
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equation can be described as:

A = AY + AY CP + ACP (C.41)

where A is the observed absorbance at a specific wavelength, and AY , AY CP , and ACP are

the contribution in absorbance of the pigment, the complex and the co-pigment respectively.

Considering no absorption of the co-pigment, Eq.C.41 can be rewritten using the Beer’s Law

Equation A = εbc as:

A = εY C0χY +εY CPC0χY CP (C.42)

Considering AH+ as the unique species at pH=1 for KAH+CP calculation, from Eq.C.1:

KAH+CP = [AH+CP]
[AH+][CP]

(C.43)

C0 = [AH+]+ [AH+CP]= [AH+](1+KAH+CP [CP]) (C.44)

χAH+ = [AH+]
C0

= 1
1+KAH+CP [CP]

χAH+CP = [AH+CP]
C0

= KAH+CP [CP]
1+KAH+CP [CP]

Then, from Eq.C.42:

A = εAH+C0 +εAH+CPC0KAH+CP [CP]
1+KAH+CP [CP]

A = A0 + A f KAH+CP [CP]
1+KAH+CP [CP]

(C.45)

where A0 and A f are the initial and final absorbance, respectively. When the association

constant is very small the final absorbance could not be reached, limited by the solubility of

the co-pigment.

Host-Guest association constants

The 1:1 Host-Guest complexation mathematical model can be described by the equilibrium:

G+H
K11−−*)−−HG (C.46)

Then, the following equations can be deduced:

[H]0 = [H]+ [HG] (C.47)

[G]0 = [G]+ [HG] (C.48)

K11 = [HG]
[H][G]

(C.49)
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After some algebraic manipulations:

[H]2K1 + [H](K11[G]0 −K11[H]0 +1)− [H]0 = 0 (C.50)

This is a quadratic equation that can be solved by the general expression: [H] = −b±
2
√

(b2 −4ac)/(2a). This method lead the direct calculation of the [H] in the equilibrium and

the K11 can be calculated from Equation C.49.

The data A vs [H] obtained from the UV-Vis spectra is then fitted by Equation C.51,

where A0 is the absorption in the absence of the host and A1 is the limiting spectroscopic

signals of the complex 1:1. The Microsoft Excel Solver tool can be used to adjust the fitting.

A = A0[G]+ A1[HG]
[G]0

(C.51)

The 2:1 Host-Guest complexation mathematical model can be described by the equilib-

rium between two equilibrium reactions:

G+H
K11−−*)−−HG (C.52)

HG+H
K21−−*)−−H2G (C.53)

Then, the following equations can be deduced:

[G]0 = [G]+ [HG]+ [H2G] (C.54)

[H]0 = [H]+ [HG]+2[H2G] (C.55)

K11 = [HG]
[H][G]

(C.56)

K21 = [H2G]
[H][HG]

(C.57)

After some algebraic manipulations:

[G]+K11[H][G]+K11K21[H]2[G]− [G]0 = 0 (C.58)

[H]+K11[H][G]+2K11K21[H]2[G]− [H]0 = 0 (C.59)

The Equation C.58 can be also written as:

[G]= [G]0

1+K11[H]+K11K21[H]2 (C.60)
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combined with Equation C.59 the following cubic equation is obtained:

K11K21[H]3+ (K11+2K11K21[G]0−K11K21[H]0)[H]2+ (K11[G]0−K11[H]0+1)[H]− [H]0 = 0

(C.61)

The solution of the cubic Equation C.61 by the Newton-Ramphson algoritm, leads to [H]

in the equilibrium. The equilibrium constants K11 and K21 can be calculated directly from

Equations C.58, C.56 and C.57.

The data A vs [H] obtained from the UV-Vis spectra is fitted by Equation C.62, where A0

is the absorption in the absence of the host, and A1 and A2 are the limiting spectroscopic

signals of the complexes 1:1 and 2:1 respectively. The Microsoft Excel Solver tool can be

used to adjust the fitting.

A = A0[G]+ A1[HG]+ A2[H2G]
[G]0

(C.62)
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ANNEX I
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1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO) δ 7.08, 1.33.

Figure A. 1H NMR spectrum of compound 1 in DMSO.
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Figure B. 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3 in DMSO.
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Figure C. 1H NMR spectrum of compound 4 in DMSO.
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Figure D. 1H NMR spectrum of compound 5 in D2O.
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Figure E. 1H NMR spectrum of compound 6 in DMSO.
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Figure F. 1H NMR spectrum of CP1 in D2O.
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Figure G. 1H NMR spectrum of CP2 in D2O.
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1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ 7.47, 3.90.
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Figure H. 1H NMR spectrum of p-sulfonated Calix[4]arene in D2O.

1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ 7.41, 3.88.
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Figure H. 1H NMR spectrum of p-sulfonated Calix[6]arene in D2O.
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Figure I. 1H NMR spectrum of p-sulfonated Calix[8]arene in D2O.

1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ 9.21, 8.65, 8.61, 7.70, 7.19.
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Figure I. 1H NMR spectrum of the compound 84’OH in CD3OD.
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1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ 9.01, 8.33, 7.54, 7.05, 4.16, 3.46, 3.06, 2.24.
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Figure I. 1H NMR spectrum of the compound 8OH4’TMA in D2O.
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